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Preface

My reason for writing this book

I have written this book for every small business owner and independent

professional who wants to make a success of their business marketing. My aim has

been to provide you with an easy to read guide full of ideas that ignite your passion

for promoting your business and attracting more customers.

During the course of my work with small businesses I found many people

frustrated with their marketing effort. Many find it hard work, confusing, time

consuming and difficult to get a good return on any investment made. I wrote this

book to inspire everyone who feels like this. I want to show you how easy it can be

for you to turn things around and start getting the results you deserve.

The ideas presented in this book are practical, real, straightforward and easy for

you to apply yourself. This book is designed to be your own pocket marketing

consultant. It is there to help you when you need a quick injection of inspiration

and when you want to plan your marketing strategy. This book can be all you need

to make your marketing work.

How to use this book step by step

This book is structured in a way to enable you to think about the ideas presented

and then apply them to your own business. Starting at the beginning with some of

the vital thinking you need to do before embarking on the creation of your

marketing plan, you will be guided step by step through the maze. The chapters all

logically fit together like the pieces of a jigsaw. Each piece is necessary to create the

complete picture.

Reading this book will enable you to create a marketing plan that is exactly right

for you.



xii

Create yourmarketing plan as you go

With the structure and elements of a marketing plan explained at the start you will

be able to move through the chapters one by one, making notes as you go. You can

complete your plan section by section. It ’s as easy as that.

Pick it up and put it down

This book is also designed to enable you to pick up for a quick idea or an instant

reference as you need it. I hope that it will sit on your desk and be referred to from

time to time as you need a reminder of the ‘How to’ guidance or check list

information.

Special response questions

Nearly every section has a check list that contains a number of special response

questions. These questions are designed to stimulate the thinking you need to do to

be able to apply the ideas presented to you and your business.

An easy read

I know how busy most small business owners are and that finding the time or

motivation to pick up a book can be a struggle. It has been written for you to

enjoy with an easy structure to follow, jargon free language, stimulating quotes

with questions and ideas that will transform your business marketing.

I do hope that you enjoy this book and it helps you to make your business

marketing make you money!

Jackie Jarvis
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1 Where you are now to where you want
to be

Maybe you are wondering if there is a secret to making your marketing work . . . if

there is a special system . . . a key to success . . .

Imagine if I told you that the answers you are looking for are inside your own mind

and all you really need is the right system, the right questions and the right

guidance to enable you to unlock them.

As a successful marketing consultant and business coach I have been amazed by

the people I have worked with over the years and how much they have found they

already know when stimulated by the right set of questions.

I have written this book to enable more people than I can personally see to benefit

from the value of a great marketing idea, the right questions to ask themselves and

the prompt for the first vital step they need to take.

Think your way through the maze

This simple process begins with where you are right now with your business,

product or service and takes you to exactly where you want to be. Every step you

take will add a vital piece to your ultimate marketing plan of action. At the end of

the process you will have a marketing plan that you have created yourself. You will

know which marketing strategies are going to offer your particular business the

greatest leverage and you will know exactly what you need to do to apply them.

If you need to revive the enthusiasm for your business and bring back the passion

you had for it – reading and working through this book is the stimulant you need

right now.

If you own a business and you find that you are often too busy ‘working in the

business’ to spend time ‘working on the business’ reading this book will inspire

you to take time out and move things forward.

Most of all I hope that reading this will provide you with new inspiration and

stimulate a new active approach to the successful marketing of your business.

Let this book work its magic right now as you turn the
page . . . and stimulate ideas into action . . .
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2 What do you want?

When was the last time you stopped and took a deep breath and asked yourself this

question? It is an important one to ask. Under pressure it can be easier to start

explaining what you don’t want. All that does is reinforce the negative. In order to be

able to move forward you need the stimulation of a vision, a goal, and a glimpse of

how you would really like things to be. It is a bit like thinking about your holiday

plans before you get on the plane. It makes you feel good, motivated, excited. Much

better than a good old moan about how you don’t want this and you don’t want that.

Have you ever noticed how that can prompt feelings of the exact opposite to the ones

that would help you to move forward and actually get what you do want?

So our very first ‘Special Response Question’ is the most important one:

WHAT IS IT THAT YOUWANT?

Describe this in all its glory: your business, your work, your lifestyle, your
relationships, theway you live your business life, themoney you are earning, how you
are spending it, what you are doingwith your spare time ^ really let yourself dream.

Write it down and date it.

" Where doyouwant to be12 months fromnow?
" Where doyouwant to be threeyears fromnow?
" What about ¢veyears?

Now imagineyourself ¢veyears on, having achievedwhat youwant and looking back
on yourself today; ask yourself this important question:

" What were themost important thingsyou did that enabled you to get whereyou
wanted to be?

Did these questions make you ‘think’? Notice how easy it is to shift your mind to a

better place when you ask yourself the right question. You may be working hard in

your business right now and haven’t had time to really ‘think’ about how you could

be growing and developing your business. It might take all your energy just to keep

going and get what needs to be done, done.

Questions challenge your thinking, they challenge what you are doing and how you

are doing it, they stimulate and most importantly they help you to change things.
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3 Typical small business marketing
mistakes

Making mistakes is part of the learning process. Recognising them is the first

important step. Madness has been described as continuing to do the same thing

whilst desiring a different result. This is like running an advert week after week in

your local publication that never provides a response or reaction and doing

nothing about it, whilst at the same time hoping to get a result. There are many

examples like this and we are probably all guilty of some of them.

Use the following set of indicators to raise your own awareness of the mistakes you

may be making.

& No plan – haphazard activities
& Too busy doing business to consider how to develop business
& Jumping from one failed idea to another without stopping to think
& Your marketing plan on a ‘post it’ note or in your head
& Untargeted attempts to generate sales
& Not really knowing what works and what doesn’t to make informed decisions
& Trying to do too much too quickly and making mistakes
& Wasting money, time and effort repeating what doesn’t work
& Poor decisions about what to invest in – believing the sales person
& Letting fear paralyse the taking of positive action
& Mixed messages with no coherent theme
& Over complicating marketing activities and messages
& Working very hard but not getting results that match the effort
& Making excuses – I haven’t got time to market my business
& Thinking that marketing is complicated – and avoiding doing it
& Relying on only one or two methods of generating business
& Suffering from feast and famine revenue cycles
& Keeping poor records of important prospects and customers
& Not really being able to explain why someone should buy from you
& Hoping and praying that business will come to you – but not taking action

If you have mentally ticked ‘yes’ that is me in any of the above you are being honest

with yourself. We have all been there. You learn by first getting some awareness of

what is not working. It is only then that you can start to move forward.

This book will provide you with many of the answers that you have been looking

for, as well as help you to action the inspiration it gives you.
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4 Creating your marketing plan

What is a marketing plan?

A marketing plan is your guide to exactly how you are going to action your

business marketing. It is the ultimate outcome of your thinking and decision

making. It is your commitment on paper, your route to success.

Why is it important?

It is common practice among many small business owners to spend a lot of time

doing as opposed to planning. You may have a plan in your head that you have not

yet committed to paper. Getting out there and making things happen is vital to the

success of any small business marketing; it is important, however, that they are the

right things. You can spend a lot of time and waste a lot of energy doing things the

wrong way or simply just doing the wrong things. A simple marketing plan that

you can create yourself using the ideas in this book will keep your business

marketing on the right track.

Your challenge

Your challenge is to take the following nine step plan with their accompanying

think marketing questions and create the notes for your plan as you go through the

relevant chapters of this book. When you have finished the book you should be in a

position to devise a complete marketing strategy that is right for your business.

HEREARE YOURNINE STEPS TOA SUCCESSFUL PLAN

Each step contains a set of questions that youwill need to be able to answer to
complete your plan.Reading this book will help you ¢nd the answers.

Creating your marketing plan

Step 1 ^ Setting your direction
Fromwhere you are towhere you want to be
" De¢newhat youare selling.
" Where doyour revenue streams come from?
" What ismost pro¢table?
" What isyourcapacity?
" What isworkingwell andwhat isn’t?
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Your existing customer base
" Whoandhowmany?
" Whoareyour best customers?
" How long do customers stayandwhat is their value?

Where do you want to be?
" What isyour longer-termvision for your business?
" What is the purpose of your business?
" Which revenue streamswould you like to grow?
" What areyour speci¢c businessgoals?

Step 2 ^ Understanding your market and your competition
Yourmarket
" What ishappeningwithin themarket place inwhichyou operate?
" What is the size of themarket you are in orentering?
" What is the potential demand for what youare o¡ering?
" What are the trends, hot issues andgaps that need ¢lling?

Your competition
" Who isyourcompetition?
" What are their strengths andweaknesses?
" What isyourcompetitionnot o¡ering that themarket needs?
" What bene¢ts doyou o¡er that yourcompetition doesn’t?
" What canyou learn fromyourcompetition?

Step 3 ^ Understanding your customer
Your target customers and strongest niche
" Whoare the‘right potential customers’ for you to focus on?
" What areyour ideal client criteria?
" Whoare the best, most enjoyable andpro¢table clients toworkwith?
" What are themain problemsandneedsyour target client has?
" What doyour target customersmost want?
" Is there agood strong niche group of peoplewith problemsyou could focus on?
" Where canyou ¢nd these customers?
" Howdoyour potential customersbuy what you are selling?

Step 4 ^ Creating your solution
Creating your value proposition
" What is the solution youare proposing?
" What are the keyelements of your service?
" Howdoes this solution solveyourclients’problems?
" What are the biggest bene¢tsyou o¡er yourcustomers?
" What is unique about it?

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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INTRODUCTION

" Howareyougoing to package andprice it?
" What canyouguarantee?

Step 5 ^ Creating a path to your business
Attracting hand raisers and building a list
" How could you ¢ndandattract thosewith an interest andneed for your services?
" What would attract your potential customersto take the ¢rst stepwithyou and

register their interest?
" What could be the stepsupyour sales ladder from initial interest to long-term

customer?
" What could be the path of o¡ering step bystep to your business?
" How canyou build your list of potential customerswith an interest?

Getting your sales systems in place
" What systemsdoyouneed to have in place to list-build?
" How canyou capture and record potential customers’details?
" What doyou need to set up to communicatewith those onyour list?

Step 6 ^ Creating yourmarketingmessage andmaterials
" What is the brand imageyouwant to create?
" What is the right brand for your target market?
" Howdoesyour nameand strap-line communicatewhat you are o¡ering?
" What areyour keymessages?
" What marketingmaterials doyouneed?

Step 7 ^ Choosing and planning yourmarketingmethods
" What marketingmethods doyou know that your successful competitors use?
" What hasworked for you in the past? What hasbeenyour return on investment?
" What hasnot worked?
" What canyou do to raiseyour pro¢le in themarketplace?
" Whichmethods canyouuse to attract new customers?
" What potential value do the followingmarketingmethodshave for your business?

PR, radio,TV, vehicle, bus, posters, billboards, newspapers andmagazines
advertising, internet, direct mail, sales letters, direct sales, telephonemarketing,
windowdisplays, personal contact, referrals, host relationships and joint ventures.

" What ismost likely towork best for you?

Step 8 ^ Developing your budget and return on investment
" Whichmarketingmethodshaveyou chosen to implement?
" What is it going to cost toutiliseyourchosenmarketingmethods?
" What resources are going to be required to implement thesemethods?
" What will you need to invest in each segment to achieveyourgoals?

7



" What returnwould youexpect?
" Howwill youmeasure the return onyour investment?

Step 9 ^ Planning your strategy and actions
" Howareyougoing to progresseachelement of your plan?
" What needs settingup?
" What are the priorities?
" What speci¢c practical actionsneed to be taken tomake it happen? Bywhomand

by when?
" What are the steps?
" What are themilestones and deadlines?
" Howwill youmonitor, evaluate and review your strategy?

Create your marketing plan

Here are the headings for the important sections of your marketing plan: You can

use this template as a framework for your own plan, which can be completed as

you work through the sections in this book.*

Business description ^ who areyou andwhat you do

Business direction ^ your ambitions for your business

Sales targets ^ the numbersyouwant to reach

Themarket place ^ research needs, trends, gaps andmarket growth

The competition ^ who theyare, o¡erings, strengths andweaknesses

Target customer group(s) ^ who you are aiming at

Target area(s) ^ whereyouwant your business to come from

Niche ^ your target specialist areas and businesspositioning

Keymarketingmessages, positioning and di¡erentiation ^ your brand image and
strap-line and keymarketingmessages

Marketing goals and objectives ^ what youwant to achieve

Marketingmethods ^ themethods that you have chosen toutilise

The budget ^ the amount you commit to spending andwhat you plan to spend it on

The strategy ^ how you are going to do it and yourcalendarof actions

Fail to plan – plan to fail

*If you would like a free electronic version of this Marketing Plan template you can download one from
www.marketingco.biz or www.salesfasttrack.co.uk

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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5 Defining your business now

The journey begins from where you are now . . .

You are where you are now as a direct result of the actions you have taken and the

decisions you have made along the way. Where you will get to in the future will be

a result of the choices you make, starting now. Imagine today as the first day of the

rest of your business life.

Why take stock first?

It is important to assess exactly where you are now before you embark on your

journey. Many people are so busy doing that they rarely take the time out to take

stock and reflect. It is vital, from time to time, to take that vital step back from the

cut and thrust of your daily workload. If you keep on doing what you have always

been doing, you will always get what you have now.

Your challenge

You will need to be honest with yourself and focus on the facts. This may involve

some detail that you haven’t paid attention to for a while. You will need to be

disciplined as you gather this information. Don’t rely on guess work or gut feel.

Get the specifics as it is these details that will form the bedrock from which you can

move forward. If you want to grow your business you will need to know exactly

where you are starting from.

YOURBUSINESSNOW ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

Your business
" Describeyour business right now.What wordsexpressexactly whereyou feel you

are? Brainstormand just jot downwhat comestomind.
" Makea list of themain services/products that you o¡er.
" What is sellingwell?
" What isn’t sellingwell?

Turnover and pro¢t margins
" What isyour turnover?
" What isyourcurrent end of year pro¢t?
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HOW TO GET STARTED ^ EVALUATINGWHERE YOU ARE NOW

Customers
" Howmany customers doyouhave?
" Where do they come from?
" What kind of pro¢le do theyhave?
" Whoareyour best customers?
" Whoareyour worst customers?

Business strengths
" What are the keystrengthsyour businesshas?
" What are the keyskills containedwithin thisbusiness?

Your attitude towards your business
" Howdoyou feel about your business?
" What doyou ¢nd di⁄cult?
" What is it that you like andenjoy?

How to use this information

Having answered these questions you will have some specific facts, thoughts and

feelings to work with. You now have a starting point. This is where you are now. It

is a good idea to mark the date in your diary or on your calendar when you did this

exercise. This information gives you a basis from which to start to think about your

future and where you want to go.
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6 Evaluating how well your current
marketing is working

What is marketing?

Marketing is everything that you do to communicate your business to both your

existing and potential customers. There are many different ways that you can

market your business. Most people use a combination that works best for their

particular business.

What works and what doesn’t?

If you are spending money on marketing your business it is vital that you know

what works and what doesn’t. There is no point in investing money when what you

are doing is not bringing you a good return. So how do you know whether it is

working or not?

Your challenge

Your main challenge is continually to test and measure your marketing efforts.

Relying on gut feel is not enough. You will need some tangible feedback. Try the

following checklist indicating what you have tried and whether it was successful or

not. Note down any tangible evidence that you have to support your definition of

success. Have a look at this marketing evaluation checklist and evaluate how

successful you consider your marketing efforts have been to date.

CURRENT MARKETING EVALUATIONCHECKLIST

Which of the following have you tried and how successful has it been?

Rate each area: 1 = no success, 5 = very successful

Brand identity 1 2 3 4 5
Newspaper advertising 1 2 3 4 5
YellowPages 1 2 3 4 5
Radio advertising 1 2 3 4 5
TV advertising 1 2 3 4 5
PR/articles 1 2 3 4 5
Direct mail 1 2 3 4 5
Sales letter 1 2 3 4 5

12



HOW TO GET STARTED ^ EVALUATINGWHERE YOU ARE NOW

Networking 1 2 3 4 5
Telemarketing 1 2 3 4 5
Events/talks 1 2 3 4 5
Newsletter 1 2 3 4 5
Internet marketing 1 2 3 4 5
Referrals/recommendation 1 2 3 4 5
Salesperson 1 2 3 4 5
Windowdisplays 1 2 3 4 5
Alliance relationships 1 2 3 4 5
Special o¡ers 1 2 3 4 5
Emailmarketing 1 2 3 4 5

How successfully to test and measure your marketing

You can do this in a number of ways.

& Ask the people who enquire where they heard about your business.

& Keep a note of this information over a defined period of time and analyse it.

& Run specific offers in selected marketing options and keep a record of responses.

& Test headlines on adverts or flyers in smaller batches until you find out which gets

the best result.

& You can do the same with sales letters sent by post and email.

& When you run an event, or speak at a networking group, keep a record of how

many contacts you make and whether any business results from them.

& Do the same for networking events you attend as a participant.

& When you write an article for a business publication offer a free report that

requires the reader to make contact with you. This way you will not only get the

details of some potentially good prospects but you can test how many people read

and responded to your article.

& Before and after sales data is useful when you are running a brand awareness

campaign.

MARKETING EVALUATION ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Decidehow you are going to evaluateyour activities in advance.
" Keepa record of the evaluation datayou collect.
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" Workout whichhasbeen themost successfulmarketingactivity.
" Plan to repeat all successful activities.
" Ask yourself why certain activitieshavenot been successful.
" Check that themarketingactivitiesyouhave chosen are right for the audienceyou

wish to target.
" Stop anyexpensivemarketingactivity that is costingmore than the return it gives

you.

How to use this information

Over a period of time, monitoring and measuring the success of your marketing

will enable you to build a very clear picture of how to spend your valuable

marketing budget. There will be no more last minute decisions or trial and error,

as you will have the evidence you need at your fingertips, and you will be able to use

the information to make informed decisions.

Think, test and measure

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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7 Assessing the value of your current
customer base

Growing your current customer base

There are three main ways to grow any business:

& get new customers
& increase the amount your existing customers spend with you
& increase the frequency with which they do business with you.

It is easier and less expensive to build on the existing base you already have than it

is to develop new customer relationships.

What is the value of your current customer base?

Do you know?

To work out the average value of your current customer base all you need to do is

find the following figures.

& How many customers do you have?
& What is the average amount these customers spend with you?
& How many times a year do these customers spend this amount?
& What is the average length of time your customers stay doing business with you?

Number x value x frequency = value of current customer

base x length of time as a customer

1006£1,00063 = £300,00062 years = £600,000

Based on these figures each new customer you get is potentially worth £6,000.

Why is this important?

It is important to know what your current customer base is potentially worth to

you, as it gives you a starting point, a base from which to decide how you want to

grow your business.

15



If you use the marketing techniques detailed in this book to

& attract new customers
& get existing customers to spend more
& get existing customers to spend more often

you could potentially increase your profits by whatever figure you decide you want.

There is a vast amount of untapped potential in your business right now. All you

need to do is decide what you want and then get really good at marketing to make

it happen.

Your existing customer base probably holds the most potential for you. These are

people who are already happily doing business with you. They already spend

money regularly and probably would spend more if they had a good reason to.

You need to give them that reason.

Your challenge

Your challenge is to both maintain and develop the value of your existing customer

base. No business can afford to stand still.

What makes a customer base valuable?

If you can answer yes to the following questions, your existing customer base has

value.

& Do your existing customers spend money with you?
& Are they happy with the service you provide?
& Have you built up a relationship of trust and rapport?
& Do they come to you for the solutions to their problems?
& If asked, would they recommend or refer you to other people?
& Are they likely to have needs in the future and problems they want solving?
& Would they spend more with you if you could help them?

CUSTOMERVALUE ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

Get speci¢cwith yourcustomer sales information.

" Create a list of yourmain customers.

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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HOW TO GET STARTED ^ EVALUATINGWHERE YOU ARE NOW

" Howmany customers doyouhave?
" Where do they come from?
" Howmuch doeseach customer spendwithyouevery year?
" Howoften doeseach customersuseyou?
" What are their particular spending patterns?
" What interests doeseach customer have in your business?
" What potential doeseach customer have to spendmorewithyou?

How to use this information

Once you know the value of your existing client base you have a starting place.

Once you have specific customer information you can work out which business

building strategy will be most likely to appeal to particular customer groups or

individuals. If you think of each new customer having a life time value potential it

makes it even more important to value them right from the start, no matter how

little they start off spending with you.

Think customer = pot of gold
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8 Finding out what existing customers
value about your business

What is customer feedback?

Customer feedback is the information that you get from your customers about the

work that you do for them, positive and negative. How do you get yours? There are

several different ways in which feedback can be gathered.

& Best and worst selling products/services.
& Repeat business.
& Behaviour and body language observation.
& Questions asked.
& Complaints.
& Verbal comments.
& Conversations with customers.
& Testimonials and letters.
& Recommendations.
& Survey information.

Why is this important?

It is important to be aware of the feedback you are getting from your customers.

This is how you learn about what is and isn’t important to the people you wish to

influence. If you are selling something that people want and you are delivering

value, you need to know about it!

This is information that you can use to attract more customers. It is also a

confidence boost for you if you know how much people value what you offer. You

can allow yourself to feel good and very proud of what you are doing. If your

business is missing what customers value most, you need to know about that as

well. This information can teach you how to make your business more attractive to

the people that you value most: your customers.

Your challenge

Your challenge is to set up a system both to gather and evaluate this information

on a regular basis. You need to be open and able to listen to customers’ views. You

will need to be prepared to ask and develop questions that are targeted to extract
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HOW TO GET STARTED ^ EVALUATINGWHERE YOU ARE NOW

the right information. When asking for customer feedback you will need to be

careful about guiding the customer’s mind in the right direction. If you ask ‘What

didn’t you like about the service today?’ the response can only be negative.

Whereas if you say ‘What did you think about the service today?’ and give a choice

of responses, there is a greater chance of a positive result.

WHATDOYOUNEEDTOKNOW ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What are people buying?
" What dopeoplewant to buy?
" What are their service expectations?
" What is really important in termsof product/service delivery?
" What irritates and frustratespeople?

Great questions to ask
" When choosinga [your service] what doyou look for?
" Whenbuying [your service] what ismost important?
" What prompted the decision tousexservices?
" What haveyou found ofmost value?
" What (if anything) couldwe do to improve thex servicewe o¡er you?
" What doyou like about x ?
" Which aspect of x doyou ¢nd ofmost value?

Depending onwhether you are using awritten or telephone survey, or holding a one-
to-one conversation theway you organiseyourquestionswill vary.Youmay use
multichoice, with a range frommost important to least important, or leave themopen
forcomments.The important thing is that youmake it easy for people to answer the
questionswhen you ask them. Any surveysyou do ideally should comprise nomore
than10 questions. If you are conducting a telephone surveyand you get some really
positive statements always ask if you can quote them.This is a veryeasyand quick
wayof getting testimonials.

How to use this information

A list of what your customers most value about your business can be used to help

you create all your marketing messages, your brand, your unique selling

proposition, your customer commitment statement, your list of attractive

benefits, your website or brochure copy and even your elevator speech. Knowing

what customers value is invaluable to you.

Think feedback and learn more
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9 Seeing your business through the
customers’ eyes

What does this mean?

If you want to influence your customers you have to understand and relate to them.

When you see through your customers’ eyes you experience the world from a

different perspective. Imagine you have taken your customers’ glasses and you are

looking at your business through those lenses. What do you see? Do you suddenly

see it all differently? You should. Many business owners find this exercise

extremely difficult to do. Be careful that you don’t get so close to your own

business by running it day-to-day that you stop being able to see things from your

customers’ point of view.

Why this is important

It is important to switch perspectives from time to time. Making decisions about

shop layout, website design, customer communication processes and more becomes

a lot easier when you are able to imagine yourself as the customer. You will avoid

the classic pitfalls that many people make when they make elements of their service

over complicated and confusing. Most people these days want things simply,

quickly and easily. If it is complicated, slow or difficult your potential customers

will go somewhere else. This is especially true of the internet age which has

brought with it choice and speed. Very few have the patience to wait.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to spend the time taking a look at your business through

your customers’ eyes and maintain this perspective for long enough to gain some

valuable insights.

WHATDOYOUNEEDTODO? ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Take some time out and closeyoureyes.
" Think about one of your typical customers.
" Describe that person to yourself.

What are they like?
Howold are they?
What typically do theydo each day?
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HOW TO GET STARTED ^ EVALUATINGWHERE YOU ARE NOW

What is important to them?
What are they looking for when they consider buying x?

" Nowimagineyourself as thisperson comingalong to your business or ¢ndingyou
on the internet.
What doyou see?
What isyour ¢rst impression?
What doyou feel?

" Checkout every individualaspect of your business from thisperspective.You can
enter your website as acustomer, you canuseyour service as acustomer, you can
pretend to have acomplaint as acustomer.You can look at your advertising ^ any
numberof things.Lookat what goes on in your business throughyourcustomers’
eyes.

" Note down the things that you see.
" Tryseeing through the eyes of a numberof di¡erent types of customers.
" Noticewhat is di¡erent andwhat is similar.

How to use this information

You can use this information to make changes to your business operations and

your marketing. If you do, make sure that you monitor the results of those

changes. Notice the impact that they have on your customers. Take time out to

switch perspectives as often as you can. It is a skill that you can develop and one

that is very useful to your business. Many top business entrepreneurs are very

good at this. Think about Richard Branson for example. He regularly takes time

out to see his businesses through his customers’ eyes.

Think customers’ eyes and see more
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10Assessing your personal strengths,
skills and resources

What are your strengths, skills and resources?

There is no doubt that your own personal strengths, skills and resources are a

major reason for your achievements to date. They are sure to play a major part in

the success of your business. They may well be the main reason that your customers

choose to use your service or buy your products. Are you aware of exactly what

those strengths, skills and resources actually are? You can take them for granted

because they are with you every day. Being too close to yourself can make you blind

to your own brilliance.

Why is it important to know?

Your strengths and skills are unique to you and could be a major part of what

differentiates you from others in the marketplace. They are also a major reason for

the value placed on any advice and consultancy you may give your customers.

Your strengths and skills are part of your history, the history that created the

business you have today. You may have spent years developing these skills. You

may have years and years of experience behind you. Your customers may not

necessarily know anything about this. If they did, the question is, would they see

more value in what you offer?

An awareness of and the ability to communicate the strengths and skills you have

is a very important part of your business marketing. You are at the centre of what

you are selling and the more value you place on that, the more others are likely to

as well. It can help you to communicate what you do more effectively to the

prospects and new contacts you meet. This may form part of the process you go

through to help them to appreciate the true value you are able to offer.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to become self aware and find a useful way of making your

customers aware too. Your challenge may also be to see the value in yourself and

what you have to offer. Many of us are conditioned not to blow our own trumpet

and to be modest about those things we are good at. That is fine, but you must not

ignore the things that your customers would value and have a right to know about.
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HOW TO GET STARTED ^ EVALUATINGWHERE YOU ARE NOW

Your customers and prospects want the best. They want someone whom they can

trust to provide top quality expertise and deliver with skill. If that person is you,

then you are duty bound to tell them.

SELFAWARENESS ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What doyou think yourmain strengths are?
" Howdo these strengths impact on your business?
" What areyour keyskills?
" Howhaveyou developed these skills?
" What kindsof experienceshave enabled you to gain this expertise?
" Howessential are these skills to the serviceyouare able to o¡er yourcustomers?
" Which of your skills isvaluedmost by yourcustomers?
" What parts of your personalhistory havehadan impact on the strengths and skills

you are nowable to demonstrate?
" What kind of trainingandeducationhaveyouhad?
" What resources doyouhave access to as a result of yourexperiences?
" What isyour special story?

How to use this information

Going through the special response questions may make you see the true value you

bring to the table. Once your eyes are opened to your own brilliance you may find

yourself feeling more confident and more self assured. It is empowering to feel that

as a result of all your hard work and effort developing skills, strengths and

resources that you are really worth something. The benefit you offer your business

can be integrated into your marketing messages and materials. There will be

plenty of opportunity to find exactly how to do this as you read later chapters of

this book.

Think personal strength and sell ‘you’
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11Clarifying your ultimate business vision

What is a vision?

A vision is the picture or movie you see in your mind’s eye of the future. It is the

dream you have of the reality you want to be living. Your vision can be imagined

by using your senses to see, feel and hear a ‘what if ’ experience. It is a bit like the

experience you have when you imagine your perfect holiday destination. You have

a ‘vision’ of the kind of holiday you would most like to experience.

Why is it important?

Creating a vision is a way of anticipating the future. It is like planting a seed in

your mind which, if you feed and water correctly, over time will grow and flower in

the way that it was predestined to.

By allowing yourself to project into the future in this way you can check out if you

like what you see. Describing your vision can inspire both you and the others in

your team. Everyone needs something to aim for. It is like describing the view you

will have at the mountain top before you start the climb. The motivation you have

for the potentially arduous journey will be boosted more by being very clear about

what you will see at the top than it would have been if it had been just a climb. It

can be exactly the same with your business. If you have a clear and exciting vision

in your mind, a vision that you can communicate to others, the journey will be

much more energised and focused. Having a vision makes day-to-day activities

more meaningful as you have a reason for doing them.

Your challenge

Your vision not only needs to be something that you aspire to business wise, but

also something that fits in with your personal life goals. The two go hand in hand.

It is no good having a vision for a business future that would involve work

overseas and long periods of time away from home if one of your personal goals is

to spend more time with your family. It is important to clarify your personal goals

and incorporate them into your vision for the future.

What makes a vision reality?

To make your vision a reality you will need to take action today. Your daily
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choices of action will ultimately make the difference between getting there or

staying put. Having a vision alone is not enough to make it happen.

SEEINGYOURVISION ^ SPECIALRESPONSEQUESTIONS

Take a fewmoments to relaxand take awalk into the future.Closeyour eyes and
imagineyourself in this placewhere everything youwanted hasbeen achieved.

" What doyou seehappening in your business?
" What does it look like?
" What kind of clients doyou see?
" Who else doyou seeworkingwithyou?
" What areyou doing?
" What are people sayingabout your business?
" What areyou saying?
" What areyou feeling?
" What are others feelingabout the businessyouhave created?

Looking back
From this place having achieved everything youwanted, imagineyourself turning back
and seeing yourself asyou are now. Ask:

" What were some of themost important thingsyou did to get here?
" What is the best adviceyou cangiveyourself?

Taking it with you
Now imagineyourself taking this advicewith you asyou start your journey towardsyour
vision.

Writing it down
Having done this exercise it is a good idea towrite a description of your business
vision.That way you can remind yourself of it from time to time, add to it or adapt as
things change.Find a visual image that you relate to.Pin it up on thewallwhereyou
can see it every day.Thiswill keep you anchored to your future.

How to use your vision

Once you have a vision, you can use it to motivate both yourself and others.

Describing the ultimate vision can be the first step needed to kick start a strategic

planning meeting with your team. Your business goals and objectives should come

out of the vision and your strategic action plan will be guided by your business

goals and objectives. Your marketing strategy will be part of your overall business

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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GETTINGCLEAR ABOUTWHERE YOUAREGOING

plan guided by your business vision. Marketing your business successfully will be

one of the important actions you need to take to get you to your ultimate

destination.

Think vision and see your future success in advance
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12Defining the gaps between present and
desired

What is a defined gap?

So far in this book you have had a chance to think about where you are now with

your business and where you want to be in the future. Unless you are living your

vision right now there will be a gap between these two points – present and desired.

You need to be clear about exactly what is missing. Creating a defined gap is about

getting very specific about the elements of your business that you need to focus on

in order to close the gap and achieve your ultimate goals. The gap between present

and desired position will differ from business to business.

Here are some examples of the general gaps you might find yourself defining.

& Personal activities (time and focus).
& Quality of products and services.
& Location.
& Number of outlets.
& Market area.
& Target customers.
& Numbers of customers.
& Systems and procedures.
& Marketing activities.
& Staff team.
& Knowledge.
& Skills.

Why is it important to define the gaps?

Defining the gaps specifically is important because it will focus your attention on

what needs work. Once you have clearly defined the gaps then they can be used to

set appropriate goals and objectives with a plan to achieve them. Without defining

the gaps it could be very easy to slip into the grass-hopper approach to business

and marketing planning, jumping from one thing to the next or allowing yourself

to get distracted.
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GETTINGCLEAR ABOUTWHERE YOUAREGOING

Your challenge

Your challenge is to take the time to do this. To focus on what needs your

attention. Be honest with yourself. This will pay dividends in the longer term.

At this stage you do not have to have the solution. That comes later. All you need

to do is be very clear about what needs your attention. It may be that you don’t

know what needs work or needs to be implemented to get you from where you are

to where you want to be. If that is the case you could come back to this chapter

once you have got to the end of this book. It would be useful to keep a notebook to

hand and write down gaps as you come across them.

GETTINGTOTHEGAP ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" In front of youhaveyour notes from‘whereyou are now’alongwithyour ultimate
businessvision.

" Makea note of some of the problemsyou perceiveyouhave now that mayprevent
you fromreaching your vision.Theseproblemareaswill indicate gaps.

" Makeanote of all the areasof your businesswhereyou seeacleargap.
" Foreach of thoseareaswrite downwhat the gap is.

How to use this information

This information can be used in a number of ways. Firstly the gaps you establish

will highlight the information you need to gather, the processes you need to

implement, the changes you need to make and the goals you need to set. Secondly

it will give your thinking some structure, and focus your attention on the

important issues to consider when business planning. Thirdly they will remind you

of what is vital if you are to achieve your vision. Talking about it is not enough to

make it happen – it needs action focused in the most important areas.

Think gap and make the right things happen
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13Describing who you want to do
business with

Defining your ideal customer

Defining your ideal customer means clarifying the people who are, or are likely to

be, hungry for your particular product or service. Your ideal customers will be

people who have a problem that they are searching for an answer to. They will be

people who are most likely to spend money on your product or service to fulfil a

need or desire they have. Your ideal target customer could have certain

demographic, psychographic, occupational or geographic characteristics.

Why is this important?

Knowing who it is you are targeting will greatly influence how you go about

communicating your product or service to them. Ideally if you can find a hungry

crowd for your particular niche product or service and can understand very clearly

what their particular needs and problems are, you can tailor your marketing

messages to fulfil those needs and solve those problems. This will mean your

marketing can be targeted. Ideally for the greatest chance of success, your business

will initially have been created to fill a need or solve the problems of a particular

customer group.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be in how you go about finding your ideal customer. If you are

an existing and established business you will have details of your existing

customers and knowledge of what and how much they have bought from you over

time. There may be certain patterns; things that your existing customer groups

have in common that you could learn from. Your challenge will be in taking the

time to analyse the data that you have right on your own doorstep. You can also

learn from the customers that you don’t have yet, the ones that you think might be

ideal for your business. These are the people who you need to find out about, what

their problems are, what they want and what they are willing to spend money on.

This will involve some targeted research.
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GETTINGCLEAR ABOUTWHERE YOUAREGOING

What makes a customer ideal?

& They want what you are selling.
& They are willing and able to pay for it.
& There are a lot of them.
& You know how to get access them.
& You like working with them.
& You find them easy to sell your product or service to.
& They are most likely to keep on buying from you.

IDEALCUSTOMER ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

To establish your ideal customer youwill need to ask yourself some questions.

" Describe the kind of personwho could bemost hungry for your product or service.
" Whohaveyour best customersbeen in the past?
" What haveyour best customershad in common?
" What kindsof people/organisations doyou really likeworkingwith?
" What kind of problemsandneedsdo theyhave?
" Where ideallyare these companies/people located?

How to use this information

First of all you need to test your ideal customer description by asking some

questions and doing some research. Once you are sure that this customer fulfils all

of your criteria then you will need to design both your marketing message and your

marketing materials to influence this customer positively.

Think ideal customer and do business with the best
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14 Researching for answers

What is research?

Research is everything you do to find out about your customer, marketplace and

competition that will enable you to build a clear picture of what is most likely to

sell well. Research can be surveys, asking questions, listening, the observation of

trends, mystery shopper trips, surfing the internet, attending conferences and

events, your own experience of life, reading articles or becoming a member of an

association.

Why is it important?

The more you know about your potential client, competitors and your potential

marketplace the better placed you will be to make decisions about the best

positioning and packaging of your products and services. Research can help you to

find out what your ideal target customer is most likely to buy. It can enable you to

package your products and services to fit with demand rather than the other way

round. Research can help save you time and money. You can get answers from

research that could have taken years of trial and error to find out.

What makes research work?

It works when it is pre-planned and when you have a clear outcome in mind. You

need to be very clear on the reasons for the research and what specifically you are

looking for.

You should choose the research method that best suits the outcome you want. You

may run a survey online that enables you to question large numbers of people and

provides full analysis in report format, or you may think asking questions one to

one is a better way to get the answers you need from a smaller test selection of

people. Whichever way you choose, you will need to compare like for like. Ask

people the same questions and compare answers. Look for both similarities and

differences. Look for patterns and trends. Deciding on a way of recording and

analysing the data is important. A simple self created spreadsheet may well be

enough to record some basic research data.
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Examples

A show jumping club wanted to raise its membership prices in addition

to attracting new members from a wider section of the show jumping

community. Its reason for running a research survey was to find out

what people wanted from the club and potentially what was most

important in terms of club events, trips and hospitality. This

information would help them to design the members’ package to suit

members’ desires. They also wanted to gain buy-in to price changes by

offering greater value. They used a pre-designed ten question survey

which they sent out to both existing members and a cross-section of

people they would like as members.

A garage planning the expansion of their services in the local area

needed to find out who else offered the services they had in mind and at

what price. They also needed to find out if their existing customer base

had a need or desire for these additional services, and would use them

if offered. This information would help them to decide whether or not

it was a good idea to introduce the services. They used telephone

research with existing customers and mystery shopper visits to the

competition.

Learning from the competition

Take the time to find out. Call up some of your competitors posing as a customer

and ask some questions. Find out what they are doing, what they are offering, what

their sales process is and their prices. Listen to how they are presenting their

service. Look at their websites.

Learning from your customers (existing and potential)

The people who use your product or service are the best people to give you

feedback. Ask questions when you get the chance. Listen to the responses. Ask for

specific information as opposed to general comments. Pay attention to the

questions you get asked. Often this is an indication of what they need. Observe the

decision making process of your customers. How long do they take? Understand

what is either motivating or preventing them from buying.

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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UNDERSTANDINGYOURMARKETPLACE AND YOURCOMPETITION

CUSTOMERRESEARCH ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Discusswhat it is that youneed to ¢nd out andwrite it down.
" Create some questions that make it easy forcustomersto answer with speci¢cs

(multi-choice, most or least important, orderof importance arehelpfulwhen
creating surveys).

" Keep the surveysbrief ^ nomore than ten questions isbest.
" If you are asking questionsverbally nomore than ¢ve questions isbest.
" Decidehow you are going to record the information to beable to compare likewith

like.
" Payattention to your results andadapt asnecessary.

How to use this information

This information is invaluable for use creating the positioning and packaging of

your products and services. It is essential for developing your unique selling

proposition which is covered later on in this book. Marketing messages that target

customers’ desires and motivations can be created with minimum fuss and

wastage. With information about the customer you are able to speak their

language.

Think research and learn
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15 Evaluating your competitors’
propositions

Evaluating your competitors’ propositions is all about studying exactly how they

are positioning and presenting themselves. It is about exploring what they are

doing and seeing for yourself where their strengths and weaknesses are.

Why is it important?

This is important because your competitors are in your marketplace and you will

no doubt come up against their propositions when you take your service to market.

It is useful to understand exactly what they are offering to see whether there is

anything you could learn about and/or do better or differently.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to find out. It takes time to study your competitors and it

needs to be done in a systematic way to get the best out of the exercise.

How to check out your competition

You can be a real customer. You can visit their premises and read their advertising

and promotional literature. You can visit their websites. You can subscribe to their

newsletters. You can call in as a mystery shopper.

EVALUATINGYOURCOMPETITION ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

These are the questionsyou need answers to:
" Who doyou consider acompetitor?
" What are theyselling?
" Howdo theyposition themselves?
" What is their unique selling proposition?
" What is theircompetitive edge?
" Howmuch do they charge?
" What marketing literature do theyuse ^ what is it like?
" Where are theweaknesses?
" What is their website like?
" What are they not o¡ering that you could?
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UNDERSTANDINGYOURMARKETPLACE AND YOURCOMPETITION

" What questionswould you like to ask as a potential customer?
" Would youuse thisproduct or service?

How to use this information

A useful way to summarise this information and compare notes at a glance is to

create a spreadsheet and compare like with like.*

Think evaluate the competition and get the edge

*download your free competitor evaluation spreadsheet from www.salesfasttrack.co.uk
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16 Learning from others in your
marketplace

All successful business owners have been through a learning curve to enable them

to get to where they are now. You may be just about to start that journey. There are

many sources of learning for you if you know where to look and are prepared to go

out there and ask for the information you need.

Who can you learn from?

Depending on what you want to know the sources are endless.

Role models

Find a number of potential role models, people who are currently doing exactly

what you want to do and doing it well. When I wanted to get a book publishing

opportunity I asked a number of published authors about their experiences and

how they went about getting a book deal. I am now doing the same for other

information products that I wish to produce. Model the best.

Real-life experiences

Read books about the ‘real story’ behind businesses that have achieved

phenomenal success in the marketplace. Most you will find started from humble

beginnings. Read about Sahar and Bobby Hashemi in their book Anyone Can Do

It – Building Coffee Republic From Our Kitchen Table, Richard Branson and Virgin

and Anita Roddick and The Body Shop.

Entrepreneurs

Do you know any entrepreneurs? They make their ideas happen. Most

entrepreneurs you will find have had a number of failed experiences before their

big break took place.

Marketers and specialists

What about successful marketers who will also have plenty to share? These are

specialists in the particular areas of expertise that you know you need to make your

business a success.
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UNDERSTANDINGYOURMARKETPLACE AND YOURCOMPETITION

Other business owners

Somewhere in the country there will be other businesses just like yours which are

successful. They may be willing to share their secrets with you as long as they see

that you are not a competitor. Many people like to help.

The media

There are marketing ideas around you everywhere you go. Notice what has an

impact on you. Could you adapt that idea in any way to work for your business?

What can you learn?

You will need to be clear about what it is that you need to learn before you embark

on your quest. Here are some suggestions.

& Systems and methods.
& Problems that you might come up against and how others found a way through.
& Marketing ideas.
& Typical mistakes to avoid.
& Suppliers of services you need to make your business a success.

Why is learning important?

Why reinvent the wheel? If what you want to do is currently being done

successfully somewhere then it can save you enormous amounts of time, energy and

resources if you can find out where and learn from the person who did it. It can

take a long time to work it out for yourself. There is so much information available

and so many ideas that you can benefit from that you don’t need to feel alone with

the thoughts in your own head and a blank piece of paper.

Your challenge

Be careful to choose the right sources and people to speak to. Some people may

put you off with too many negative experiences. You need to be selective about

what you take on board and what you let go.
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What can help you to learn?

To start with accept that it is okay not to know all the answers. An open,

inquisitive mind is the best place to start from. It is useful to have a structure to

your quest. Know what you want to find out. You also need a plan to do something

with the information as you get it. Remember ‘what you don’t use you lose’.

LEARNING FROMOTHERS IN YOURMARKETPLACE ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Write a list of all the thingsyouwant to know.
" Write down some questionsyouwant answersto.
" Decidehow youare going to ¢nd this information.
" Find out who are the best people to speak to.
" Who doyou knowwho could help brainstorm?
" Decide on the best sources of the information youneed.
" Makea plan.
" Decidehow youare going to keep a record of it.

Questions for your rolemodels and similar successful and respected businesses
" Lookingback at your successwhat wasthemost important thing you did?
" What were the biggest challengesyou faced?
" Howdid you overcome these challenges?
" Howdid you build a successfulmarketing system?
" What ismost important to set up initially?
" What worksbest for you?
" Lookingback, knowingwhat you knownow, what would you paymost attention to?

How to use this information

It is important to take what learning you need from your role models and do

something with it as soon as you can.

Take other people’s ideas and make them your own. Use their experience to

stimulate ideas for your own business. Make it a goal to practise life-long learning.

Think role model and learn from what already works

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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17 Finding out about your target
customer

What does this mean?

Your target customer is someone who has the need, desire, time and money to do

business with you. Finding out about them is about doing whatever you can to get

an insight into their lives, habits, likes, dislikes, problems and aspirations. It is all

about finding out what they want to buy now and in the future.

Why is it important?

It is important to find out as much as you can about your potential target

customers. This information will help you to sell to them, market and promote

your business in the right way for them and ultimately influence them positively.

The more you know, the more you can do to ensure you hit the right spot with

every step you take towards converting them from prospect to enthusiastic user of

your products and services.

Finding out about your target customer will help you to establish the quality of the

market for your products and services. You need to know that your product or

service is attractive to the people you want to buy it.

The more you know about your target customers, the more targeted your

marketing efforts can be. The more targeted they are, the less likely you are to

suffer wastage in time, effort and money.

Your challenge

Being very specific about your target customer can be a hard thing for some

business owners to do. Depending on your business type there may be many

different targets. Think back to the ideal target customer you described after

reading Chapter 3. Are there one or two specific groups of people that you need to

know as much as possible about?

If you have been in business for a while it can be easy to make assumptions about

the people you do business with and decide what it is that you think they want.

This can be a dangerous thing to do. People change, their desires and needs change

and new problems are arising all the time. To continue to make a success of the
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communication of your business to the right people you need to be continually

finding out about them.

What to find out about your target customer

& Their demographic profile: for individuals – gender, age, income, education,

occupation, location; for companies – industry type, number of employees,

location
& Their psychographics – these are the things that relate to the character of the

individuals you do business with
& Their interests and habits
& Their location and how to reach them
& Where they may be currently looking for the solutions like yours
& How they go about buying the products or services you are selling
& How they like to buy
& What they are comfortable paying
& The impact of special offers or packaging
& Where they go to find products or services like yours
& The particular things that are important to them when they are buying a service or

product like yours

YOURSPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Howmuch doyou already knowabout your target customers?
" What canyou do to constantly update this information?
" What are the evolving problemsof your target customers?
" What ishappening in themarket in general that may beabout to in£uence them?
" What are themain problemsyour target customer has that your product or service

could ful¢l?
" Describe some of thehabitsyour target customershave.
" What do they read, where do theygo, what are they interested in?
" What is the best route to your target customer?
" Howcould you ¢nd out the answers to the questionsyouhave?

How to find out this information

There are many ways in which you could do this. The first is as simple as asking

questions. A networking event is a useful forum for doing this one to one. Another

alternative is a focus group. This is where you arrange to get together a small

group of people who represent the range of those you see as typical of your target
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customer. You may need to offer an incentive for these people to help you with

your research. You can also run surveys that ask a selection of pertinent questions.

Observation is also a very useful way to see what your target customer responds to,

and what is currently available for them. Visiting competitors’ business premises

as a customer and just watching what goes on can give you a lot of useful

information. Sahar Hashemi the successful entrepreneur who founded the Coffee

Republic took, as part of her initial customer research, the Circle Line round

London, stopping at every junction to see what was available for business people

and shoppers who wanted a nice cup of coffee.

Taking the time to talk to the customers who use your business now is a great way

to keep up with their changing needs.

The internet, industry press, survey reports and books are all rich sources of

information about your target customer.

How to use this information

Finding out about your target customers is a continual process of exploration and

interest. It is useful to develop a system to do this year on year. Don’t make

decisions behind closed doors and never forget to keep in very close touch with the

people that are vital to your business success – your customers.

Think about, ask and understand your target customer better

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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18 Understanding what people buy

What do people buy?

When people buy goods and services what is it that they are really buying? It is not so

much about what the product or service is as about an important outcome getting

fulfilled. People buy outcomes. They buy the important result they want at the time.

What does someone buy when they get a hair cut? It is not just shorter hair they

want, but the ultimate outcome of looking good. What does someone buy when they

buy a meal out in a restaurant? It is not just food that they want to eat, but a fun and

social interaction with friends or family perhaps. People buy either to satisfy a

positive or to avoid a negative outcome. People move towards pleasure or away from

pain. Fear of loss can be as big a driving force as pleasure in gain. Here are some

examples of outcomes that people buy in a variety of purchasing contexts.

What motivates decisions?

Buying decisions are motivated by what is important to a person. What is

important is connected with personal values. A value is something that matters

deeply to a person. Your values create mental filters which search for satisfaction

when choosing a product or service. In order to influence you will need to address

the satisfaction of these values in your presentation. Notice how some of the

following marketing messages address customers’ values.

Sainsbury’s – ‘Making life taste better ’

Home Base – ‘Making a house a home’

& Results
& Support
& Avoidance of worry
& Escape from pain
& Avoidance of losing money
& Answers
& Improvements
& Enhancements
& Time and effort saving
& Joy
& Self-respect
& Benefits

& Value
& Advantages
& Reliability
& Freedom
& Fulfilment
& Happiness
& Solutions
& Time-saving
& Pleasure
& Prestige
& Reward
& Protection
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Norwich Union Direct – ‘Let us quote you happy’

Audi – ‘In pursuit of perfection’

Printinco – ‘Looking good in print ’

Notice how these companies address with a few simple words a promise of

something more important being satisfied upon making a positive decision to buy

the product or service. There is a promise of a personal outcome being achieved

and values being satisfied.

Why is this important?

If you can attach the fundamental outcomes your customers are looking for when

they search out your product or service to any marketing message you create, you

will have a much greater influence.

Look at the difference between these approaches to the same thing.

& One hair stylist says come and get your hair cut, the other says come and

transform your looks.

& One estate agent says come and buy a house, the other says come and buy a home.

& One bank clerk says open a savings account, the other says plan a secure future.

Which one is more motivational? The one that suggests an important value or

outcome being satisfied is automatically more appealing than one that just presents

the product or service as it is.

Your challenge

Your challenge again is to understand and be able to express the important

outcomes people want when buying your goods and services. What outcomes do

people get satisfied when they buy your service or product? Do you know? How

could you find out? People are all different and will have their own reasons for their

purchasing decisions. At a higher level, however, certain outcomes and values will

resonate with the majority. You need to get to the outcomes that will resonate with

the majority of customers you have.

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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GREATQUESTIONS TOASK POTENTIALBUYERS ^ SPECIALRESPONSEQUESTIONS

Your buyers are a great source of information and, if you ask them the right questions,
you can learn a lot more about what really drives their purchasing decisions.

" What is really important to youwhenyoubuy x?
" What doyou expect whenyou buy x?
" What is themost important thing to you?
" Whydoyoubuy x?
" What doesbuying xdo for you personally?
" What results doyouexpect whenyoubuy x?
" What is the reasonyouaremaking the decision to buy x?
" What ispersonal to you that motivatesyou to buy x?
" What is at theheart of yourdecision to buy x?

How to use this information

You can use this information to improve your marketing messages, advertising,

website copy and your general communication with your customers. The greater

your ability to target the exact motivations driving your customers’ decisions the

quicker you will convert initial interest to a solid sale.

Think outcome and motivate more customers to buy
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19 Deciding on your niche

What is a niche?

A niche is a specific targeted focus on a pre-selected customer group. A niche can

be an area of your expertise or professionalism that you sell to a targeted customer

group with a particular demographic profile. It can also be a particular angle you

have given to your business that homes in on a specific target customer group with

very clear problems that need solving.

Why do you need a niche?

‘The eagle that chases two rabbits catches neither’

You can dominate your portion of the market

It is better not to be a jack of all trades and master of none. Select a niche group of

people who you are going to concentrate on as this will give you much more

chance of domination within that specific area. You can become the known expert

in that niche. It concentrates both your marketing efforts and your expertise.

People love experts

Experts are seen as people you can trust. If your relationship or marriage was

going through a difficult patch and you needed some external help, wouldn’t you

rather consult an expert on relationships than somebody who practised general

counselling? You can feel safer with a specialist.

Don’t spread yourself too thinly

When what you sell potentially can be offered in a different way to a wide selection

of people it can result in spreading yourself too thinly. Being too broad can mean

that you end up having to work harder to sell yourself and your services. Once you

are clear about your niche you will find it a lot easier to explain to people what you

do. You will end up facing less competition and if you are good, your name will

travel fast.
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Your challenge

Selecting a niche does need a lot of thought as it will be the foundation on which

your marketing plan will be built. Don’t just go with the first idea you think of.

Take your time and study your market and customer research.

When you decide on that niche you need to be sure that the niche you choose is one

where there is a strong demand. Not only do you need to go fishing where the fish

are biting but you also need to go armed with bait to attract them. Once you have

found a hungry crowd with a problem you can solve, your only challenge then is to

attract them.

What makes a niche successful?

& A niche group of people with a common problem.
& A demand for a solution coupled with the ability and willingness to pay.
& A large enough number of these people to support your business.
& An easy-to-track-down target customer that you can afford to contact.
& Utilising your own personal skills and strengths. If you are good at something you

will most likely enjoy it too, which will make it easier to sell.
& Having the experience working within that niche and understand the market place

and the people. People like to buy from people who have seen and done it before.
& Others operating within that niche indicating a demand for it.
& Being able to offer something better, different and more appealing.
& Learning from others in the marketplace already working within that niche.
& Finding an opportunity to be an innovator. If there is a low level of competition

and there is a market for your products and services, then you are onto a winner.

DECIDINGON YOURNICHE ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

Get some coloured pens and a £ip chart and write down your thoughts
" Your strengths and skills.
" Your best andmost enjoyable customerstowork with.
" Your broadarea of business andexpertise.
" Anumberof narrower areasyou couldwork in.
" All you knowabout the lives and challenges of yourcustomers.
" Identify customergroupswith particular problems.
" Doyour researchwith these groups to ¢nd out what their problemsare andwhat

they would buy.
" Select the ¢ve top problemsthat these groupshave.

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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" Describea numberof potentialniche groups.
" Lookand see if theyare easy to ¢nd.Are theypart of anassociation, club,

networkinggroups? Do theysubscribe to particularmagazines or publications?
" Decidewhat you could sell them that would solve their problems.

Examples of niches

A coach who helps people who are facing retirement plan an exciting

new life.

A credit control company which helps small business owners get their

debtors to pay.

An HR consultant who helps people recently made redundant plan

their life change positively.

A financial adviser who helps young people in their first job plan their

financial future.

A freelance PA who works virtually with sole proprietors in the retail

trade.

A garage which helps local female drivers with their car maintenance

problems.

How to use your niche

Once you have your niche you can then start to promote yourself as the expert.

Everything you do from now on will be focused on creating the bait that will

attract more and more of your niche customers. Your aim will be to become

‘famous’ for your expertise in this niche. Get people to talk about you and

recommend you to others.

Think niche and focus
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20 Getting clear about what you are
selling

What do you need to be clear about?

Having done your market and customer research and decided on your niche

market, the next task is to clarify exactly what it is that you are going to be selling

to this market. You will need to be clear about:

& the appropriate products and services
& the appropriate packaging of your products and services
& the appropriate pricing structure.

Why is it important?

It is vital to be clear about what it is that you are actually selling and the value you

are offering. Your communication with your customers will be influenced by your

own level of clarity. It is much easier to sell your products and services when you

are clear what they are and how they link together. Have you ever not bought from

somebody because they were too confusing or offered too much that you just felt

overwhelmed. Sometimes less is more. There is a huge marketplace out there and a

tremendous amount of choice. So buying from someone who is totally clear about

what they have, how it can be of benefit and is able to put that information across

in a straightforward manner can be a godsend.

Your challenge

Be careful of expanding and tailoring your services to suit every customer request

that you get. Of course having the flexibility to adapt and package your services in

the exact way that your customer requires adds considerable value to your offering,

however there must be limit to how much you expand your portfolio of services. If

you do simply say yes to every request you get you may end up with a lot of stress

and a lot of extra work on your hands. If you are not careful you could end up

spending all your time delivering something completely different from what you

initially decided to sell. This is fine if it works for you, but not if you have deviated

a long way from your core business and are out of your area of expertise.
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HOW TOGETCLEAR ABOUT WHAT YOUARESELLING ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Study yourmarket, customer and competition research.
" Focusonyour list ofmajorcustomer problemsthat needa solution.
" Remindyourself of what it is that your target customers are actually buying from

you.Refer to the section in the book‘Understandingwhat people buy’ (Chapter 5).
" Lookat how your products and services canprovide the solution.
" Makea list of the appropriate products and servicesyou can o¡er.
" Circle the products and servicesyouwant to sell.
" Consider how yourcustomersmay want to buy theseproducts and services.
" Consider ways to packageyour product and service to facilitate customerchoice.
" Consider your prices.Howdo they comparewith those of yourcompetitors? Are

you charging toomuch or too little?
" Test out someproduct packages and somepriceswithyourcustomers.
" Listen to feedback fromyourcustomers.Noticewhat people repeatedlyask foror

haveproblemswith.
" Could youexpand your product and service portfolio to accommodate those

needs?Make sureyou properlyassess demandbeforeyou jump!

How to use this information

Once you are clear about exactly what you are selling you are in a position to move

forward and create your unique selling proposition, your brand, your strap-line

and all your marketing messages. To do this beforehand would be like closing the

stable door once the horse has bolted.

Think clearly and sell clearly
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21 Clarifying your unique selling
proposition

What is a unique selling proposition?

A USP is something that distinguishes you from all your competitors in your local

marketplace. It is what makes you so unique that it motivates people to choose you

over anyone else. Your USP is a way of stating your unique advantage.

Here are some examples of the USPs of some well known successful businesses,

their clever differentiating USPs have helped to propel their respective companies

to success.

Domino’s Pizza – Fresh hot pizza in 30 minutes or less

Norwich Union Direct – We quote you happy

Federal Express – When it absolutely, positively has to be there

Why is it important?

It is a competitive marketplace for any small business owner and with many people

offering similar products and services you need to do your best to differentiate

yourself from the others.

There are many typical statements that businesses make about themselves, open

Yellow Pages and read some of the adverts in your section. Everybody offers a

professional service, quality products and value for money.

Are you saying the same or something different? To stand out you will need to be

saying something that is unique and different.

Your challenge

Your challenge is to identify and communicate your uniqueness and feel

completely comfortable when you do. That means you’ve got to clarify what you

do or can start doing for your customers that delivers a result or an advantage

that’s superior or different from the competition.

This needs to form part of everything you do. You don’t just say it, you need to live

it, to demonstrate it and to show it. That means whatever you stand for, you do.
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Take your time, as your USP is not likely to be the first thing you think of. This

needs some careful consideration.

What makes a USP successful?

Your USP should answer the most fundamental question that every buyer needs to

know: ‘Why should I buy from you?’

Your USP should communicate the most powerful benefit or advantage you offer

to your prospects or customers above your competitors. You must determine what

they’re not getting from anyone else or what will solve their major fears or

frustrations – and offer it to them!

Each of these benefits must be:

& Specific and real.
& Measurable (time, quality or quantity).
& Achievable and provable.
& Relevant to your customers’ needs and objectives in a positive way.
& Time bound if appropriate.
& Honest and ethical.

USPDEVELOPMENT ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Find out what themain problemsor frustrationstypical customershavewith a
product or service similar to yours.Ask people.

" Think about what is specialanduniqueabout your business.Make a list.
" Readyour testimonials ^ what positive feedback haveyouhad fromyour

customers?
" What doyour satis¢ed customers repeatedly praiseyou for?
" Checkout yourcompetitors’advertising.Note down the promises theyaremaking.
" Note downwhat you could o¡er that is di¡erent from the competition.
" Matchwhat you can doparticularly wellwithwhat problemspeoplewant solving.
" Choose a selection of bene¢ts that you could promote that wouldmakeyour

business stand out from the crowd.
" Pickout one or two things that you couldmake speci¢c andmeasurable. It may be

the speed at whichyou deliver, the quality you produce, the resultsyou are sureyou
can deliver.Make sure it passes the SMART test (speci¢c, measurable,
achievable, relevant and timebound).

" Test these USPs in your advertisingandmonitor the response.
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Sample small business USPs

Here are some examples of how two companies worked out their potential USPs.

They started with the problems potential customers have and then defined what

they wanted instead. USPs easily come to mind as a result of working through this

simple process.

Example 1 ^ website design company
Problem – website design companies can be confusing in their over-

technical long-winded explanations which can be hard for non-

technical small business owners to understand. They just want to

focus on making a success of their marketing and get the job done.

What customers want – quick and easy to understand in the first

instance – a marketing focus as opposed to a technical one.

USP – A quick, easy, attractive website in a week

USP – The website company that understands small business

marketing

Example 2 ^ Building company
Problem – building companies can be very slow with quotes and

proposals following initial visits, and many customers fear that quoted

prices can spiral out of control once the job is started. There always

seems to be something extra that pops up and/or jobs that tend to take

longer than estimated.

What customerswant – knowledge that the quote will arrive soon after

the initial visit enabling decisions to be made. That there is some

security in the price quoted and the time estimated to complete the

job.

USP – Only three days from visit to quote

USP – The price quoted is the price you pay

USP – We fulfil the completion deadlines we agree

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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How to use your USP

Once you have put some careful thought into your USP and you have developed it,

you will need to integrate it into everything that you do.

Your USP needs to be found in your advertisement headlines, your body copy, in

your Yellow Pages adverts. It must find its way to your website home page and be

repeated throughout. Your business stationery can even mention of it. When you

make a sales presentation or chat at a networking event your USP should always

find its way into the conversation. You can never wear it out. If it is good and it

works you should shout it from the roof tops.

Think USP and find your special something
that customers value most
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22 Creating and communicating a brand
identity

What is a brand?

A brand is far more than a snazzy name and a nice bit of artwork. Many people

think that a brand is simply the company’s logo or corporate identity. It is much

more than that.

A brand is the memorable message that is created when a company successfully

promotes externally the emotional connection it wants its customers to have with

its business.

Why do you need a brand?

It ’s not just national businesses that need a brand image. Whatever sized business,

club or personality you are, you need to have a clear identity and be memorable in

your marketplace. The better your brand image, the more likely you are to sustain

business growth and customer support.

Your challenge

Many businesses have outgrown their image or have one that sends the wrong

messages out. If you are a new business you may not have given it any thought at

all. Your brand identity and strap-line needs to be a true reflection of your essence

and it must communicate instantly with your ideal target audience. It needs to

reflect the business you are in and be easy to understand.

This is something you will use throughout your marketing and delivery materials.

The more people see it, the more they will remember and associate it with you.

What makes a brand successful?

Clarity is important. A clear brand message combined with a clear point of

difference is the key to success. Your brand image works hand in hand with your

unique selling proposition. A successful brand cleverly positions its message and

its image to fit with a perceived gap in the marketplace. A gap that people want

filled. It then proceeds to maintain that brand value by providing a high level of

consistency in both the promotion of and delivery of that value.
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BRANDCREATION ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

To get this right youwill need to focus outwards towardsyour existing and potential
customers; theyare the people youwant to respond to your brand.

Step 1 ^ Research
" Lookat other brands in yourmarketplace ^ what doyou like?
" Consider what yourcurrent brand communicates to yourcustomers.
" Ask yourcustomerswhat they think.
" Ask peoplewho don’t useyour business currently what they think.
" Listen, asperception is reality.
" Ask the same customergroups if they were buyinga service likeyourswhat their

expectationswould be.

Step 2 ^ De¢ne desired brand values
" Create a list of the valuespeoplewant froma business likeyours.
" Brainstormwithyour team thevaluesyou o¡er that yourcustomers appreciate.
" Choose three or fourmainvalues that youwould like to incorporate into your brand.

Step 3 ^ See the visual impact you want to create
" Write downwordsthat describe the imageyouwould like to portray to the

marketplace.
" Find samples of the visual representations of thosemessages.
" Notice the impact of colour ^ choose colours that hit the right emotional buttons.
" Finda designer who listensto exactly what youwant to achievewithyour brand.

Provide a full brief.

Step 4 ^ Fine tunewith feedback
" Once some sample imageshave been created, get feedback froma selection of

customersandmembers of the team.
" Ask yourself ^ if Iwas acustomer for this service/product what would thisnew

image communicate tome?

Example
Printinco used to be known as ‘Back up Business Services’ hidden away

in a small office premises in Wallingford, Oxfordshire. It had inherited

an old-fashioned image and a name that did not state clearly what the

business was all about.

After conducting some local research to find out what people most

wanted from a High Street Print Copy and Design company – the

Printinco Brand was created to communicate the following:
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It ’s obviously print – no confusion.

It looks good.

It ’s modern – with white space and colour.

It ’s clean and fresh – this is what your print will look like.

The quality, professional work a customer would expect.

A team to serve your needs.

People will remember your brand when they associate visually
with a positive feeling that speaks value

How to use your new brand image

Once you have created your brand you will need to make sure that people see it

and become familiar with it. Brands become memorable the more they are seen in

the marketplace, so you will need to consider a brand awareness campaign. Your

brand will be represented on everything you use to communicate with the public.

Some useful ways to get your brand out there in the public domain and create

awareness are as follows:

& Sponsoring floral displays on roundabouts.
& Bus and transport advertising.
& Banners and signs.
& Bus stop advertising in busy locations.
& Local TV advertising.
& Cinema advertising.
& Sponsoring perimeter boards at local sporting venues.

To make an impact your brand needs to be continually in front of people. You will

need to be careful with your advertising budget and choose activities that offer

continuity as well as a presence in front of the right people.

Think brand and be memorable to your marketplace
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23 Developing a strap-line slogan for your
business

What is a strap-line slogan?

A strap-line slogan is a one line statement about your business that captures the

essence of your USP and then positions the value promise that you are making to

your customer.

Here are some examples of the strap-line slogans some of the familiar brand

names use.

Abbey – more ideas for your money

Honda – the power of dreams

PC World – the best of both worlds

KwikFit – keeping tyre and exhaust prices down

Panasonic – ideas for life

Tesco – every little helps

Dulux – we know the colours that go

Shredded Wheat – put all your heart into life

Typhoo tea – you only get an OO with Typhoo

Why do you need a strap-line?

People are more likely to remember your name and strap-line slogan than

anything else. You can use it to drive a simple, effective message into the minds of

your customers which, if done well, will stay there.

Your challenge

Your challenge is to create exactly the right statement for your business. You must

be able to capture the core of what your business is all about in a few simple words,

which must be both memorable and inspirational. Words that mean something to

your potential customers.
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To be successful a strap-line must

& Be memorable.
& Be short and snappy.
& Stand out from the crowd.
& Communicate a value or benefit that ultimately is important to the customer.
& Work with your company name and your logo.
& Speak a language that your audience will relate to.
& Capture the heart of your strength as a business.
& Communicate the heart of your business brand.
& Provoke a positive association.

STRAP-LINEDEVELOPMENT ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Keep inmind thework youhave done onyour brand imageandunique selling
proposition in previous chapters.

" Focuson the reasonswhysomeonemaybuy fromyou.
" Makea list of the values oroutcomestheymight need satisfyingwhen they buy

fromyou (results, service, pleasure, savings, inspiration, ideas).
" Write all thesewords in di¡erent coloured penson a piece of £ip chart paper.Put it

up on awall to ponder.
" Link thewords in the list in di¡erent combinations.
" Go for awalk, relaxand seewhat comesup.
" Test the combinationsyouhave created.
" Does it communicate a USP?
" Does it communicate the ultimate value of what you o¡er to yourcustomers?
" What does it promiseyourcustomers?
" Is it catchy?
" Howwell does it work with your businessnameandbrand image?
" Leave it for a fewdays and seewhether youhave anymore inspiration.
" Test one or two of your ideaswith some of yourcustomersand teammembers.

Sample small business strap-lines
Occasions Unlimited – cards and gifts of character

Printinco – looking good in print

Haynes Car Care Centre – ultimate service – economy drive

HRworkbench – powering performance and development

Marketingco – sell more by making your marketing work

The Virtual Workshop – real administrative results

Race Energy – powered by nature – used by people

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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CREATING SOLIDFOUNDATIONS

How to use your strap-line

You can use your strap-line along with your logo on everything you use to

communicate with your customers. It should appear on all your marketing and

business literature. It should appear at the end of every email that you send out. It

needs to appear in your advertising and on your website.

This is a message that you want people to associate with you and your business, so

whenever you get the opportunity to use it – do it!

Think strap-line slogan and capture the value you offer
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24 Believing in yourself

What is self-belief?

Self-belief is a feeling of confidence in your own values, skills and experiences. It is

a voice inside your head that says I can do this. It is a sense of knowing yourself

and what you are capable of. It is looking at yourself and what you stand for

positively. Having self-belief doesn’t mean that you are perfect. Believing in

yourself often means that you accept your weaknesses whilst seeing your strengths

at the same time. Having self-belief means you can be honest with yourself, make

mistakes and learn from them, be realistic. You don’t get knocked back by others’

comments or opinions. You are steadfast in your approaches, consistent. You

know deep down you can do this.

Why is it important?

If you have taken that enormous leap of faith and started your own business then

you must have bucket loads of self-belief already. You do need to maintain it.

Running your own business is completely different from life in the corporate

world. Everything relies on you. To be a success and do yourself and your business

justice you need to maintain your self-belief.

Your challenge

Everybody has moments of doubt or can be unsure about something or other from

time to time; it is a natural process. The challenge is not to let those moments

accumulate and affect your self-belief. You will always face the challenge of other

people’s comments and opinion. You may have noticed in your life that there are

people that you feel good being around and others you don’t. Some people give you

positive energy because they believe in you. You feel it and you rise to the occasion.

Others may always have a negative comment to make about what you are doing or

talking about. Don’t let these comments rock your self-belief. Always question the

person’s reason for the comment. If it is based on fact you will listen; if not, then it

is only their opinion. You will need to stay strong.
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CREATING SOLIDFOUNDATIONS

HOW TOBELIEVE IN YOURSELF ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

To develop a high level of self-belief these are some of the things that you can do.
" Makea list of all the things that you are good at.
" Keepa record of all the positive commentsmadeabout you or the serviceyou o¡er

and read them from time to time.
" Relive experienceswhenyouhave relied onyourself andmadea success of

something. It could beanything fromachieving in a sporting event, travel, going to
college or university, gettingyour ¢rst job.

" Think about timeswhenyouhave overcomeadversity.What did you do? What
qualities did this demonstrate?

" What doyou think you do really well in the business that youare in?
" Talk yourself up.Monitor theway you talk to yourself. Say I canmore often than I

can’t.
" Lookat what youhaveachieved asopposed towhat youhaven’t.

How to use this information

Just be aware of your own varying levels of self-belief and how this is impacting on

you and your business. Take as many opportunities to build yourself up. The

stronger your self-belief is the more likely you will be to succeed.

Think ‘I am the best’ and you will be
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25 Charging what you are worth

This section is focused on pricing a service-related business as opposed to pricing

products.

What are you worth?

Pricing can be the most complex part of the whole marketing process. What are

you worth? What is your service worth? How do you justify your rates or prices?

There is a lot to think about. The most important thing to consider about prices

and rates is that you must charge in accordance with the value that your client will

receive from you. To find out what you need to charge you must start by

establishing what you are worth in terms of the value you give your clients.

Your service or skill will be more valuable if:

& you can solve a very costly problem and save your customer money
& you add tangible and solid value to your buyer’s bottom line
& what you do is rare or in demand and there is a shortage of suppliers
& you can offer value that no-one else can
& you have a history of success and results achievement that back you up
& you have a strong unconditional guarantee.

Why is it important to charge what you are worth?

Pricing can be a strange thing. It has a strong influence on how you feel about the

value of what you do. If you undercharge you may end up working very hard for

not a lot. You may be perceived as cheap and therefore not so valuable. You may

end up with a lot of work but no time to develop and grow your business or your

skills. You may get stuck at a level that you find hard to raise. Over-charging can

be equally problematic. You may price yourself out of the market, or find yourself

under such intense pressure to deliver the high value that equates to the price you

are charging that it affects your delivery. Either way it is important to find the right

balance both for you and for your customers. You need to feel comfortable about

the price you charge your customers and your customers must feel comfortable

about the value they perceive themselves to be receiving.
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Your challenge

Your challenge will be to establish your worth to your customers and put a price on

it. You will then need to communicate the value you are offering to justify that

price. You will need to decide exactly how you are going to price your work, i.e.

& by the hour
& by the project
& by the package
& by the solution
& by results.

People’s perception of the price you charge can also be a challenge for you.

It is important to recognise that how your product or service is perceived is largely

determined by what price you charge for it. Perception of price can influence both

buying and selling behaviours. Some only see the value when the price is high, and

if low the assumption can be that the quality is absent.

WHAT ISYOUR PERCEPTIONOF PRICE? ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Howdoyou feelwhenyou deliver thehighest price for yourgoodsand services?
" Howdoyou feelwhenyou deliver the lowest?
" Howquickly doyou discount?
" Whydoyou discount prices?
" Whenyoupresent your price, are there di¡erences in how you react to di¡erent

customers?
" If there are, what are the reasons for that?
" Howdoyou think about money? What are some of your beliefs?
" Whenyoumakepurchases, isprice themost important thing to you?
" If it is not themost important thing, what is?

Most people think their perception is reality. It is not. Being able to challenge your

own perception is useful if you want to be able to ask for the best price for your

goods or services more of the time. Being aware of your client’s perception of price

is useful too. You will be able to recognise those people who are more concerned

about the value they are getting, than what is on the price tag. Don’t let your own

beliefs about money get in the way of your customers spending theirs.
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GETTINGTHEPRICE RIGHT

How do you know what to charge?

There are many aspects you will need to consider.

& The potential value of each project to each client
& The potential impact the solution will have on your client’s bottom line
& What the market conditions are in your industry
& What your competitors charge versus what they offer
& The time it will take to complete the project
& The complexity of the project
& The client’s timescales
& The resources required to deliver the results

ISYOURPRICERIGHT ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What doyou charge?
" Howmuch doyour pricesvary?
" Whydoyou charge the pricesyou do?
" Howdoyouworkout your prices?
" Doyou feel your prices are a true re£ection of your value to yourcustomer?
" Could you chargemore?
" If so, howwould you justify the price?
" Could you charge in a di¡erent way (by the project, solution or result)?
" What impact would charging in a di¡erent wayhave?
" Howcould you test it?

How to use this information

Questioning your own pricing structure and the way it is presented to your clients

is a very useful exercise. Develop a value pricing strategy. Consider ways to add

value to your service that will justify the prices you want to charge. Look for a way

to increase your prices and make a positive impact on your bottom line.

Think value before price
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26 Increasing prices at the right time

If you increase your prices you can increase your profit margins. The question is

can you do that? People do not buy on price alone and if you raised your prices

what impact could it have on the business that you do?

If you raised your prices you may be able to afford to do some of the things that

would add value to your service and make you stand out from the crowd.

Raising prices might result in you losing the bottom end of your customer base.

You may want to lose this bottom end because it contains low-priced jobs that take

time and effort to service. It may be preferable to go up-market and do less for

more. Increasing prices may only affect some of the business that you have; others

may not even notice. Think about your local restaurant, if they raised the price of

your favourite main course dish from £10.50 to £11.75 would you stop ordering it?

Why is timing important?

If you are going to raise your prices, doing it in the right way at the right time is

important. Your loyal regular customers will need advance warning of any price

rises ensuring that they are not taken by surprise.

You will also need to consider the impact of financial year ends to make sure that

any price increases happen before budgeting periods. It is best to make it as easy

as possible for your existing customers to adapt to those price increases.

How and when you raise your prices will depend on the type of business you are in.

A retail business for example could raise its prices any time, whereas a trade or

manufacturing business which supplies products for resale would need to plan

ahead and choose the right time for their customers.

New year or at the start of your financial year can be a good time to move forward

with price increases. Following a sale, introducing new stock, a refurbishment or a

move to new premises can be triggers to raise prices. If you can show your

customers that you have raised your game as well as your prices and are now

offering more value than you were before, it will make it easier for any changes to

be accepted.
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GETTINGTHEPRICE RIGHT

What is the right increase to make?

This will depend on a number of important factors.

& What you want to achieve with your price increase.
& How much will or will not influence business.
& What additional value you are able to offer to justify the price.
& Market conditions.
& What your competitors are doing.

SHOULDYOU INCREASE YOUR PRICES ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Could you increaseyour prices?
" What would youwant to achieve by it?
" What impact would raisingyour pricesby10% have onyour business?
" Whenwould be the best time to do this?
" What additionalvalue could you o¡er to justify the price increase?
" Howwould you communicate this to yourcustomers?

How to use this information

People don’t usually buy on price and if they do they don’t always get the value

they anticipated. Many people don’t even notice the price. Consider where you

could charge more for what you offer and try it. Enjoy the positive impact it has on

you and your business.

Think price increase and increase profit
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27 Creating commitments to your
customers

What is a commitment statement?

A commitment statement is a simple expression of the promises you make to your

customers about what you are going to do for them if they use your service. A

commitment statement will normally be no more than one page of clearly

articulated points about your business and the value you offer. It could be

expressed in any number of different ways. Here are some example headline

introductions.

& The secrets of x Business’s great service.
& The top ten reasons to use x.
& The seven reasons our customers love us.
& Our special commitments to you are. . .

Why is it important?

It is important to capture the essence of what you offer your customers. Business

owners often walk on water for their customers but never tell a soul about it. Your

commitment statement is a way of communicating all that is really special about

your service. Your statement will highlight what matters to your customers and is

most likely to motivate them to buy from you. Once you have articulated and

communicated your promises, consistent delivery is vital.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to dig deep and find out what your commitments actually

are in the real world. Your satisfied customers know what they are, but do you?

You can be so close to your own business that you can end up taking the things you

do for your customers for granted.

Your challenge will be to extract from the people that use your service what it is

that they really value. You will need to recall conversations with customers when

they appeared particularly pleased with something you did for them. Find

testimonials and thank you letters and read them. Notice what stands out. Remind

yourself of some of the problems your customers have had and how specifically

your service has provided the solution.
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What makes a commitment statement successful?

Your commitment statement must be genuine and expressed in a way that ensures

your customers believe in you. Each statement needs to be honest, real, deliverable

and meaningful to your customers. You must convey value quickly and simply.

Your commitments should solve problems for your customers and provide answers

to the questions they have inside their heads before they buy from you.

Your customers need to be able to look over your list of commitments and think

‘yes’ I want to do business with these people. If they do that, then you have been

successful.

Sample commitment statements
Car service garage with onsite car parts retail outlet

The secrets of x’s great service.

We are completely honest and truthful with you.

We find solutions for your individual vehicle problems.

Our knowledge of what is required can save you money.

You get a quick and simple explanation.

If we haven’t got the part we will source it or make it.

All car parts are tried and tested so we know they work.

We deliver to our trade customers quickly.

Car service – we will pick you up and drop you home locally.

If you need help at short notice – we jump!

You get modern technology with old fashioned values.

You can rely on us 110%.

We care about doing our absolute best for you.

A virtual personal assistant

Seven good reasons to use our service.

We set you free from the paperwork pile.

You get the expertise of an experienced PA at a fraction of the cost.

We do the detail – you do what you are good at.

We keep the high standards that your customers expect.

As perfectionists getting your job done right is a must.

We listen and respond to your priorities.

We always seek the best solution for you.
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DEVELOPINGYOURMARKETINGMESSAGE

CREATINGACOMMITMENT STATEMENT ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Makea list of all the special thingsyou do for yourcustomersthat you don’t tell
anyone about.

" Ask your sta¡ to do the same.
" Choose some of your best regularcustomers and conduct a short telephone

survey.Choose a person to conduct the survey who is able to extract fromyour
customersthe essence of what motivates them touseyour business.Here are
some sample questions:

1. What do you expect when you use a service like ours?
2. What wouldmake it exceptional in youropinion?
3. What are some of the reasonsyou use our service?
4. What motivated you touse our service in the ¢rst place?
5. What problemshavewe solved for you?
6. What do you think we do really well?
7. In terms of continuing touse a service like ours, what ismost important to you?

" Use this information to create a list of up to tenmajor bene¢ts.
" Be succinct andhonest.

How to use this information

Once created you can integrate your customer commitment statement into your

& website
& sales brochure
& sales letter
& post sales package
& banners or posters at exhibitions
& sales conversations with customers.

Think customer commitment statement
and shout about your values
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28 Developing an elevator speech

What is an elevator speech?

An elevator speech is you talking about your business in public in an inspirational

way. To elevate means to raise or lift higher and this is what this speech is all

about. You may be talking for one minute or longer at a networking event,

introducing yourself to business colleagues, or giving your opening speech at the

start of a presentation. An elevator speech should build you and your business up

and motivate your audience to want find out more.

Why is having one important?

There are many opportunities to talk about your business with others. If you want

to inspire sales then you need to get used to talking yourself and your business up.

Once you are confident with the content of your elevator speech it can be a relief.

You will know what to say in any situation when you are asked to describe what

you do.

Your challenge

Do you find describing what you do difficult? Is building your business up in a

positive way even harder? What is it that you find challenging? It can be hard to be

succinct and powerful at the same time, especially when you know your own

business well. It can be overwhelming when there is so much that you do. How do

you choose what to say? Selecting exactly the right words and delivering them with

passion and enthusiasm is the challenge. Knowing your business is very different

from selling your business.

What makes an elevator speech successful?

How your elevator speech impacts on those listening is the most important thing.

Your aim is to capture attention and build in your audience a desire to make

contact with you. Your speech needs to communicate very quickly the essence of

what you do and the value you offer. It must be relevant to and motivational for

your audience. You must be fluent and believe fully in what you are saying.
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DEVELOPINGYOURMARKETINGMESSAGE

ELEVATORCREATOR ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

To create your elevator speech, get a pen and paper andwrite down your answers to
the following set of questions.

" Whoareyou talking to?
" What are their interests/problems/needs?
" What aspect of what you do could be ofmost interest to them?
" What canyou do to solve these problems?
" What is the best thingabout your service?
" What isyour USP?
" What have those that useyour service said about it?
" What isyourguarantee?
" What actionwould you like people to take as a result of listening to yourelevator

speech?

How to use this information

Take this information and use it to write your speech. Here is a simple structure to

follow:

I am . . . and my company is . . .

Thank you for the opportunity to speak.

We help people (describe target customer) who (describe typical problems

these customers face).

We help these people to (describe solutions to problems).

The best thing about our business is . . .

We are unique in . . .

Those who have used us say that they appreciate our . . .

When we work with people we guarantee . . .

If you are interested in finding out more (action to take).

Your speech can now be used at any event where you get the opportunity to blow

your own trumpet. Deliver it with honesty and sincerity and you cannot fail to

inspire your audience.
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29 Creating a guarantee

What is a guarantee?

A guarantee is an offer you make to your customers that reduces or takes away the

perceived risk of making a purchase. When anyone decides not to buy your

product or service their perceived risk may be

& making the wrong decision
& losing money
& not receiving what they have paid for
& not being satisfied and then not being able to get their money back.

Why is a guarantee important?

Whilst these perceived fears may be overcome during your sales presentation or

consultation process, the offer of a rock solid guarantee can give your customer the

security they need to go ahead sooner rather than later. A guarantee can make it

less threatening to consider your offer. The right guarantee can motivate a

potential customer to take the risk as opposed to consider it. This can

dramatically increase the speed of your sales cycle. Typically an unsatisfied

customer tells nine people about their experience but with a guarantee that gives

an unsatisfied customer an immediate get-out, this can be dramatically reduced.

Your challenge

Your challenge is to embrace a strong guarantee. Do not be afraid to offer the best

promise that you can live up to. The chances are that hardly any customers will

take you up on it. Think about how often any of your existing customers have

asked for their money back or complained.

What makes a guarantee successful?

A strong guarantee can draw attention to your confidence in your product or

service. If it is really powerful it can inspire action. It needs to be a guarantee that

you are completely comfortable delivering. It needs to completely take away any

perceived risks of purchase. It needs to demonstrate full confidence in your service.

It should be specific and include full claim details. It needs to be both meaningful

and measurable.
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DEVELOPINGYOURMARKETINGMESSAGE

Your guarantee could be your unique selling proposition and attract a lot of

attention to your business.

Sample guarantees
Internet based survey software company offers you the opportunity to

try their service free of charge for a full 30 days completely free of

charge.

Business growth workshop – guarantees to refund the full 100%

course fee at lunch time on day two if not completely satisfied.

Business consultant guarantees to pay his consultancy fees back in full

if his clients do not make an additional £12,000 within 12 months of

using his service and implementing the actions set.

A company selling e-books and CDs guarantees full 100% money back

in addition to allowing you to keep the products.

GUARANTEECREATOR ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Lookat yourcompetitors’guarantees andnote downany reallygood ones.
" Guarantee strengths.What doyou doparticularly well that you know your

customersvalue? Would youbeable to guarantee anyof it100%?
" Guarantee results.Look at all the problemsyourcustomerswant solutions to.What

are the results that aremost important to them? Could youguarantee anyof these
results?

" Choose a ¢nancial payback that hashigh perceived customer value.Could you
exceed even the100%moneybackguarantee and o¡er to compensate them for
their timeande¡ort in going through the buying processwithyou?

" Consider how you couldmakeyourguaranteememorable.

How to use this information

Your guarantee can be one of your most powerful marketing tools. Once you have

created one you think has impact you need to test it. Measure its impact on your

conversion rate. Integrate your guarantee into every piece of sales and marketing

literature you have.

How you word your guarantee will make all the difference. Here are some strong

words and phrases that will add some power to the communication of it.
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& Unconditional money back guarantee.
& We stand behind our promise of . . .
& My 110% ‘call me crazy’ guarantee.
& Absolutely no risk to you.
& 100% no hassle, no-questions-asked refund.
& I personally guarantee.
& 100% on the spot refund.
& Better than risk free.

Think guarantee and take away buyers’ reservation
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30 Knowing the three ways to grow a
business

Get new customers
Sell more to existing customers
Sell more often to existing customers

To grow any business you will need to either attract new customers or increase

transaction value and frequency of purchase of the customers you have already

got. Or even better you can do all three.

If you were the owner of a baker’s shop one way to sell more would be to attract

more customers. You could do this by offering a free loaf to every new customer.

Another way would be to sell more to the customers you have got. You could offer

a special meal deal that consists of a baguette, a cake, a packet of crisps and a

drink at a special package price. A third way would be to encourage the customers

you have got to come in and shop more frequently. You could do that by creating a

loyalty card and giving discounts for frequent visits.

Why is this information important?

Many people focus on getting new customers as if this was the only way to build

business. This is in fact the most costly and time-consuming route to more

business. Building business with existing customers by creating ways for them to

buy more and more often is a far cheaper and quicker way to increase revenues

and ultimately profits.

Your challenge

Your challenge is to know your figures and to open your mind to ways to develop

each of the three ways to grow any business.

The dimensions of business growth

Your total business revenue will be made up out of the number of customers you

have, multiplied by the amount they spend, multiplied by how often they spend it.

Customers x Value x Frequency = Total
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DETERMININGYOURMARKETINGMETHODS

Example
If you have ten customers who spend £1,000 twice a year your total

revenue will be £20,000.

If you get one new customer and get those 11 customers to spend 10%

more three times a year you will see your revenues reach £36,300.

If you get five extra customers and encourage all 15 to spend 50%

more four times a year you will be looking at a cool £90,000.

And finally if you manage to double your number of customers to 20,

double their spend and increase the number of times they buy from you

to five times a year, you will increase your turnover from £20,000 to

£200,000.

CHECK YOUROWNDIMENSIONSOFBUSINESSGROWTH ^ SPECIALRESPONSE

QUESTIONS

" Howmany customers doyouhave right now?
" Howmuch do theyspend in an average transactionwithyou?
" Howmany times ayeardo theyspend thiswithyou?
" What would happen if you increased these ¢guresby 5%,10%, 20% or 50%?
" What ideas doyouhave that could increase transactionvalue?
" What ideas doyouhave that could increase frequencyof purchase?

How to use this information

Evaluate some of the tactics for boosting business with existing customers and

attracting new customers. Choose the best to integrate into your business and you

can expect to see a measurable impact on your bottom line.

Think three ways to grow and maximise
your business potential
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31 How to test and measure the return
you get from marketing

If 50% of your marketing is working,
which 50% is and which isn’t?

What is testing and measuring?

Testing and measuring means finding out what specific results you are getting from

the marketing activities you engage in. It is about generating some tangible facts

and figures to support your future marketing plans. It will enable you to go beyond

gut feel or ‘suck it and see’. By testing and measuring you will create the figures,

the sales results and the numbers to support your marketing proposals.

Why is it important?

Do you know for sure which of your current marketing methods work the best?

Can you tell where the majority of your new enquiries come from? Do you know

how much of your product or service you sold as a direct result of a particular

advertising campaign? If you do not have this information you have no way of

learning about your business or your customers’ responses to your marketing

activities. How can you fine tune your delivery to improve results if you don’t know

what they are in the first place? How can you make decisions about where to spend

your budget year on year? How can you decide what to drop and what to repeat?

Testing and measuring the specific results you get from marketing is absolutely

necessary if you want to evaluate your return on any investment you make.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be setting up a system to test and measure each of your

marketing activities. You will need the discipline to work your system until you

have gathered enough information to come to meaningful conclusions. Don’t give

up before you have had a chance to test and measure thoroughly. It will be worth it

in the long run. You will save time, money and effort by ultimately focusing on

what works and stop wasting money on what doesn’t.

Some marketing methods will be harder to test than others. Direct response

marketing like advertising, direct mail, email campaigns and telesales campaigns
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are easier to test and measure than general brand awareness marketing like poster

campaigns, transport advertising and billboards. To come to a buying decision

customers may have come into contact with a number of your marketing messages

over a period of time before a positive response is triggered.

What makes testing and measuring successful?

Testing and measuring needs to be systematic. You need to decide how each

method will be tested and measured prior to starting. You will also need a system

of recording the information. A simple spreadsheet can be an easy way to do this.

Test on a smaller scale first

If you are planning a direct mail campaign, test a smaller number on a targeted

group and count up the responses you get before you send out the larger batch. If it

doesn’t work well enough you will have a chance to fine tune the approach, then

try a different headline or a different offer.

Get team understanding and support

If you have a team of people working in your business it is likely that they will be

involved in gathering customer response information. The more they understand

about the importance of finding out what is working and what isn’t the more likely

they will be to follow through with the system necessary to get it right.

Choose the right measure for the right method

Make your measures creative and different. You may make a specific offer in one

advert. You might have a particular response process that applies to a sales

campaign that enables you to track the results. You could propose an outrageous

freebie in a local directory listing. You may set up different codes or reply

references on email campaigns. You may have signed up to a website traffic report.

The measure will need to be appropriate to the marketing method used and easy to

monitor.

Ask people where they heard about you

Asking people where they heard about your business is probably the easiest and
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most instant way to get answers. Get everybody in your organisation to gather this

information. It can be done on the telephone when you get an enquiry. It can be

asked in conversation or at the end of a customer transaction. This information

needs to be recorded, collated and evaluated.

YOURTESTANDMEASURE ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What marketingmethods areyouusingat themoment?
" Howareyou testingandmeasuring the return you get?
" Doyou knowwhat isworkingbest?
" If not, what could you do to introduce relevant measures?
" How could you systemiseyour testingandmeasuring process?
" Decide onwhat you can test andmeasure.
" How youare going to do it?
" Howandwho isgoing to record the information?
" Review results andmake decisions.

How to use this information

The information must be used to optimise the return you get from your marketing.

Cut out those methods that do not work after thoroughly testing and fine tuning.

Use more of the methods that work by doing everything you can to maximise

impact.

For example if your window display is one of the most popular customer magnets,

then make the most of it. Change the display, promote special offers, use it to

introduce new products. Keep it clean and clear. Use testing and measuring to

support continuous learning about your marketing and your customers’ responses.

Think test and measure and find out
what works and what doesn’t
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32 Choosing the best methods to
market your business

What are the best methods?

The best methods to market your business are those that enable you to target the

right people with the right message and gain the greatest return on your

investment.

Why is it important to analyse the right methods for your
business?

There are so many methods out there in the marketplace to choose from that you

could be overwhelmed with information and possibilities. There is a lot to learn

about how each method works and what is involved in getting it set up. It is

important to understand and appreciate how each method could form a vital part

of your marketing strategy before you make big decisions about how you spend

your marketing budget. Poor decisions can result in a lot of wasted time and effort.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to avoid getting overloaded with information and allowing

that to stop you taking action. Paralysis by analysis can be a problem for many.

Find quick and easy ways of exploring the potential of the marketing methods that

could be ideal for your business. This book is designed to give you the essentials,

enabling you to move forward swiftly to create a strategy that has the best chance

of working for you.

YOURBEST METHODSELECTION CRITERIA ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

When evaluating any potentialmarketingmethod you can checkout its viability by
running it through this checklist.

" What is themethod?
" What doyou knowabout it?
" What marketinggoals doyou expect thismethodwill help you to achieve?
" What other business similar to yourshasused thismethod andgot results?
" Canyou ¢nd this out?
" What kind of result is it possible to achieve?
" What are the potential bene¢ts for a business likeyours?
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" Is there anyguarantee of success?
" What are the risks involved?
" What resources, investment and timeare required to get it set up?
" Haveyougot the resources and time to set up and run thismarketingmethod?
" What will it cost you in termsof timeandmoney to do this?
" Howwill youmeasureyour success?

How to use this information

Read this book and take note of any of the methods that you think could work for

your business. Run each you choose through this checklist before you add it to your

marketing plan.

Think best method and make the best choices
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33 Being creative with your ideas

What does being creative mean?

Being creative is all about your ability to come up with ways of doing things

differently. It is about thinking outside of normal boundaries and rules, thinking

outside of the box that the majority stay within. Creative thinkers use more of their

right brain which is that part of your brain that accesses ideas and concepts, as

opposed to their left brain which controls logic and order. We can all be creative if

we allow ourselves to be and being good at marketing your business will need you

to develop ways to capture the spirit of your business and stand out from the

crowd.

Why is it important?

With the persistent competition for market share and the ever increasing pressure

to do things better, cheaper and quicker in order to stand a chance of success,

creative thinking is a must. If you can, come up with innovative ways of promoting

yourself you will be remembered when others are forgotten. It is often easier to

follow the crowd in any industry, to do something because it is expected or because

it has always been done that way. It takes courage to break free and be different.

Good creative ideas can propel you forward and help you to stimulate the mind of

your customer.

Your challenge

Some business owners would not describe themselves as being creative. This is

probably because they have never really allowed themselves to be. By creating the

right circumstances and allowing your mind to run free we all have the potential

for bright ideas. Being creative is all about opening your mind to possibilities and

letting go of the reins of control. Most of us come up with our best ideas when we

are relaxed, enjoying ourselves or being stimulated by a new environment. It is

hardest to be creative when you are walking the treadmill of familiar daily tasks.

Your greatest challenge will be to create opportunities to let your mind relax

giving it a chance to get stimulated outside of a normal routine environment.
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Creative marketing ideas – small business examples

Here are some good examples of how some small businesses have used

their creative minds to come up with different ways of generating new

leads and interest in their businesses.

A new hair salon wanted to get more attention in their city centre

location to drive new customers to book appointments and to collect

contact details for their customer database. Thinking outside the box

and utilising the resources they had they came up with the idea of

running a hair styling competition for the stylists at their salon, the

results of which were modelled and voted on in the city centre on a

busy Saturday. Shoppers who voted had to complete an entry form

which allowed those who voted for the winning style entry into a draw

to win a free makeover at the salon. The entry form included full

contact details which enabled all those who took part to be mailed a

special thank you voucher giving discounts on hair appointments.

They achieved free press coverage both advertising for the models to

take part and the event itself. Their stylists got some good exposure as

well as generating entertainment and interest for shoppers on a

Saturday.

A retail outlet selling teddy bears and a range of soft toys wanted to

encourage more families with children to visit their shop. They wanted

to communicate fun and excitement and to drive the right people to

their door. They came up with the idea of running a hunt the bears

competition. They took picture of all their top bears and gave them all

a special name. They arranged to put pictures of the bears up in

different places in the town centre. To enter the competition, families

had to complete an entry form that requested contact details. The

competition involved correctly matching the named bears with a

location. All correct entries were entered into a draw to win the bear of

their choice. Competition entry forms had to be delivered to the shop

where entrants were given a special gift voucher. This creative

marketing idea generated a lot of fun and attracted a crowd of

excited kids who all wanted a bear.

An Indian restaurant promoted its special lunchtime menu by offering

a tray of tempting sample dishes at a local riverside event which was

taking place only five minutes’ walk from their restaurant.
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A ball gown specialist who wanted to target the local student market

advertised for aspiring student models and ran a free fashion show and

modelling competition at one of the universities. Students voted for

both the best model and the best gown. The winner wearing the chosen

gown got their picture in the local newspaper along with an excellent

write-up about the event.

HOW TOBECREATIVE ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Where areyouwhenyou ¢nd you comeupwithyour best ideas? Go theremore
often.

" Haveyou tried acreativemarketing ideasbrainstorming sessionwithyour team?
" Takeyour teamout of the o⁄ceand just let yourminds run free: all ideas are

accepted nomatter how crazy. If you create anenvironment that is free from
criticismandanalysisyouwill be amazed at what comesup.

" Some of the reality businessprogrammeson television like Risking It All,The
Apprentice, Dragons’Denare great for stimulating ideas. If you see something you
like, think about how you could apply it to your business in a di¡erent way.

" What kind of fun creative activity doyou think would get your business some
attention?

" What kind of competition could you run?
" What could you do that would attract somepositive press coverage?
" What could you do that is di¡erent andunique?
" Get yourself a brightly colouredartist’s padand some coloured pens.Help yourself

think creativelybydrawingand linking ideas together.Mindmaps are ausefulway
of connecting your ideas andallowing one thought to branch o¡ into another.

" Keepa record of your ideaswhenever theyoccur to youand let themdevelop.
" What could you do that would really communicate the spirit of your business?

How to use this information

When you come up with a new and different approach to the marketing or

advertising of your business make sure that it has the best chance of attracting the

right people and giving out the right message about your business. Keep your eye

on your brand image and make sure that anything you do is supportive of it. If

your idea ticks all the right boxes give it a try and just like any other marketing

method you use it will need to be tested and measured.

Think outside the box and stand out from the crowd
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34 Communicating with your existing
customers

What is a communication system?

A communication system is a planned series of activities that ensure that you keep

in constant communication with your existing customers. Elements of a

communication system could include a monthly e-newsletter, new product or

service alerts emails, an annual or biannual customer review meeting, an invitation

to a special event or hospitality day, Christmas cards and gifts, free tickets to

events, a golf day, day at the races, free useful information or learning opportunity.

Why is it important?

When you first get a new customer there is usually a lot of energy and enthusiasm.

Your customer has made a decision to use you because they believe that you will

provide the solution they are looking for. You are keen to deliver and pleased

because you have successfully attracted a new customer to your business. This is

where the relationship starts. There are many factors that will influence the length

of time that customer is active with you. The longer you can keep that customer an

enthusiastic purchaser the stronger your business will be.

Awell-planned communication system will help to keep your customers focused on

you and what you have to offer them. It will help you to retain customers.

A communication system can also help you to bring back inactive customers or

those who have been customers but, for whatever reason, have stopped doing

business with you. It will help you to reduce attrition.

There are some interesting statistics that show the main reasons why business is

lost and their relative percentages.

& 1% of customers died
& 3% moved out of the area
& 5% were influenced away
& 9% got a better deal
& 14% because of unresolved conflicts
& 68% left because of perceived indifference i.e. apathy or lack of communication.
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By nurturing your customers from the start and maintaining the communication

and the relationship, you will avoid losing the 68% who stop using you because of

perceived indifference. This could have a significant effect on your sales results.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to develop and deliver a system of customer communication

that adds value to your relationships. Communicating with customers is a

balancing act. People do not want to be bombarded with information day in day

out. They don’t want to be overwhelmed by so many invitations and gifts that they

have to keep saying no. They don’t want to buy one thing from you and find that

suddenly they are being forced to contend with more and more offers of products

and services that they really don’t need. You know from your own experience what

this can be like. You will need to create a communication system that appreciates

your customers’ situation and maintains rapport.

What makes a communication system successful?

& It is set up with the customer in mind first and foremost.
& It offers the customer added value.
& You surprise and delight your customers from time to time and show appreciation

for the business that they do with you.
& It is focused on building a greater rapport.
& You regularly ask for feedback and are prepared to fine tune your system.
& When you have details of the personal interests of your best customers you tailor

your offers of events and information to suit them.

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Decidewhat youwant yourcommunication system to achieve for you.
" Beaware of the levelof attrition (customerswho stop using you) that is

experienced in your business.
" Understandwhypeople stop doingbusinesswithyou.
" Doyouwant to continue towork with thosewhohave stopped doingbusinesswith

you?
" What could you do to re-contact those peoplewhohave stoppedusingyour

service?
" Find out asmuch asyou canabout your key customers’ interests.
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" Beaware of special events comingup for anyof yourcustomers that are important
to them suchas a shop opening, business anniversaryor winningan award.
Simple congratulations orgood luck cardswill alwaysbeappreciated.

" What kind of special events, days out, tickets or informationwould these people
potentially be interested in?

" What could you do once ayear that would beappreciated by yourcustomers?

How to use this information

The following chapters will give you more details about what you could include in

your communication system. A well-organised customer database management

process will help to make this whole process easier for you to implement and

manage on an ongoing basis.

Think customer communication and keep the connection
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35 Building trusting relationships

What is a trusting relationship?

A trusting relationship is built when your customers feel connected with you as a

person and confident that you have their interests and needs at heart. You will be

their first choice when they have a relevant problem that needs solving. Trust is

built up over time and through experiences. If you have always maintained a level

of service that delivers exactly what has been promised, you do what you say you

are going to do and your customer is completely satisfied then it will be easy to

build trust. Trust is about integrity and values. It matters deeply to people and is

very personal.

Why is trust an important relationship ingredient?

Trusting relationships form the backbone of successful businesses. In a world

where there is a lot of choice people will always support those that they trust the

most. Customers are actually looking to build trust. They want it. It builds buyers’

security. Trust is a high value for many. If the trust is there then customers will

listen to your advice, make decisions based on your suggested solutions and often

not question your prices as much as they would if they were unsure of you.

Building trusting relationships can help you to retain customers, gain customers

and increase the amount of referrals that you get.

Your challenge

Depending on the nature of your business you will no doubt come into contact

with a lot of people. You will need to work hard to maintain your standards and

make sure that however brief your contact is with each individual, it is positive.

Small things can break trust in an instant: not getting a proposal or a telephone

follow up you have promised done in time; a sharp word when you are tired or

stressed, forgetting a name, an important detail about a business or worse making

silly mistakes that affect your customer’s belief in your service. Trust can take a

long time to build and an instant to break.

What builds trust in relationships?

& Demonstrating a natural respect for people.
& Asking questions and really listening to what people want.
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& Showing you understand what matters to each individual.
& Being honest, even if it means that you do not sell your services.
& Giving ideas and advice away for free.
& Delivering whatever you promise.
& Letting people know if for any reason you cannot deliver.
& Doing the best you can for people.
& Being genuine.
& Time and contact.

YOUREXISTINGCUSTOMERRELATIONSHIP ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

Consider the level of trust that you havewith your existing customers. Ask yourself the
following questions and be honest in answering them.

" Howdoyou know if acustomer trustsyou?
" Name the customersyouhavewithwhomyou think youhave a trusting relationship.
" What is the di¡erencebetween thosewithwhomyouhavea trusting relationship

and thoseyou don’t?
" Howdoyoubuild trust with people?
" What could you do to buildmore trust?

How to use this information

Be conscious of the trust you have with the people you do business with. Notice the

signs. Work harder to both build it and maintain it. It will be worth it.

Think build trust and build business
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36 Reviewing customers’ needs

What do customers need?

The reason a person became a customer of yours the first time may not be the same

reason that they continue to buy from you in the future. Existing customers have

changing needs the same as any new potential customer would. They need ongoing

understanding and communication.

Why is understanding them important?

Taking the time to understand what your existing customers’ changing needs

might be will ensure that you are right there with answers before they think of

using anyone else. It is important that you keep talking to your customers as they

are a great source of information for you. Their changing needs can be

representative of market demand which could influence the longer term

development plans for your product or service. Taking the time to find out what

your existing customers’ needs are likely to be in the future could give you business

development ideas. Taking your existing customers’ business for granted without

reviewing their needs could be dangerous. Do they know about the full range of

products and services you offer? If not they could be attracted elsewhere if someone

new comes along with an answer to a problem you didn’t even know about. You

could be missing out on new business opportunities with existing customers.

Your challenge

You will need to introduce a system for reviewing your existing customers’

ongoing and changing needs. Your system will need to fit with customers’

schedules, your resources and will need to produce feedback that you are able to

action in the appropriate way.

What are the key elements of a successful review?

The right approach

It is important to use a customer review opportunity to build on your existing

relationship. Your customers are busy like you and will need to be given a good

reason to spend the time reviewing their needs with you. So your approach is key.

Just inviting your customer for a long lunch without setting up the reason for that
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lunch is likely to waste both your time and theirs. You have to give them a reason to

meet you. The review meeting could be set up as a form of regular free consultancy,

where you follow a distinct structure looking at the past, present and future.

The right time

It is a good idea to set up the expectation of this with every new customer. It could

become part of your commitment to your customers when you start your

relationship. Your review meetings need to be set at a time that anticipates any

changing needs your customers might have. This might be annually at the end of

their financial year, or end of the year. It might be biannually. It might be

seasonally. Each business and customer relationship may differ. The time needs to

be right for both parties.

The right preparation

To successfully review your customers you will need to have full details of their

purchasing history with you. You can anticipate some future needs based on past

patterns. Taking the time to find out a little about their marketplace and industry

may also predict some future needs of which the customer themselves might not yet

be aware. You will need to have available a list and/or samples of the work that

you have completed for them.

The right questions

Your review will need an outcome and an action plan both of which can be

achieved with the right questions guiding the review. Here is a list of some

questions that you might like to incorporate into your customer reviews.

& What do you want to achieve at our review meeting?
& How happy/satisfied have you been with the service/product we have provided for

you over x period?
& What, if anything, could we improve on?
& In terms of the services we offer, what is most important to you?
& What are some of the problems you anticipate might need solving in x area over

the next year?
& What is your focus for the next six months to a year?
& What are your priorities?
& How could we help you over the next 12 months?
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An action plan and new proposal

It is important to have an agreed action plan at the end of the review which could

be confirmed by a review proposal for future business. A good structure for a

review proposal is as follows:

& introduction
& summary of achievements over x period
& your feedback
& your aims for y period
& suggested solution/proposal/follow up
& price
& next step.

Create yourself a template that you can adapt for use with all your customers. This

will save you considerable time and effort.

YOURREVIEW ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Whoareyougoing to review? ^ make a list.
" Howareyougoing to approach it? ^ what is in it for yourcustomers?
" Decide ona timescale forcompleting your reviewsand set a deadline.
" What isyour aim foreach review?
" Howareyougoing to structureyour review? ^ what questions doyouneed to ask?
" Haveyou doneyour preparation? ^ canyouanticipate any future demandor

needs?
" What information doyou anticipate each customer willwant to knowabout your new

products and services? Doyouhave that information to hand?
" Haveyougot a proposal template touse for followingup reviews?

How to use this information

If you do decide to review your existing customers’ needs in a structured and

focused way, it will be useful to measure the outcome noticing the impact that it

has on your business.

Think customer review and build
more business for the future
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37 Encouraging referrals and
recommendations

What is a referral?

A referral is when one of your satisfied customers who trusts and values what you

do, actively refers your service to other potential customers. Having referred you

they will give you the potential customer’s contact details to follow up. You are in

control of the follow up.

What is a recommendation?

A recommendation is when one of your satisfied customers simply gives your name

to one of their contacts endorsing your service. This contact will call you

themselves if and when they need your service. The new potential contact is in

control of the follow up.

Why are they important?

They are important because there really is no better way to get new business easily

than through a referral or strong recommendation from someone who is already sold

on your product or services. If you are active in encouraging referrals and

recommendations you could build your business very inexpensively. People love to

refer and recommend someone they have received a good service from. You will find

that business that comes from a referral or recommendation is a virtual guarantee.

The more trust the potential prospect has in the person that refers or recommends,

the more likely they are to buy from you, bypassing any initial concerns or

scepticism. This will make it much easier and quicker for you to build business.

Your challenge

Many people don’t like to ask for referrals or recommendations although welcome

them with open arms when they get them. Many do not have an active procedure

for encouraging referrals and recommendations. Your challenge will be to develop

a system for encouraging referrals that you feel comfortable using and that

motivates your satisfied customers to help you. You will need to remember that

when you have performed and delivered a high standard that delights your

customer, most will be more than happy to refer you. This is especially true as

most people like helping other people. It is up to you to make it as easy as possible

for them to do that.
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What gives referrals and recommendations the best chance of
leading to business?

Of course there will be a type of referral or recommended business that is ideal for

you and there will be some that do not fit with the type of customer you are

looking for. When encouraging referrals you will need to be clear about the type

of problems you can solve and the type of potential customers that you are looking

for. This will enable your referrers to recognise someone who would benefit from

the service you offer.

How to ask for referrals

The key to getting more referrals is to have a strategy for it and plan ahead of

time. If you choose to ask someone at the end of their contract with you to make

sure they send people your way they will almost undoubtedly say yes. But will

anything happen as a result? ... unlikely. Or if they do, the person they mention you

to may still not call because they don’t know you and it still feels risky.

There are ways of encouraging referrals and recommendations that ensure that

you get the best chance of making personal contact with the referred potential

client and that your happy customers do actually take action in generating some

for you.

Timing is key when you ask

When you ask for a referral it is usually best when you are discussing the successful

results of your work and your client is at their most enthusiastic about you and what

you can do. At this stage you might say ‘Who else do you know who would benefit

from a service like this?’ You then take details of this person there and then.

Plan ahead what you are going to say

You could also try, ‘I am really glad that you are happy with the work that we have

done for you. Much of our business comes from referrals or recommendations. Do

you know of any business associates who are looking for the same kind of results

we were able to accomplish for you?’
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Be clear about what you are looking for

It is much easier for your clients to think about someone when you are very clear

about the kind of person, organisation or problem you are able to help with. ‘The

kinds of people that I am able to help are small business owners who want to make

their marketing work. They may be start-ups or existing businesses which need to

create a new or fresh identity in the marketplace.’

Tell customers how to refer people to you

You need to stay in control here and not just hand over the reins to your

prospective referred customer. If you say, ‘If you know someone just get them to

call me,’ this will just leave it up to chance that they will. Instead you could say, ‘If

you know someone, give me a call first and we can discuss the best way to approach

them’. This puts you back in control of the opportunity.

Direct them to your website

If you have a good way of capturing the attention of new prospects and an

incentive for getting their details, then asking your referrers to direct prospects to

your website is a good idea. People are more likely to check out a website before

they call you and if yours is good then it will create a positive first impression.

Reward your customers for their referrals

If you get a good piece of business from a customer referral you could send them a

thank you note and a gift in the post. The chances of that person doing it again for

you because they feel appreciated are much higher.

You could also consider referral incentives to encourage customers to give you

referrals. This may be a discount voucher for future work with you or other

incentives that they would value highly.

How to use this information

Try it out and see what works for you. Measure the return you get. Make sure you

always thank people for any referrals you get and reciprocate if you can.

Think referral and get FREE marketing
from your satisfied customers
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38 Publishing case studies

What is a case study?

A case study is a description of a piece of business you have carried out for one of

your customers. It is a success story that acts as a working example of how the

work you have undertaken has yielded practical and positive results.

Why is getting them published of value?

Case studies are powerful because they speak about real results. Getting case

studies published can help both you and your clients. You can help to build your

clients’ profile as well as offering an added bonus for doing business with you.

Business people in similar situations with similar desires can be motivated to take

action by reading case studies. Case studies make ideas real, tangible and

believable.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be in researching opportunities to get your case studies

published ensuring that you get your clients’ buy-in to the idea. You may need to

enlist your clients’ help in writing the case study content.

What are the key elements of a publishable case study?

& It must have a strong reader interest.
& It is constructed in a way that is easy for others to relate to.
& It is topical and fits in with the publication’s/website’s agenda.
& It is well written.
& There are some obvious learning points contained within the study.
& Case studies can be integrated into reader interest articles and used as live

examples to illustrate the ideas presented. A good example would be an article

that I wrote for a number of publications called ‘How to create a memorable

brand identity’ where we used a number of our clients’ re-branding projects to

illustrate the points.
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The simple structure of a case study article

Introduction – brief introduction to the client’s history and current

situation.

Description of the main problems they were experiencing.

Their aspirations for the future.

Brief description of the proposed solution.

What you did – the steps you took when working with the client.

The results.

USINGCASE STUDIES ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What case studies doyouhave currently that would beworth publishing?
" What context could you create that would gain reader interest?
" Howcould yourclientshelp?
" Wherewould you like to get thempublished?
" Who doyou need to contact? ^ research relevant publications and ¢nd out.
" What contacts doyouhave that could help you?

How to use this information

Consider the opportunities that exist for case studies. You can publish them on

your own website, other business-related websites that are looking for reader

interest information and as part of articles that you write for business publications

or magazines. The local press might also be interested if your case study relates to

a local business issue.

Think case study and promote success
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39 Selling up and selling more

What is selling up?

Selling up is what you do when you increase the value of the sales transaction at the

point at which your customer has made a decision to buy. If this takes place at the

point of sale it is often known as a ‘bump’. The amount the customer spends is

literally bumped up by offering something bigger and of greater value. A good

example of a bump can be experienced at any McDonald’s or Burger King when

you are offered a meal deal or a bigger version of what you have originally ordered.

Additional complementary products

Selling up can simply be offering additional and complementary products at the

point of sale. Shoe shops do this when they offer the special shoe cleaners that are

required for the shoes you have bought. Some car service garages do it by offering

care car products. Hair salons often offer the products that have been used to

create the condition and style you are happy with at the end of your appointment.

Beauty salons and health spas sell up by offering you the products that have been

used by the therapists during your session. Travel companies sell up when they

offer holiday insurance and car hire once you have bought a holiday or a flight.

Upgrade

Selling up can also be introduced during the sales process by offering an upgrade

on the particular model or make a customer is interested in. Many electrical retail

outlets do this well. If you do this, selling the added value of the upgrade will be

important.

Packaging

Selling up can also be achieved by packaging your products cleverly. This is

covered in more detail in the next chapter.

Why is selling up important?

Selling up is important because it potentially offers you easy access to a big pot of

gold. It is so much more costly both in time and resources continually to strive to
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attract new customers than it is to sell more to a customer who is standing right in

front of you.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to find ways to sell up and sell more to your customers that

adds perceived value. Any ‘up sell ’ must come across as offering more value, not

simply asking for more money. Your staff will need to be aware of all the

opportunities to sell more and know enough about the products to make up sell

suggestions. Staff should all be given ‘bump up’ suggestions to make at the point of

sale and your challenge will be to make sure that they always make those

suggestions.

Some people avoid up selling because they don’t want to appear pushy or money-

grabbing. This is only an attitude of mind. Up selling can be done pleasantly with

a positive attitude and a belief that by offering it you are giving your customer the

opportunity to gain maximum value. Communicated in this way the customer is

more likely to respond positively.

HOW TOSELLUP ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Makea list of all the possible‘bumpups’you couldmakewithyour products and
services.

" Create a numberof questions that your point of sale sta¡ could ask that would
prompt the‘bumpups’.

" Makea list of all the products and services that naturally link together and could be
sold together aspackage.

" Decidewhich products and serviceshave anaturalupgrade.
" Trysome of these up sell activities for a period of time andmeasure the results.

How to use this information

Implement these selling up suggestions as soon as you can. This is one of the

easiest ways to increase your sales results.

Think sell up and bump up your profits
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40 Packaging your products

What is packaging?

Packaging your products in the context of marketing your business is about

grouping your products or services together to enable you to sell more and your

customer to gain greater value for money. Examples of how companies package

their products are everywhere. Here are some you might recognise.

& An all-inclusive holiday where the customer pays one price and gets flights,

accommodation, food, drink and often sports facilities all bundled together in an

attractive package.

& A fast food restaurant that offers a ‘meal deal’, you get the burger of your choice,

fries and a drink for a set price.

& A training company that offers a complete programme of modular sessions that

link together.

& A coaching company that offers a set number of coaching sessions over a three or

six month period.

& Amazon books package their products in a subtle way by offering you both the

book you have requested and a second related book.

& A hotel that offers special weekend breaks inclusive of dinner, bed and breakfast.

& Restaurants which offer special set menus to encourage people to dine at quieter

times.

Any business can package their products and services together which potentially

could have a very positive effect on sales.

Why is packaging important?

Packaging will enable you to sell more by

& promoting a higher perceived value to your customer
& automatically allowing you to up sell without having to ask for it
& creating the opportunity to work with your customer over a longer time period
& helping to move slow-moving stock by attaching it to more popular new stock.
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Packaging can also help you to get stronger initial commitment from your

customer. This will give you a greater opportunity to build a relationship and

prove your products’ or services’ value to them.

Packaging can also ensure that your customer buys enough of your service to make

a significant impact. A good example of this would be marketing or business

consultancy. In these cases the initial groundwork often provides the foundations

on which a longer term plan must be built.

Your challenge

Your challenge is to create a bundle or package that creates value for your

customer and makes marketing sense. You will need to work out what naturally

links together to create a complete service. Your package will need to be priced

correctly and marketed appropriately.

What makes a successful package?

& It solves a complete problem that a customer has or is likely to have. A good

example of this might be a car service centre that appreciates car owners need to

prepare their car for the winter. A special winter car care package that covers

everything that might end up a problem to customers at an attractive price could

be a very desirable proposition as winter approaches.

& It gives the customer choice. If you go to an Indian or Chinese restaurant with a

group of friends the menu offers you a choice of different set menus at different

prices. If you go to a garage for a car wash you can usually choose between gold,

silver and bronze options. People like to have a choice. Successful packages often

offer up to three packaged choices, more than that can confuse the customer and

make decision-making harder.

& It takes away or limits the potential hassle a customer may have organising all the

various elements of a particular purchase. If you are planning a wedding there is a

lot to think about: flowers, hair and make up, reception, entertainment, guest

accommodation, photographer, transport to and from the venue, attendants and

much more. Wedding packages that consider what is most important to the happy

couple and group services together accordingly will be successful.

& The package has a high perceived value for the customer even if some of the add-

on elements are lower cost to you. The more perceived value the package has, the

more irresistible you will be able to make your offer.
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HOW TOCREATE YOUROWN PACKAGES ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Decidewhat youwant your packagesto achieve for you.
" Consider what problemsyourcustomershave that a packagewould solve for them.
" Consider how you could develop achoice of package content andpricing levels that

makesyouro¡er simple andattractive.
" Consider what valueyour packages o¡er yourcustomers.
" Decidewhat youare going to call your packages.
" Test your packageswith some existing customers andask for feedback.

How to use this information

Once you have developed your packages and are clear and confident that they are

right for the people you are targeting, you will need to communicate them. This

can be done by describing them in your company brochures, sales letters, direct

mail, on your website, in your advertising, on posters and in your proposals.

Monitor how well they work for you and be prepared to review their content from

time to time as customer demand dictates.

Think package and sell more
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41 Creating a newsletter

What is a newsletter?

A newsletter is something that you produce and distribute to your customers at

regular intervals. Newsletters can be distributed by electronic mail or in a

traditional hard copy format by post.

Why are newsletters valuable?

Newsletters are one of the most powerful tools for generating customer traffic and

encouraging more sales from existing customers. A newsletter that offers your

customers some information that has a high perceived value will maintain an

ongoing relationship between you and the people you have been doing business

with. This will keep your name in the forefront of their minds until they need your

services again. A newsletter can also act as a business stimulator reminding

customers of that problem they need solving, or action that they need to take.

Free newsletters that offer useful ideas and information can also act as bait to

attract the attention of new customers. Once these potential customers have signed

up to your newsletter you will have the opportunity to communicate with them on

a continuing basis. Newsletters can be promoted to attract subscribers who

ultimately could become customers.

Newsletters enable you to continue to sell your services by offering advice,

suggestions, ideas and recommendations.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to create a newsletter that is of use to your potential and

actual customers, is easy to put together and uses a system of delivery that is

inexpensive and efficient. Publishing a hard copy newsletter can be time consuming

and costly. Using on online system for sending out an e-newsletter is by far the

more attractive option.* Once you have developed your own simple creation and

delivery system, sending out a regular e-newsletter couldn’t be easier. Your only

challenge will be to decide on its name and write the content.

*We can recommend a good system to use, email us at admin@marketingco.biz.
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What makes a newsletter work?

A name

This will give it an identity and brand of its own and will become memorable to

the recipients. The name needs to convey value to the recipient and ideally be

snappy and easy to say and spell.

My newsletter is called ‘Marketing Success’.

Useful reader-orientated content

Content can be made up of news, answers to questions, ideas, tips, case studies,

articles, recommendations and updates: anything that has perceived value that

your customers will look forward to receiving.

Sent regularly

Everybody receives so much these days via email you should consider sending your

newsletter out once a month or bimonthly. Choosing the same day of the week is a

good idea. Choose a day of the week when the people you are targeting are most

likely to read the newsletter. Sunday evenings can be good for some businesses or

for others Friday afternoons. Once your customers get used to receiving your

newsletter they will expect it, so you need to make sure that they get their copy as

promised without fail.

The right length

If it is useful information then people will read it. Most people these days will tell

you that they suffer from information overload. So, bearing that in mind, consider

how you can make your newsletter both interesting and easy to read. If it passes

this test a newsletter that runs to the equivalent of one or two sheets of A4 paper

will be perfectly acceptable. You can also have just as much impact with a much

shorter newsletter with links that offer customers who are interested an

opportunity to explore further.

Make it personal

The newsletters I like reading are the ones where the writer talks from the heart

and shares a number of personal experiences in the field of my interest. I
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personally like to sense humour and character in the words I am reading. It

depends what you want your newsletter to achieve and the style you have chosen to

deliver your content. If you are giving ideas or answers to problems, sharing

stories from your personal experience is a very good way of doing this. People often

relate better to a story than they do to logical facts. Make your newsletter a

reflection of you.

HOW TOCREATE YOUROWNNEWSLETTER ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Decidewhoyou are targetingwithyour newsletter.
" What informationwould be of value to your readers?
" Find out about yourcustomers’ interestsby runninga short survey.
" Ask yourcustomerswhat some of their burning questions are about subjects

related to your business.These questions could beanswered in your newsletter
content.

" Lookat what else isbeingwritten about in newsletters in your industry.
" Find out whereyou could access important information on a regular basis that

could be of value to your readers.
" Usea standard format to create the layout.Use the same layout, design, colour and

structure forevery newsletter.Thiswill promote consistency whichwill help you to
build your brand identityand credibility withyour audience.

" Make sure that you get your newsletter fullyproof-readandedited.Sillymistakes
can damageyourcredibilityas an expert in your ¢eld.

" Test your newsletter beforeyou send it out to yourcomplete database.Send it to a
colleague or two andask them to giveyou feedback.

" Make sure that you ask yourcustomers for feedback about thenewsletter’svalue to
them.Ask for suggested improvements and doyour best to incorporate the ideas
you receive.

How to use this information

The success of your newsletter will be dependent on the number and quality of

people that sign up to it. Read the chapters of this book that give you valuable

information about building a customer database, opt in email list and driving

traffic to your website. This will enable you to create a complete marketing system

of which your newsletter will be one important part.

Think newsletter and keep your customers interested in you
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42 Making the most of email marketing

What is email marketing?

Almost everyone uses email to communicate these days. Most households have a

home computer and an email address even if they are not in business. Many people

open their emails before they open their post.

Email marketing is what you do when you use the email system we are all familiar

with to promote your business to your customers. This may take the form of a

simple straightforward email or email newsletter. There are several very good

services on the market today that enable you to build email lists easily through

website marketing activities and communicate via bulk email as often as you want

or need to.

Email marketing can be used for appointment reminders, special offers, useful

information or ideas, new product launches, new services, competitions and more.

Why is email marketing valuable?

Email marketing is an excellent low cost way of keeping in regular contact with

both existing and potential customers. The people you come into contact with

during the course of your marketing and networking activities may not all be ready

to do business with you right now. If, however, you give them a very good reason

to provide you with their email address and permission to keep in touch, the

chances of you being around when they are ready to buy are much higher.

Email marketing is easy and quick to do and you can potentially communicate

with large numbers of people in a very personal way. Email marketing is

potentially much more valuable to you than a costly direct mail campaign.

Your challenge

You will need to consider the amount of spam that the majority of people get

bothered by on a daily basis. It can be overwhelming for many people. Your email

needs to be something that people welcome. You will need to think very carefully

about what you use it for. Email marketing may be quick but it is not something

that should be put together in a hurry. You will need to create a situation where

people look forward to your email because they think that they are going to get
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something of value from it. You also need to be careful not to overdo it. Sending

emails every day or even every week can be just too much for many people. You

will need to gauge what is right for your client base and be sensitive to their needs.

When you use email marketing your email address is a major part of your

marketing message, so it is important to get this right. It will need to be easy to use

and easy to remember. If it is long-winded with lots of letters and words that are

difficult to spell the chances are that you will lose some business because of it. Your

email should read in a way which helps you come across as credible business.

So choose email addresses that make it completely clear what business you are in

and make them as easy and as straight-forward as you can to use.

What makes email marketing work?

To make this work you will need to build a good list of prospects first. This is

covered in Chapter 16 in the section on how to build an opt-in mailing list.

HOW TOCREATE YOUROWN EMAILMARKETINGSYSTEM ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Doyou think that emailmarketing couldwork for you?
" Howareyougoing to attract email addresses andget permission to communicate?
" Youwill need to investigate the internet basedemailmarketing systemsthat are

available.* Youmay consider auto response systemsthat can be set up to run
sequencesof emails.

" Make sureyouhave a system for recording the email addresses that you collect. A
spreadsheet is a simplewayof doing this.This canbeuploaded into youremail
contact database or anyonline system that youuse.

" Youwill need to createyouremail campaign ideas and decidehow you can keep
your prospects interested in you andyour business.Remember to focus ongiving
something of value, as opposed to solely pitching your services.

" Make sure that you get youremailsproof-read.Sending out bulk emailswith
spelling orgrammatical errors isnot good for your professional image.

" Send out a test email to yourself andanother personand look at it from the
customers’point of viewbeforeyoupress the button on the complete database.

" Consider how youwillmeasure andmonitor the responseyouget.

*We can recommend a good system to use, email us at admin@marketingco.biz.
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How to use this information

Email marketing can work very well for you if you take time to set up a system to

attract and deliver efficiently. If you have experienced junk mail you will know

what annoys you and clogs up the inbox. You must avoid doing this at all costs. If

you use email marketing it must be targeted and valuable. Concentrate on this and

you will be successful.

Think email marketing and communicate cheaply and easily
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43 Using hospitality and special days

You can build stronger relationships with both your key customers and

prospective clients by inviting them to join you for hospitality at special events.

Corporate hospitality is available at a variety of memorable and important events

both at home and overseas. A day at the races, a box at the British Grand Prix, a

party at the Henley Royal Regatta, tickets for Wimbledon or world cup football

are just some of the things you can do. You can provide a special tent or table

dedicated to your organisation and the pleasure of your guests. You can organise

this yourself or you can use the services of any number of corporate hospitality and

event organisers.

You can offer your clients opportunities to find out more about your products and

services by creating special events that educate them and provide fun and

entertainment at the same time. There is a section in Chapter 11 of this book that

focuses solely on how to use events and talks to sell your business.

You can invite clients and their teams to join you and your teams for a day of fun

and bonding by going go-carting, playing golf, sailing or partying at a polo match.

You can take your clients out for a special lunch or dinner or to the theatre. You

can invite them to special conferences or congresses abroad. Christmas parties or

summer barbeques can be a less expensive way of providing fun and entertainment

if you have a smaller budget.

Why are invitations to special events important?

Being invited to a unique special event or day out can be exciting for your

customers. It will make them feel highly valued by you. The invitation

acknowledges their importance to you. This can only be good for your

relationship with them. If the event you choose is high profile you stand to gain

the kudos that goes with it. People will want to attend the event and will connect

your organisation with giving them that opportunity. If you simply go out and

have fun with your customers and get to know them in a social setting, you will

create the opportunity to build a much stronger connection. People do business

with people who they like and trust. This is one of the greatest rapport-building

opportunities.
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Your challenge

Your challenge will be to choose the right events and not to spend your entire

marketing budget in one go. Providing corporate hospitality and tickets for high

profile events can be expensive so you need to weigh up the potential the event has

for building stronger existing client relationships and introducing new ones.

If you do decide to have a hospitality tent, room or table at an event you will need

to make sure that you make the most of it. This will take planning and organising.

What makes hospitality and special days work?

& You must be clear exactly what you want the event to achieve for you.
& Choose the right event and the right mix of people.
& Make sure it is well organised from invitation to follow up.
& Staff are fully briefed, each having an important role to play.
& The senior people in your organisation commit to attend the day.
& Your guests’ names are remembered.
& The day is used to reinforce your organisation’s values.
& You look after your guests and put their well-being and enjoyment at the top of

your priority list.
& If you offer your guests the opportunity to find out more about the people in your

organisation, take the time to find out more about them too.
& Consider creative ways to help your guests relax and get to know each other.
& It should be more social than business – it is nice just to relax sometimes.
& Make sure that you have a proper follow-up system in place.
& Get feedback – find out what your guests think about the day.

HOSPITALITY EVENTOR SPECIAL DAY ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What doyouwant the day to achieve (customer/teambonding, newbusiness, keep
existing customers, product launch, say thank you)?

" Whowould you invite andwhy?
" What are the interests of the peopleyou are considering?
" What events doyou think yourguestswould connect with?
" Which eventswould giveyourorganisation some distinction?
" What needsplanning (invitations, hospitalityarea layout and design, seating plans,

time-table, teambrie¢ng, followup)?
" Howwill youmeasure the success of the event?
" Howwill you knowpersonally if it hasbeen successful?
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How to use this information

If you haven’t considered using hospitality, special days out or events to build your

client relationships maybe this is your chance to do that. Investigate what you

could do. Ask your clients what they would like to do and get your best ones

involved in your decision making process. Ask your team what they think. Try it

and see what happens.

Think hospitality and have some fun with your clients
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11
Marketingmethods that attract

new customers

44 Building alliance relationships
45 Using joint ventures
46 Working ‘word of mouth’
47 Educating customers
48 Using events and talks to sell your business
49 Driving business to your website
50 Networking for the right reasons
51 Telemarketing for leads
52 Getting people to payattention to your window displays
53 Designing adverts that sell
54 Writing a good sales letter
55 Using compelling direct mail
56 Developing special o¡ers and incentives

inspiring ways
tomarket

your small business
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44 Building alliance relationships

What is an alliance relationship?

Alliance relationships are based on harnessing the existing goodwill and strong

relationships that all sorts of other businesses have already established with prime

prospects for your own product or service. If you form a relationship with a

business that is not in direct competition with you but sells to the same people as

you, potentially you could both help each other.

Examples of this might be:
A conservatory company might form an alliance relationship with a

building company or an estate agent.

A business consultant might form an alliance relationship with an

accountant or a solicitor.

A plumber might form an alliance relationship with an electrician.

A print, copy and design company may form an alliance relationship

with a website company or a marketing company.

A business you might form an alliance relationship with will tend to be selling

something that goes before, goes along with or follows the product or service you

would sell to these people.

Why are alliance relationships valuable?

Forming alliance relationships is a very easy way to get access to potential new

customers who could be in the market for your products and services. Because your

alliance already has a relationship with their customers they can provide a solid

and trusted foundation for you to start from. If an alliance is willing to

recommend your services to their customers it provides you with free marketing.

Your challenge

Your challenge is to open your mind to all the possible relationships you could

form and be creative in your thinking. Ask yourself who in your business area
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already sells to the customers you want to reach or serve. Make a list. Now think

about why someone should offer you an alliance. To develop strong alliance

relationships you will need to sell yourself and your service in a way that makes it

attractive. Alliances are only going to agree to recommend your services when they

feel confident that you will deliver to a high standard.

What makes an alliance relationship successful?

An alliance relationship works best when there is no competition and both services

naturally complement each other. If by recommending your service your alliance

adds value to their own customer relationship it will have served two important

purposes.

A good alliance relationship is a relationship of trust and rapport

HOW TOSETUPALLIANCERELATIONSHIPS ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Makea list of all the thingsyourcustomersmight buy that are associatedwith the
reason theyuseyour services.Forexample if you sell insurancewhat might your
customershave bought beforehand that would prompt the need for the insurance ^
car, house, a business? A co¡ee distribution company which dealswith the
catering industrymight add food orother beverage suppliers to their list.

" Makea list of all the contactsyoualreadyhavewith peoplewhoprovide some of the
services associatedwithyourown.Consider how you could build an allliance
relationshipwith these businesses.

" What could you o¡er that would give themachance to experienceyour service
themselves? Once theyhave tested you out themselves, with agoodexperience
behind them, theyaremore likely to have con¢dence in you.You could o¡er a‘free’
experience of your service for a period of time to enable the evaluation of its
potential value to theircustomers.You could also o¡er a selection of customer
testimonials.

" Choose a selection tomake contact with.You could call, email or write in the ¢rst
instance.

" Set upmeetings that allow you to explore the best wayof working together.
" Discussways inwhichyour service could addvalue to their existing customer

service.
" Askwhat they would need to knowabout your service to feel con¢dent enough to

recommendyou.
" Providewhat they need to start the process andagree a periodic review for

feedback.
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Sample letter/email to open the door to an alliance relationship

Dear

I noticed that you currently offer x service to y people. We are a

business that offers z service to a similar customer base. As we are not

in direct competition with each other, but offer services that

potentially complement and support each other, I wondered if you

might be interested in discussing a way in which we could recommend

each others’ services to our mutual advantage. I will give you a call

during this next week to arrange to have a conversation at your

convenience if this suggestion sounds worth exploring further.

Kind regards

How to make the most of your alliance relationships

There are many ways in which you could work your alliance relationships to

mutual advantage. One way might be that your alliance agrees to give your card

and a verbal recommendation each time they see an opportunity with one of their

customers. Or they may agree to include a recommendation in their e-newsletter.

You may swap website links. You may get included in their pre- or post-sales

communication.

You may develop a financial incentive to encourage your alliance to look out for

opportunities to pass business your way, or you may simply agree to help each

other without financial recompense. Either way your arrangements need to suit

both parties and be ultimately orientated to make it easy and attractive for

customers to buy.

Think alliance and reach more customers easily
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45 Using joint ventures

What is a joint venture?

A joint venture is when you are given permission to use other people’s customers

to get new business. Joint venture marketing is the process of marketing to

customers of complementary businesses. Joint venture means that you get the

cooperation of the businesses that acquired the customers in the first place and that

the relationships you create with your partners is win-win. The relationship you set

up might involve your joint partner endorsing your product or service through

their own customer database in return for the same or an agreed commission on

sales made. This can also be known as affiliate marketing. Many web-based

businesses use this method to increase sales.

Examples

An interior design company could potentially share customers with

landscape gardeners, builders, bedroom furniture companies,

antiques, bathroom and kitchen companies.

A hair salon could share customers with a gym, a beauty salon, a nail

bar or nutritional therapist.

A hotel with restaurants, bars, tourist attractions or the theatre.

Joint venture marketing can be carried out by email, direct mail, sales letter or

newsletter.

Why are joint ventures valuable to you?

Many businesses share common customers. These common customers all have the

potential to spend money on related products and services. With so much choice

available to customers, any short-cuts to a reliable and trusted supplier endorsed

by someone you already do business with will be appreciated.

Joint venture marketing is your short cut to getting your product or service in

front of more people in a fraction of the time it would take you to create the same

customer list yourself. By using joint partners you will end up marketing to a very

warm and highly targeted market.
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Your challenge

Your challenge will be to open your mind to all the possible complementary joint

partners available to you, then find and educate them to the potential benefits of

joint ventures. You will need to understand their interests, possible objections and

be able to offer an incentive that is attractive enough to motivate them to take

part.

What makes a joint venture successful?

& When it is win-win and both parties are comfortable and trust the arrangements.

& When it is properly planned and professionally implemented.

& When you can give your joint partner a simple method of letting their customers

know about your products and services. Provide a sales letter or copy for an email

as this will make it easy for your joint partner. The easier it is, the more likely they

are to do it.

& When you can let your joint partners know how much business their list generated

and reward them for it.

& When it is risk-free for the joint venture partner.

& When you offer something to the joint partner or your joint partner’s customers

that is perceived as valuable. Some joint partners will see that being able to offer

their customers something extra, getting them a free consultation or a discounted

introduction will rub off on their own business relationship.

HOW TOSETUPJOINT VENTURES ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Think about how this could potentially work for your business.
" Makea list of potential complementaryor related products or services.
" Makea list of all the businesses that sell thoseproducts and services in your target

geographical areas.
" Get the namesof the business owners.
" Senda letter introducing yourself outlining your idea andproposingameeting to

explore further.You can ask in your letter whether they could be interested in
making extramoney withno extra e¡ort.

" Makea follow-up call to set up the appointment.
" At themeeting explore their interests and discuss awin-win case for a joint

venture.
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How to use this information

Joint ventures are an excellent way for small business owners to leverage the

goodwill each has established with their individual customer bases. Open your

mind and make the most of the opportunities that exist for this. It may not be

something that you have ever thought of doing before. Try it out.

Think joint venture and double up on your customer contact
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46 Working ‘word of mouth’

What is word of mouth?

Word of mouth is what happens when people tell people about you. Word of

mouth is happening when potential customers hear about your service on the

grapevine. They may hear about you from someone who has never even used your

service.

Word of mouth is a way of getting business when people talk positively about you

and your service. These people may be satisfied customers of yours or they may be

people who have simply heard about others’ satisfaction with your product or

service.

Word of mouth advertising happens when you get known through the

conversations people have with each other. This may result in referrals or

recommendation. Many people get most or all of their new business through word

of mouth advertising.

I had a conversation recently with a friend who wants to plan her financial future

and needed some advice. She asked if I knew anybody she could talk to. I gave two

people a very good word of mouth advert.

Why is it important?

Word of mouth is free. It is important because as it builds up over time it can

provide you with an ongoing supply of new business without you having to do

anything at all.

Your challenge

Word travels fast when you do something extraordinarily good for someone. It

also travels just as fast when something goes wrong and the customer complains.

Your challenge will be to continually provide a level of service high enough to

‘wow’ your existing customers and build a level of trust and rapport that prompts

those who use you both to remember and recommend you to others.
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What makes word of mouth successful?

& When people feel motivated to talk about you to others.
& When they like and trust you and the work you do.
& When you have done a really good job for someone.
& When you provide an extra special service or go the extra mile.
& When you provide your customers with leads or referrals.
& When you keep in touch with those you have done business with, ensuring that

they remember the experience they had.
& When you make a connection with the people you do business with and they really

feel that you care.

How to get word of mouth working for you

Be the best

All you really have to do is concentrate on doing the absolute best you can for the

customers you have. You need to put into practice all of the profile building and

communication techniques outlined in later chapters of this book. To make word

of mouth work you need to be worth talking about and you must be memorable

both as a person and as a business.

The longer you have been in business providing an excellent service, the more likely

it is that word of mouth advertising will be working for you.

Promote your success stories

If you are a new business you can encourage word of mouth by promoting the success

stories you have. Publishing customers’ testimonials in your marketing materials can

help to build conviction in your offering. By talking about the problems you have

solved for your customers and the results they have achieved you give potential

customers a chance to recognise themselves or the people they know.

When that happens you are more likely to get word of mouth business.

Show appreciation

When you get a piece of word of mouth business you can encourage more by

showing appreciation for it. A gift, thank you or invitation to one of your special

social events will reinforce the goodwill you have created and motivate more.
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Reciprocation increases momentum

Show what word of mouth means to you by reciprocating the gesture. Spread the

word about your customers’ businesses and you will see the word of mouth

momentum increasing.

ISWORDOFMOUTHWORKINGASWELL AS ITCAN FORYOU? ^ SPECIALRESPONSE

CHECKLIST

" Howmuchword ofmouth business doyouget?
" Howdoyoumeasureword ofmouthbusiness?
" Howdoyou say thank youandencouragemore from the peoplewhohave

generated it for you?
" What could you do to promoteyour success stories and spread theword?
" What could you do to accelerateyour word ofmouth advertising?

How to use this information

Word of mouth is the best natural form of advertising there is. Focus your

attention on what you can do to stimulate its impact on your business and you will

see your business grow.

Think word of mouth and increase the talk-talk about you
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47 Educating customers

What is customer education?

Customer education is all about giving your customers an opportunity to learn

more about your products or services. The more people understand about the

value they could receive, the more likely they are to buy. The degree to which a

potential customer needs to appreciate the context within which the product or

service they are purchasing exists will vary. Offering customer education can be a

very good way of getting those potential customers to put their hands up and say

‘I’m interested in what you have to offer’. For some businesses, education can be

the first step in the sales process. Many buyers spend some time researching for

information before they are ready to choose a supplier.

Why is it important?

People may willingly pay more for most products or services as long as they

understand and appreciate the value they’re receiving. Not knowing, not being

aware or not understanding can slow up the buying process.

Sometimes an idea or information provided by a business can stimulate a desire to

buy.

Many of your potential clients certainly do not know as much about your service

as you do and it may be that they don’t fully understand and appreciate

& how it could benefit them
& how it works
& the opportunities that exist
& how you can help avoid problems
& how to maximise the benefits once they have used your service
& the full level of service they can expect from you.

The more people understand and appreciate how a product or service can benefit

or improve their life or their business, the more they’ll want it and the more closely

connected they’ll become to you if you help them to find this out.
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Your challenge

Your challenge will be to make yourself aware of what a customer needs to know.

You will also need to choose the best and most effective method of delivering that

information.

How can you educate your customers?

There are a number of ways in which you can do this:

& Write articles
& Give demonstrations
& Run talks
& Offer training or awareness days
& Offer samples
& Write a book
& Free consultations
& Frequently asked questions on your website or brochure
& Information CD
& Tele-seminars or teleconferences
& Online demonstrations or presentations
& Exhibitions

If your customer education is presented in a relevant and interesting way it will

attract more people.

Real life examples
A company providing online human resource software runs

teleconferences and consultant development days. These are both

free services and are designed to provide enough business stimulation

and ideas to generate a desire to use the software.

One of our most successful customer education projects has been

running a series of talks and writing a number of articles featuring

appropriate case studies. One very popular talk was entitled ‘How to

create a memorable brand,’ as well as offering a fun and educational

evening for potential customers, also stimulated an interest in our

branding service.
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A solar energy company who wished to convert customers who used

conventional home heating services to solar power recognised that

education would be a vital element in the sales process, as the benefits

of solar power are largely unknown. One of the methods chosen to do

this was a mobile showroom along with some well presented

information on their website.

Many property and financial investment companies use educational

seminars as a first step in their sales process.

CUSTOMEREDUCATION ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Howdoyou currentlyeducateyourcustomers?
" What don’t yourcustomersknowabout you?
" What doyou think they need to know in order to buy?
" Find out fromyourcustomersbyaskingwhat questions theyhave.
" Consider the best way to deliver that information to them.
" Be creative in your approaches.
" Consider howmuch detail they need.
" Monitor howwellwhatever you choose to doworks.
" Whenyouprovide education, create a system that allowsyou to capture customers’

details.Keepa record of that customer information.
" Make sure that you create a followup continued education process.

How to use this information

Use this information to make a plan to improve the education of your customers.

You may find more ideas about how you can do this as you read the sections on

newsletters, events, conferences, article writing and exhibiting at conferences.

Think educate and attract those hungry for
knowledge and ideas
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48 Using events and talks to sell your
business

What are talks and events?

A talk is when you speak about a subject of interest to your target audience at

either your own or a host’s event. An event is an occasion that either you or a host

creates to connect with target customers and offer an opportunity to build

relationships and for those customers to learn more about your products and

services in the process. Some examples of an event might be speed networking, a

conference, a party, wine tasting, an exhibition, dinner with a guest speaker, a

debate, a teleconference or a demonstration.

Why are they important?

Special events can give you great distinction and connection with your customers

and they can be a lot of fun! You offer your prospects or customers a chance to

come to you to learn and be stimulated.

A special event gives you the opportunity to attract potential customers through

giving them something of value. This needs to be something that ultimately

connects with you and your product or service. You could share some up-to-date

research data, provoke a discussion, demonstrate a product or service. If this is run

well, it will provoke interest in you and your service without you having to sell it.

Your challenge

Getting people to attend your event will be your biggest challenge. They will only

come if they can see clearly what is in it for them. You need to do your research

and find out what people ultimately could be interested in. What are the current

hot topics, what are the major problems your target customer group faces? When

would they be most likely to come – is a breakfast or evening event better? What

about trying out some new technology and using teleconference facilities – that

way your audience reach is likely to be wider.

What makes an event or talk successful?

& The right target people attend.
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& They enjoy it and get personal value out of it.
& You get positive feedback.
& Attendees want to make contact with you for business as a direct consequence of

the impact the event or talk had on then.
& You are in a position to follow up the leads generated by the event.
& You generate a positive return on your investment of time and resource.

WHAT TO CONSIDERWHEN PLANNINGAN EVENTORTALK ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

Events
" What haveyou done in the past that hasworked?
" What haveyou yourself attended that hasbeengood?
" How could youuse an event to promoteyour services?
" Who currently runsevents that attract the kind of audienceyouwant to reach?
" What would your target audience be interested in?
" The timing ^ when, where andhow long? Make sure that it doesn’t clashwith

public or schoolholidays.Consider whenyour target audiencearemost likely to
want to attend that event.Bad timing can put people o¡.

Talks
" What could you talk about that might ultimately result in some interest in an element

of your business?
" Researchyour initial ideaswithyour target audience and the peoplewho are in

regularcontact with them.
" The title of the talk ^ will it attract the attention of your audience?
" Yourdescription of the potential value the talko¡ers.

HOW TOCREATEOPPORTUNITIES FORTALKS ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Networking events ^ are there any networking events that your target customer
attendson a regular basis that you could talk at?

" Breakfast meetings ^ are there anybusinessgroupsthat meet throughout the
month?

" Chamberof commerce ^ could you speakat one of their events?
" Round table.
" Conferences or trade shows.
" Business shows.
" Could you runyourownevent in associationwith Business Linkwho o¡er free

event marketing in return for an opportunity to promote Business Link at your
event?
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Sample event feedback card
Thank you for attending this event.
To help us to improvewhat we dowewould appreciate your feedback.

Name......................................................................................................
Address ..................................................................................................
Telephone ................................................................................................
Mobile ....................................................................................................
Email ......................................................................................................
What did you ¢nd ofmost value? ....................................................................
What did you ¢nd of least value?.....................................................................
What action do you plan to take as a result of attending this event/talk? ....................
.............................................................................................................
What elsewould interest you if wewere to run a similar event in the future?................
.............................................................................................................

I am interested in (tick box)
Receiving free newsletter &
Receiving free report &
Receiving free consultation &
Further information about.............................................................................

& Please tick this box if you do not want to receive our regular information alerts

Thank you for your help

How to make the most of your talks and events

To make the most of your talk or event – whether you run it yourself or speak at a

host’s event – you will need to make sure that you get the attendees’ contact details

for follow-through marketing. An event feedback card is not only a useful way for

you to measure what was appreciated by your attendees, but also gives an

opportunity to ask for opt-in to the next step. That step might be agreement to

receive ongoing information and ideas from your organisation which might be to

have a free consultation or receive a free report. If you can offer something at the

event that encourages attendees to take the next step in your sales process it will

make it much easier for you to convert.

Think talk and help your customers get
the answers to their burning questions
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49 Driving business to your website

If you are about to get a website designed the first question and most important

question you need to answer is . . .

What do you want your website to achieve for you?

Maybe you want to use your site

& as an online brochure
& to create a professional and credible image
& to sell products directly
& to take orders
& to attract new potential customers to contact you for information
& to provide information
& to generate the email addresses of subscribers to your newsletters and free reports.

Whatever it is that you want to achieve, it will require you to drive traffic to your

site to get it.

How to drive traffic to your site

Tell your customers about your website

Publish your website on everything that you use to promote your business. Your

business card, your brochure, your sales letters, your compliment slips, your

company magazines, your invoices, your advertising, your vehicle livery, as part of

your window display. It is useful if the website name is both easy to remember and

contains keywords in its title.

Give your customers a good reason to go to your website

Give your customers a good reason to go to your website. Invite them there by

offering something of value when they get there.

& An article.
& Free information.
& Book a free consultation.
& A free trial or test.
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& An online demonstration or presentation.
& A competition linked to information on your website.

Promote these incentives in your daily communication with existing and potential

customers.

Increase your link popularity

Link popularity is the total number of websites that link to your site. Good quality

link popularity can dramatically increase traffic to your website. Well placed links

are an excellent source of consistent and targeted traffic. They can also even

generate additional search engine traffic to your site.

Increasing the number of quality relevant sites which link to your site can actually

improve your search engine rankings.

What is a good quality link?

A good quality link is another organisation that already has achieved search

engine popularity and is relevant to your business. A link is when your website

address appears on another business site. They can be achieved in a number of

ways.

& Joining online directories for your specific industry niche.
& Joining networking directories.
& Banner advertising on relevant sites.
& Article writing for other sites.
& Reciprocal links with partners and host relationships.
& Banner advertising.

How do you know who to link to?

The trick is to run a test search and find your most popular competitors. Go to

www.linkpopularity.com and type their details into the free search box. You can

find out how many links they have and who those links are. This will give you a

head start. Research all the links they have and choose the ones that you think will

work for you. You can also use this tool to find out who is linked to your site

already. It will allow you to research Google, Yahoo! and MSN.
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Improve your search engine ranking

Search engine optimisation means making the most of your website content to

enable you to rank highly in search engines. The higher your rank the more likely

people are to find you when they search for the products or services you offer.

This is a highly skilled and time consuming process which is why many companies

recruit a specialist website marketer to work with them over time to build up and

fine tune their approach.

How do the search engines rank your website?

It depends on a number of factors.

& How many sites link to yours.
& How many pages your site has.
& The words in your website name.
& Keywords.
& Words in bold.
& Words in URL.
& Having more than 300 words on your home page.
& Keyword density.
& Google page ranking.

If you are prepared to go through a steep learning curve there are things that you

can do yourself.

Find out what your keywords are

Keywords are the terms and phrases you would naturally associate with whatever

you sell. Ask yourself if you were searching for your products and services using a

search engine what would you type in the box.

Brainstorm all the words that you think a prospective customer/visitor would enter

into the search engines. Ask your customers, friends and family what they would

enter. You can put yourself into the position of someone searching for your

product and service. How do they think and what would they be most likely to put

into a search engine?
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Google’s own free keyword tool is best for finding keywords: it is based on real up-

to-date data for the past 12 months. Here is the link for this free tool https://

adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal.

Google search for your competition

You can also type your keywords into the Google search engine and see what

comes up. This will be your competition. Look at the top right hand corner of the

screen and see what the results are for the number of sites that come up with that

particular keyword combination.

The best keywords to use are the ones that have the best website to search ratio.

This means the keywords with the highest number of searches and the least number

of websites using that combination. The better your website: search ratio the less

competition there is for you to beat.

What do you do with your key words?

Once you know what your most competitive key words and phrases are, you can

include them in your website title and your website copy.

It is important to make sure that when you introduce the phrases to your website

copy that you repeat them up to three times in different ways. Make sure it makes

sense to the customer too. There is no point in just having the words and phrases

present in your copy – they need to be appropriately integrated. Getting this right

is an art and it may be a good idea to enlist the help of an expert to help you do

this.

Article publishing

Did you realise that thousands of business owners use a simple technique to

generate targeted visitors to their websites without paying a pound in advertising?

How is it done?

By creating tightly focused articles other people publish in their ezines (online

magazines and email newsletters) and post on their websites. This method rates so

powerfully that some even call it ‘the web’s best kept traffic secret’.
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Now, you may ask, ‘Why would an ezine publisher or website owner publish my

articles for their subscribers?’ The answer: content!

Over a 100,000 ezines and e-newsletters operate on the web (along with millions of

websites) covering everything from pets and cooking to investments and property.

Many of them need tightly focused content and they simply can’t produce all of it

themselves.

You can get valuable publicity, exposure you often couldn’t even pay for if you

wanted to, by providing valuable, content-rich articles in exchange for a byline and

a link to your website.

Pay per click

Pay per click advertising simply means paying to put an advert for your website at

or near the top of the search engines. When you search for something on Google or

Yahoo! you may have read the term ‘sponsored listings’ that is pay per click

advertising. You are paying to get to the top of the search engines. It is called pay

per click because you only pay when someone clicks on the link to visit your site.

The site that comes out top of the search engines will be the one which has bid the

highest amount per click. You have to put in a bid for the top position. To set this

up for yourself you will have to sign up for a pay per click account for the search

engines that you wish to advertise in. You can take a look at the top sites in the

sponsored listing for the search term you would like to use and see what their

current bids are. If the top site bid was £1.40 per click you would have to bid more

than that to take the number one spot. It is the same for each level. To generate a

good level of traffic to your site it is best to be on the first page.

It is up to you how much you want to spend per day and you can set your own

budget. You can set a maximum daily budget and when that budget is exceeded

you would drop out of the rankings until the next day. That will make sure that

you only spend what you are comfortable spending each day to get the clicks to

your site.

There are online tutorials that explain step by step how to achieve your pay per

click programme. Google and Overture are the main search engines that sell pay

per click.
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Email and e-newsletter campaigns

Email and newsletter campaigns are another great way to drive traffic to your site.

A direct link to your site can be used which makes it easy for readers to click

through immediately. You will need to provide a good reason for the customers

you are targeting to click through to your site. You need to provide something of

value to your customers that can only be retrieved by accessing your site.

When you get traffic keep them there!

Ninety-nine people out of 100 when surfing the web will visit sites and leave within

eight seconds unless the site gives them a very good reason to stay. So when you get

traffic to your site you need to make sure that the site is attractive enough to your

visitors.

The best websites are the ones that have clear, obvious navigation buttons, an

attractive professional image, are visually appealing, communicate instantly what

is being sold, are easy to read and give you all the information you need at the click

of a button. Websites that use all the bells and whistles are not usually the best

selling sites.

How to use this information

Implementing and fine tuning strategies for driving traffic to your website is an

ongoing task. You may find that now you understand the basics of what is involved

and can see the potential you may decide to utilise the services of those that

specialise in website marketing. Alternatively you may have someone in your

business with the aptitude for creating and implementing your own internal

internet marketing plan.

Think website traffic and drive sales up
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50 Networking for the right reasons

What is networking?

Networking is all about developing business contacts and relationships that enable

you to expand your business base. It is also about increasing your knowledge and

building your profile in the community.

The purpose of networking is to make connections with people and build new

relationships and trust.

Networking is a two way process. It is about giving as well as getting. As you meet

new people and build up your contacts you may find yourself able to refer or

recommend people or use their services yourself.

Networking can be a longer term strategy for building new business. You may not

see a return from it for months or years. It can also be immediate. My own

personal experience of networking has been very positive and I have found myself

making at least one very worth-while business relationship at every networking

event I have attended.

Networking is a great way to meet new people. There are so many different types

of networking events to choose from. If you are an early riser, a breakfast meeting

might suit, or an evening event if you prefer. There are speed networking events,

profit clubs, lunches, boat trips, theatre visits, trade shows, conferences,

presentations, speaker sessions, discussion groups and more.

The most important thing is to choose the networking event, locations and target

audience that most suits what you are looking for.

Why is it important?

If you work alone, attending a regular networking event can ensure that you

continue to get out and about and mix with people. This is important. Meeting and

communicating with people is a vital part of business building, and keeping up the

habit will make the task easier. If worked correctly, networking is an excellent way

of generating more leads and clients for your business.
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Your challenge

To be a valuable marketing method, networking needs to be practised in the

correct way otherwise it can be a complete waste of time. You will need to make

sure that you attend the events that give you the best chance of meeting people who

fit with your ideal customer profile. You will also need a method of ensuring that

you both meet and follow through on any potential new relationship.

If you find it hard to walk into a group situation and communicate with new

people, you could initially find the nature of networking challenging. Networking

lunches, educational or sporting events can be good places to start as generally

they create a more relaxed social environment with something enjoyable for you to

share.

How to get the most out of networking

& Focus on relationship building not selling.

& Be clear what your own networking goals are.

& Do your research and pick the right events.

& Remember that everyone there is open to talking as they are all there for the same

reason.

& Find out about people by asking questions – resist the temptation to simply talk

about yourself and your business.

& Listen for some problems or needs that you might be able to help with.

& Speak to as many people as you can – mix and mingle.

& Concentrate on building rapport not selling.

& Enjoy yourself and relax.

& Take some business cards with you (I know this is obvious but some people don’t).

& Follow up the people you meet with a brief email or letter.

& If you meet someone you think you could work with set up a meeting to talk in

further detail.

& If you get a chance to speak for a few minutes about who you are and what you

do, know your USPs and have a short statement that you can make that gets that

across and keeps it in people’s minds.
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& Have an elevator speech that you feel comfortable with – be able to speak easily

about how your business helps people and solves problems.

& Be clear about what you are looking for in terms of new business. If you are

presenting what you do at a profit or referral club you will get the opportunity to

explain what kind of customers you are looking for.

& Build up a few events that you like and go on a regular basis for a while – this will

make it easier to build stronger relationships and trust.

& Review your success. How many new contacts made at networking events have

ultimately led to more business? Which have proved to be the best events?

& You may need to try and test a number of different events before you hit on

exactly the right formula for you.

MAKINGNETWORKINGWORK FORYOU ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What doyouwant to achieve throughnetworking?
" Whichnetworking events could you try that ful¢l yourcriteria?
" What doyou need to prepare in order to get themost out of networking?
" What isyour budget for networking events?
" Howwill youmeasure the success of your networking?

How to use this information

Get out there and get started. What are you waiting for?

Think networking and connect with people
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51 Telemarketing for leads

What is telemarketing?

Telemarketing is a term given to any form of telephone communication with

customers that is designed to generate new business.

Telemarketing can be used to:

& follow through on any sales campaign
& follow up on leads generated at networking events or conferences
& follow up leads or contacts made at talks
& survey or research your market and identify potential prospects
& build and progress relationships
& follow up sales letters sent to your customers and prospects providing a likely

20%–50% increase in sales and results
& make preferred offers on your products and services to your best customers
& research or test new ideas.

Telemarketing is anything that is done on the telephone to communicate with

existing and potential prospects to generate or progress sales leads.

Why is it important?

Telemarketing is the most direct way of communicating with your potential

prospects. Providing you are able to get through to the decision maker you will

have an opportunity there and then to move your business marketing forward.

There are some fascinating statistics on telemarketing follow-up calls: 92% of

people will have given up after four negative responses, and only 8% of people ask

for the order a fifth time. Yet Market Research studies show that 80% of all

significant sales result from people who followed up at least five different times

after the initial sales contact, before getting a positive response. When you

consider that 80% of customers say ‘no’ four times before they say ‘yes’, the

inference is that 8% of people are getting 80% of the sales!

Consider how long it takes to convert a completely cold prospect for your product

or service. How many follow up calls does it take before you finally get the deal or

even the first appointment? If you had not followed up religiously would you have
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been successful? Probably not. So, disciplined telephone follow-up is not just

important, it is vital.

We are all busy and your customers are no different. They may well be very

interested in a lot of the offers and propositions you have made but they get

diverted. They lose things. They forget to respond. They don’t get around to acting

on it.

You actually do them a fabulous service if you or someone in your business picks

up the phone and follows up. The call doesn’t have to be pushy; it just needs to be

respectfully timed, with the outcome of re-alerting or informing.

If the person who makes these calls always asks if it is convenient to talk and

reminds the customer of the last contact with them you cannot fail to increase your

chances of doing business with this customer.

It ’s exciting to know that telephone follow-up can increase the effectiveness of any

letter or email contact you send out by up to twenty times.

Your challenge

Telemarketing takes time, the right person to do it, focus and discipline. If you are

going to make this part of your marketing strategy you will need to plan it well. It

may be that you need someone in your business specifically focused on this one job.

It is pointless to make this a haphazard activity. Details of all the calls made and

outcome of those calls will need to be recorded religiously. A good customer

contact system is vital. Your challenge will be to set up the system, operate it and

measure the return on your investment.

What makes telemarketing successful?

& When it is delivered in a non-scripted manner, with a clear outcome and confident

approach.

& Treat each person and each call as if it was the first.

& Understand the person you have called may be in the middle of something, driving

or just about to go into a meeting. Always ask if it is convenient to speak.

& Introduce yourself and explain the purpose of the call.
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& Have something to say that is likely to grab the person’s attention and make it

worth giving you some time.

& If you are using the telephone to make direct contact with prospective clients

make sure you qualify the person against your own prospect criteria.

& Follow up.

& As you probably have already experienced, there is usually a right time for your

prospects to buy and you need to find out exactly when that is and make sure that

your follow-up coincides with that.

& Keep the calls short.

Small businesses that use this successfully
A business coaching company successfully filled the evening seminars

they ran every quarter with a disciplined sales letter and follow up

phone call approach. The phone call converted the people who were

thinking about it, but needed a gentle nudge to take the step and book

a place.

A monthly business club successfully recruits new members in the same

way.

A fitness club follows up enquiries with a letter of introduction and a

telephone call and finds that this method increases membership up-

take by anything up to 50%.

A company selling plastic identity cards to universities find a letter of

introduction along with a sample card and a follow up telephone call

gets them successfully through to the appointment stage.

A training company uses telemarketing successfully to research

prospects and book appointments. The telemarketing calls are

followed up with an email introduction and, if appropriate,

confirmation of an appointment.
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MAKINGTELEMARKETINGWORK FORYOU ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What areyougoing touse telemarketing for?
" Who isgoing to do it?
" Get your target prospect list.
" Set up yourcustomer relationshipmanagement system.
" Decide on the purpose of the calls.
" Decide onhow youare going to open the call andget the listener’s attention.
" Prepare a list of relevant questionsto ask.
" Set yourself some targets.

Example prospect research questions
The following questions could be applied or adapted to suit your

business when using telemarketing to research for leads.

Do you currently use . . . . . . . . . for x and y?

When do you tend to make your decisions about the suppliers you are

going to use?

How do you evaluate providers – what is the process you go through?

What would we need to do to create the opportunity for you to see

what we could do for you?

What kind of problems do you have in the x and y area?

What kind of solutions are you exploring?

Are you interested in finding out more about how we could help?

How to use this information

Take an element of your business where you consider telemarketing may help

boost results and test it out. You will need to fine tune your approach until you get

it absolutely right. Telemarketing is worth working at as it could give you the edge

over others in your market.

Think telemarketing and get the
business when others give up
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52 Getting people to pay attention to your
window displays

What is the purpose of a window display?

An attractive shop window display should draw passers-by to look and come in to

buy. It is like an advert for your business that gives shoppers a taste of what they

can expect inside. It is an opportunity to communicate your brand identity and

stand out from neighbouring shops.

Why is it important?

How many shop windows do you pass in a typical day? How many of them are

using the space to their advantage? Many shoppers are attracted into a shop by

what they see in the window. A good shop window display can get you more

business. It is also free advertising.

Shops that are located close to traffic lights or road junctions where cars typically

queue up really do have a captive audience. As your window display is the first

thing people see when they pass by, it will influence their first impressions.

Your challenge

A shop window will need to be dressed regularly for maximum impact. It will need

to be colour co-ordinated and work with your existing image. It will take careful

thought and planning every week if you want to get the most from it.

How to create an attractive window display

& Go out and take a walk around your local town with the purpose of studying

window displays. Note down anything you see that has impact.
& Make sure your shop facia is bold and reflective of your name and brand.
& Co-ordinate your colours.
& Make sure the sign and windows are always clean.
& Use special offers and new popular products, to attract attention.
& Organise your offers so that they can be seen and have impact.
& Keep it simple – do not clutter the display.
& Use vinyl window glass signage at the top, bottom or the side of the display.
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& Keep your messages simple and straightforward.
& Update displays every week – give your customers something new to look at.
& You can use scrolling signs to attract the eye.
& You can use lights after dark to make your window display stand out.
& Don’t leave grills or grates up or allow high reflective glass or poor lighting to

make your shop look like it’s not open.

A high street print, copy and design shop have found that their window display is

their most effective marketing tool. They have a big glass frontage and are situated

very close to a set of traffic lights with short queues round the clock. As soon as

they realised that their window display was more important than any of their

advertising they developed a complete strategy for making the most of it. It is so

good at motivating new business that they have even been approached to sell

advertising space on a scrolling banner in the window.

MAKE THEMOSTOF YOURSHOPWINDOW ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Lookat your windowdisplay from the customers’point of viewandask yourself
what your windowdisplaysays about your business.

" Think about what you could do tomaximise its impact.
" Measure the resultsyou get by noticingwhat people are lookingat andwhat they

respond to.

How to use this information

If you do have a business with a prominent window frontage it is well worth

considering how you can use this information to make the most of it. Develop a

long term strategy for marketing your business through the biggest advertisement

you have.

Think of your shop window as an advert for your business
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53 Designing adverts that sell

Why is this important?

Many people spend pounds on unplanned and poorly measured advertising and

then find that they do not get the return they anticipated. Many are persuaded by

the press to take late space or advertise in the latest feature and then find – because

they rushed the design of their advert and made a spur of the moment decision –

that it did not generate a result. This can be very frustrating and can result in a

loss of faith in advertising as a method of attracting new customers. Many

business owners make excuses for their lack of results by saying that they simply

use advertising to keep their name out there. Advertising is very expensive if you

do not get a result from it. There are many businesses generating thousands of

pounds from advertising that works. They are the ones which have learnt how to

design adverts that sell. They continually monitor and measure the return they get,

fine tuning as they go. This is important if you want to get the best return from

your advertising spend.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to make sure that any advertising that you do is targeted

correctly. Any advert that you design will need to be designed to attract the right

people. It will also need to appear in the right publication, which is one that is read

by the highest number of your target prospects. You need to find out what the

people you want to reach read, and where they go to research information about

suppliers of the product or service that you are selling.

For each publication you will need to consider

& Who reads it?
& Are the readers the people you want to reach?
& What are the readership or circulation figures?
& What geographical region does it cover?
& What are the planned features and how will they attract attention to your advert?
& Are there any specific sections that may naturally draw attention to your

advertisement?
& Who else is advertising – what kind of responses and reactions did they get from

their advert (people are often more than happy to share their experiences)?
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How to create an advert that sells – the AIDCA formula

Whenever you create an advertisement there are five essential key elements that

follow the way a person psychologically responds to advertising both logically and

emotionally. If you follow this formula when designing your advertisement it will

give you the best chance of motivating your reader to respond.

The formula is easy to remember and easy to apply.

& A – It must attract Attention with the headline and the picture.
& I – It must keep the Interest by making it easy to read and understand.
& D – It must build Desire with the value, offers and benefits.
& C – It must Convince with a special offer, guarantee or testimonial.
& A – It must ask for Action by telling the reader how to respond and provide

contact details.

These rules apply to any form of advertising that you do.

YOUR ADVERTDESIGN ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Whoareyou targeting? ^ describeyour buyer.
" Decidewhat youwant to sell to thisbuyer through this advert.
" Imagine that youare thisbuyer looking for information about thisproduct or service

^ what would be the picture theyhave in their head? What informationwould they
need?

" Choose an image that showsthe buyer using orenjoying the product or service.
Make it something that they caneasily relate to.

" Think about what would get that reader’s attention in theheadline.Thismight bea
special bene¢t, a new special o¡er, a short positive description of the product, a
question that the target reader has to answer ‘yes’ to.You can also provoke
curiosity bypromisinganswers to questionstheymayhave.

Sample headlines

Let’s imagine I want to attract new members to a golf and country club here are

some examples of headlines that could attract the attention of the target audience.

& Enjoy a challenging round of golf at the exclusive . . .
& The perfect round of golf.
& Calling all golfers . . .
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& Do you want to spend more time playing golf?
& Three ways to improve your golf swing immediately.
& Do you want a free round of golf?
& Good news: golf club membership at special rates.

Consider the layout of the advert and how you can make it easy to read and follow.

Write a list of the benefits that this reader would get from the product of service.

Write in a simple, straightforward way as if you were speaking to the reader telling

them all about what is in it for them.

Decide what you are going to use to convince the reader and prompt a direct

response from your advert. Give a special offer or guarantee.

What action do you want your reader to take? Tell them to call you, book a free

consultation, or visit your showroom. Make sure that you have put all the correct

contact details in your advertisement.

Sample advert layout

Advert Sample Structure

Headline:Attract the attention of the target audience

Sub-headline:Link the headline to the body copyand promise value

Body copy:Communicate your unique selling proposition and sell
customeroutcomes

Bullet points for strong emphasis

Convince: Include a special o¡er, guarantee or customer testimonial

Action:Ask customers to respond, tell them howandwhere to contact you
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How to use this information

Take some of your existing advertising and run it through the AIDCA formula test.

Step into your readers’ shoes and see your offer through their eyes. Decide what

could be improved and test it out. Monitor the results you get. Stop all advertising

that is not bringing you a return. Make sure that you are targeting the right people

through the right publications and if you have been guilty of making last minute

decisions and placing haphazard adverts, stop it now. Make a commitment to

design adverts that give you and your business the best possible chance of a

positive return.

Think AIDCA and get more response
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54 Writing a good sales letter

What is a sales letter?

A sales letter can introduce your product or services to potential customers. Its aim

can be to pre-sell your service in advance of a follow-up sales telephone call. A

sales letter can also stand alone as a ‘sales person’ in print and aim to do the

complete sales task from start to finish. Sales letters can be sent direct mail or

email.

Why is it important?

A sales letter can be a valuable part of your sales and marketing process. Well

written sales letters can persuade and influence your customers to buy, either

directly from the letter or from you when you make your follow up telephone call.

They allow you to target and communicate with more potential customers than you

could physically talk to at any one time. Sales letters can warm customers up prior

to a telemarketing campaign.

Your challenge

Your challenge is to write a letter that gets read and responded to. Everybody

receives so much mail these days in the post and via email that your letter needs to

be good to stand out. Most of us scan letters very quickly and if nothing grabs our

attention or stands out as being relevant and appealing then they tend to go

straight in the bin.

How to write letters that sell

Know what your objective is

Before you start typing you need to know what you want your letter to achieve.

Know who you are targeting

It is also important to be clear about who you are targeting and what their

interests and problems are. This will help you to write copy that communicates

directly with these people and provides solutions to their problems.
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Write as if you are writing to one person

When you are writing put yourself into the shoes of the person you are writing to.

Imagine that person as a friend and you are writing your message just for them.

Even though this letter may go out to hundreds of people, each person will read it

individually.

Be personal – use ‘you’ and ‘your’

If you include plenty of ‘you’ and ‘yours’ in your letter it will come across as if you

are talking to the reader personally. You will be more likely to make a connection

with the reader this way. Using ‘you’ and ‘yours’ shows the reader that you are

focusing on them and their interests.

Get the reader’s attention from the start

Headlines that communicate something immediately of value to the target reader

will get their attention.

& A major benefit.
& A question that they have to say ‘yes’ to.
& An amazing fact or piece of research.
& Something new or different.
& An amazing opportunity.

The headline is the opening sentence and the first thing that is read. Use a spot

colour to emphasise its importance.

Make it look easy to read

Readers will make a decision to read a letter or not very quickly. If the headline

has successfully grabbed their attention and the letter looks easy on the eye there is

more chance of it getting read. Short paragraphs with sub-headlines that highlight

the main benefits, well spaced out will make the letter look attractive and pleasant

to read.

Write as you talk

Imagine that you are going to have a conversation with someone and tell them all
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about the solution you have for them. Use easy to understand, plain English.

Jargon and long words have the potential to bore and confuse. Be friendly and

personable as if your were speaking to a friend.

Keep your sentences short

Short sentences keep people’s attention.

Simplify

Eliminate excess wording. Be clear and concise in the points that you make. For

letters you are sending in the post one A4 sheet is best. Scrolling email letters can

be longer as long as the approach and language is kept simple and straightforward.

Sell the benefits

Show that you understand the target readers’ problems and explain the solutions

you have for them. Talk about what your product or service can do for them and

the outcomes they can expect to be satisfied. Make sure that you communicate your

unique selling proposition.

Include an action line

At the end of any letter you will want your readers to take a next step. You need to

ask them to do that. If the next step to expect is a call from you within a defined

time period then you must communicate that.

The power of a good PS

After the headline, the PS is the most read part of the letter, so you need to come

up with a compelling PS. Your PS can be used to reinforce a key selling point or

place some urgency on the response required.

Proof-read

As your sales letter represents you and your business there is nothing worse than it

going out with spelling or grammatical errors. It is best practice to get all your

written sales and marketing materials double-checked by a professional proof-reader.
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Read aloud before you send

When you read a letter you read it aloud in your head. Reading it aloud yourself

once it has been completed is a great way of uncovering anything that doesn’t quite

work.

The structure of a simple sales letter

Dear [name of person]

Main Attention Grabbing Headline

Introduction

Highlight target readers’ problems

Benefit-orientated sub-headline

Key sales points and solutions

Benefit-orientated sub-headline

Key sales points and solutions

Benefit-orientated sub-headline

Key sales points and solutions

Benefit-orientated sub-headline

Key sales points and solutions

Summary of main reasons to buy

Action line

Sign off

PS

How to use this information

Make sure that, if you are using a sales letter to pre-sell your services prior to a

telecampaign, you make your call no more than three days after you send the letter.
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Leave it longer than that and you risk the person forgetting about the letter no

matter how well written it is.

If you have been using sales letters check them against the information you have

here. How could you improve them?

Think sales letter and sell in print
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55 Using compelling direct mail

What is direct mail?

Think of direct mail as a sales person in print sent directly to prospective

customers by post in the form of a sales letter, flyer, brochure, post card or

combination. Its purpose is to sell your products or services.

Why is using direct mail potentially beneficial?

Here are some of the potential benefits of a compelling direct mail campaign.

& It leverages your efforts by getting your message out to thousands in one go.

& It allows you to target with precision by pinpointing the people who fit your

psychographic, demographic and geographic profile.

& You can get an immediate response. If your campaign works, you will know about

it quickly.

& It can work for you, selling your products and services while you sleep.

& It is a relatively low cost way of getting to large numbers of prospects.

& As it is tangible it can stay in your prospects’ homes if they are interested but not

ready to buy immediately.

Your challenge

With all the mail that falls on most people’s door mat in the morning there is a lot

for any mail shot, letter or flyer to compete with. Most mail shots these days

generate as little as a one per cent return. If the direct mail piece is not compelling

for the receiver, then the chances are it will get put in the bin immediately. Sad, but

true.

Direct mail can be a huge waste of time and money if you don’t go about it in the

right way. Sending out thousands of poorly targeted and poorly written mail shots

is a bit like tipping a big bag of £5 notes down a drain. The sending of it does not

guarantee a result. If you are serious about making your mail campaign work it

will need some considered forethought and precision planning.
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Tips on how to get the best result from your direct mail

& Make sure that you send your direct mail to the right people. The key is to have

the right mailing list to start with. You have the best chance of getting a response

from people who have purchased something similar to what you are selling, people

who have money to spend and belong to a group or organisation that have a

strong want or need for your product or service. You can purchase mailing lists

from list brokers who can help you to identify good lists for your direct mail

campaigns.

& Sending a mailing to highly targeted prospects will raise your chance of success. If

you are a landscape gardener and you send a mailing to owners of properties with

large gardens in areas where there is disposable income, you will have a much

better chance of a good response than you would sending it out to a housing estate

with matchbox-sized gardens.

& Make sure that your direct mail follows the AIDCA formula already described.

& Use attention grabbers to get people to open it. Be creative and consider

something a bit different or unusual that receivers can touch and feel.

& Personalise it if you can.

& Make your mailing look like a letter from a friend by printing your address labels

in script or similar and avoiding colourful messages on the outside, which make it

obvious that it is direct mail. The less obvious, the better.

& Sequential mailing campaigns get a better response than one-off mailings, as

doing this well means that you are able to build a relationship with buyers over

time.

& If you follow up a direct mailing with a telephone call you can increase your

response rate by 50–100%.

& Don’t send out more than you have the resources to follow up, as this needs to be

done within a few days of sending the mail shot.

& Hand deliver and test. Another useful trick to getting a better return from your

mail shot is to be selective about where you distribute it, and test small batches by

hand delivering in the evenings.

& You can introduce your mail by voice broadcast over the telephone or by

telemarketing: this can help to set up an expectation for it. Some organisations

send competitions in the post as a way of attracting potential customers.
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YOURDIRECT MAIL ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What could youuse direct mail for?
" Whoareyou targeting? ^ describe fully.
" Where canyouget the best list of this target group?
" Checkout list brokers.
" Howareyougoing to approach it?
" Writeyour sales letterordirect mail £yer.
" Test it out on a fewpotential customersthat you know ^ get some feedback.
" Set up your test batches andmeasure andmonitor results.
" Fine tuneyourdirect mail £yeror sales letter.
" Send out yourcampaign.
" Record your response results.

How to use this information

If you think that there could be mileage in running a direct mail campaign, start

small and learn as you go. There are lots of useful tips here that you can apply to

any campaign large or small.

Think direct mail and get the right offer to the right door
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56 Using special offers and incentives

What is a special offer?

A special offer is an opportunity for the customer to gain a financial advantage

that is ideally perceived as irresistible. A special offer should motivate purchasing

decisions because of the perceived value in it.

Why are special offers important?

Special offers are as important to customers as they are to you. They can help you to

achieve a number of things, for example: sell more, introduce customers to new

products, speed up the buying cycle or move on old or unwanted stocks. Your

customers also love a special offer. We are all motivated by an opportunity to get a

good deal, something we want at a lower price than we would normally pay – a

bargain!

Irresistible special offers are a great way to introduce new customers to your

products or services and give existing customers a bonus.

Your challenge

Your challenge is to make your offers so irresistible that your prospective

customers say to themselves ‘I really would be a fool to miss out on this

opportunity’, or ‘ I must take this opportunity right now or I will miss out’.

Your challenge is to do this in a way that motivates more new customers to try your

services or buy your products.

What makes a special offer successful?

When creating your special offers you need to understand the psychology of the ‘risk

– reward’ thought process that goes on in the mind of your prospective customer.

Whenever someone considers buying anything they will naturally weigh up what

they will get versus what they have to give to get those benefits. If the perceived

risk is high and the perceived value is low, the chances are that the person will not

buy. If the perceived risk is low and the value is high, then there is every chance

more sales will be made.
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So the best, most irresistible special offers are created when you increase the

perceived value and lower the risk.

Increase perceived value

Here are some ways to do this.

& Add in extra bonuses – e-book sellers are masters at this.
& Give two for the price of one or three for two – supermarkets do this well.
& Package complementary products together with a lower overall price compared to

buying the products separately – spas and beauty salons are good at this.
& Detail why this product/service is special and unique and discount the price as an

introductory offer.

Decrease the perceived risk

& Give a strong guarantee.
& Provide low, affordable payment terms – most car retailers do this well.
& Offer interest-free credit – some furniture or electrical retailers do this well.
& Delay payments with no accrued interest – buy now pay later.
& Give free 30-day trial periods.
& Give access to follow up support after the sale has been made – computer software

companies do this well.
& Prove a fast or large return on investment – property or financial investment

companies do this well.
& Give proof of the results of the product or service using real life case studies.
& Endorse the product or service with testimonials.

If you combine a technique that increases perceived value with one that decreases

perceived risk then you will enjoy an increased response rate to your special offer

or incentive.

HOW TOCREATE YOUROWNSPECIALOFFERS ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What ideally would you likeyour special o¡eror incentive to achieve?
" What doyou think wouldmake an irresistible o¡er andattract new customers?

Make a list of some of the options.
" Decide on the combination of increasing perceivedvalue and decreasing perceived

risk that would giveyouro¡ermaximumleverage.
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" Decide ona series of special o¡ers and incentives to suit yourown seasonal
buying cycle.

" Decidehow you are going to test your special o¡ers.
" Find out bymonitoring response rateswhat works andwhat doesn’t.

How to use this information

Integrate special offers and incentives into your sales and marketing strategy. Try

different offers and test them out in your advertising, direct mail, email marketing,

telesales, point of sale, networking events and talks and any marketing

communication with new potential customers. Find the combination that works

for you.

Think special offer and convert more sales
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57 Getting free PR

What is PR?

PR (short for Public Relations) is what you do to promote your business directly

with the general public. You can do this through channels such as publishing

articles on and off line, getting TV and Radio interviews, publishing press releases,

giving talks, participating in charity events, getting involved with sponsorship and

more. PR is about adding something to people’s lives and in return you get good

publicity.

There are many ways in which you can develop your own PR machine and in doing

so get a lot of FREE positive publicity for your business.

There are publications, broadcast media, newsletters, newswires and websites

within your marketplace that are always hungry for information and ideas.

Getting free PR is much easier than you think.

Why is PR important?

PR is a vital piece of the marketing mix and especially powerful as it provides a

natural third party endorsement for you personally and your products and services.

It is your opportunity to position yourself as the industry expert, and get your

name in the public eye. There are so many good opportunities out there that

becoming good at getting PR can save you a lot in advertising spend.

Your challenge

You will need to be selective. It could be very easy to spend all your time at it. The

best PR for you will be that which targets your potential customers and gives you

the chance to promote your business alongside it. You will need to build strong

relationships with the editors and journalists of all publications and media

channels relevant to your industry and marketplace. You will need to sell your

ideas just as you would your products and services to a customer. Editors and

journalists are interested in their readers and what they might find interesting and

of value. Your challenge will be to present your ideas in a way that will appeal to

their interests, not yours. PR is non-commercial. It is a softer way of

communicating the great value you have to offer.
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How to be successful at getting free PR

Art icles

The first thing that you can do is find out what the editors of all the industry press

and websites are looking for.

They all produce regular feature lists and article writing guidance notes that

explain exactly what you need to write in order to fulfil their criteria. It is then just

a matter of adhering to their deadlines and sending in your articles. It always helps

to have built up a relationship with the editor beforehand, so have a conversation

about the article and angle you are planning, if possible. Offering an article series

is a good way to build a continuous relationship with both editors and readers. An

article series will really give you the chance to build a strong profile over time.

Suggesting an idea that is not in a feature plan is also a good approach. Find out

what is a hot topic at the moment and then check out the publication article

archives to see what has already been written on the subject to date. You then need

to come up with a unique angle or something that will inspire readers.

Many magazines are interested in information that is backed up by some solid

research data. If you are interested in generating some PR about a subject that you

want the market to pay attention to, running a research survey and then offering

the results as an article of interest is a very good way of achieving your goal.

TV

It is also possible to get opportunities to promote yourself on TV. Producers are

always looking for new angles and ideas to boost audiences. Breakfast shows,

national quizzes, central or local news, specialist shows and interviews could all be

interested in your input and ideas. If you can provide something creative that

would be of interest to the general public, and you can position yourself as the

expert, then you would have a very good chance of getting an opportunity.

Think about the programmes on television recently where they have used an expert

coach, consultant, trainer, or psychologist. The National Quiz shows, Life

Laundry, Fame Academy, Ten Years Younger, a host of reality shows, The

Apprentice, breakfast TV and more. Making contact with programme researchers

will enable you to get inside information about the various shows which are being

planned and, potentially, where the opportunities might be for you to help.
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Radio

Radio interviews or call-in shows can provide another good PR opportunity.

Contact the producers and find out what they have planned and if they are looking

to interview any experts. You could suggest a call-in programme where listeners

call in with questions that you answer live on air. Have a listen to some of the

different radio stations and some of their live shows. This exercise might stimulate

some ideas.

People care about what’s important to them – things that will improve their life,

improve their business, make money, save money, entertain them, fulfil them and

protect them. Public relations will work for you as long as you keep your focus on

what will benefit people’s lives or businesses the most.

Attract the press yourself

If you are creative you can think about a high profile stunt or competition you

could run in your local market area that would attract some press attention.

CREATE YOUROWN PRMACHINE ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Consider your PR goals ^ what doyouwant to achieve?
" Consider the resourcesyouhave tomanageyour PR.Who can research the

opportunities? Who canwrite articles? Who can take responsibility for placing
them?

" What are the publicationsthat your target audience read?
" What are thewebsites that theyuse?
" Where do theygo to ¢nd out about potential suppliers in yourmarketplace?
" Wherewould you like to seeyour articlespublished?
" Consider what you couldwrite about that would o¡er value to your target audience.
" How could you title or angleyour articles to gain the attention of your target

audience? ‘How to’ titles or lists of tips are popular ways to get readers’attention
with the promise of value.

" How could you package the articles in a series?
" Howcould you position yourself as the expert? Make sure that you promoteyourself

well as the authorof the article or participant in the PRexercise.Mention your
position, organisation, quali¢cations (if relevant) and saysomething that refers to
yourexpertise in the subject that you are referring to.

" How could you capitalise onany PRopportunity you get?
" Haveyougot anygood ideas for an e¡ective PR stunt?
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How to use this information

To make this work, you will need to take some time out to plan properly and

investigate your PR campaign. You will also need to measure and monitor your

return on investment: this will be the value you place on your own time. To do this

well takes as much focus and thought as any other element of your business

marketing plan. Once you have got the PR machine running and are happily

generating a good return you will be glad that you took action.

Think PR and become more famous for what you do
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58 Writing and delivering press releases

What is a press release?

A press release is a short, concise description of a potentially newsworthy story

about your business. This is sent out to a selection of newspapers, magazines, and

TV or radio stations to stimulate the interest of an editor or journalist in writing a

full piece about it. The goal of a press release is to ‘sell ’ your story. A press release

can contain information about products, services, events, trends or almost

anything.

Why are press releases important?

Getting your press releases regularly accepted by all types of media outlets will

give your business a free and very powerful marketing opportunity. Your potential

customers, who read the press, watch TV and listen to their local radio stations

could be influenced by your presence and your story. As a press release is read as

someone else writing about your business, it will have more power than an

advertisement which is produced internally. Press releases will certainly, over time,

build your profile within your marketplace. If you can get into the national press

you will benefit from the high coverage, as well as building credibility through

association with the publication that publishes you.

Your challenge

The bad news is that 99% of press releases are thrown in the bin, and a lot of those

are written by PR agencies. So a lot of money is wasted. Your challenge is to get

your press releases noticed and published. You can do this yourself once you know

what to do and can follow a simple formula.

What are the ingredients of a successful press release?

The good news is that those press releases that lead to a story or interview have

certain qualities in common.

& The best press releases step into the shoes of the journalist reading it, knowing

that they are always searching for stories that are newsworthy and of reader

interest.
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& They are targeted towards the needs or interests of the audience.

& They are creative and offer something a bit different and original.

& They are well written. Your release needs to be written in proper journalistic style,

with short sentences and short paragraphs. Many journalists are looking for

quick and easy stories that do not take up valuable time to prepare. A properly

written press release can be published with little or no editing.

& You must get it into the hands of the right journalists and editors. So do your

research and know the correct name of the person to send it to.

& Make sure you send the right release to the right publication.

What kinds of press releases are likely to be newsworthy?

& Announcements – new products, new management, merger, changes in corporate

structure, partnerships, product changes, new equipment.

& Statements – issue statements on topics that have an impact on your business. New

legislation, for example.

& Events – you can create a story about every event your company participates in.

These may be events you send your team to, or ones that your company hosts.

Speaking engagements, trade shows, special presentations or awards and

community events that show you care are also of interest.

& Promote your customers – write case studies showing how a particular customer

accomplished a major goal because of your product or service.

& Accomplishments – write about milestones that you have reached such as

significant numbers of customers, years in business, expansions, new funding, new

sales levels reached or awards won.

& Employees – write about any good deeds your employees have done, achieve-

ments, community service.

& Charity – if you get involved in charity events, promote the fact.

WRITINGAPRESSRELEASE ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What ishappening in your business right now that isnewsworthy?
" Read the newspapersthat you aspire to get into.Seewhat kind of stories are

getting in andnotice theheadlines theyare using.Learn from themandangleyours
in a similar way.
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" Create a standard template for your press releases.Find out the namesof all the
journalistsyou need to send themout to, and then start a systemof creating one
newsworthystoryeveryquarter and communicating it to them.

" Whenyouhave got an idea for a story you could test it out by calling one of the local
newspaper journalists andaskingwhether it would be of interest and if sowhat kind
of anglewould get the best chance of publication.

" Generally speaking, journalistsprefer not to get dozensof phone calls as their time
is at a premium, however, at a local level it canwork to your advantage if you can
create the opportunity for a short conversation.

" Ensure that your press releaseheadline is attention grabbing.Test some di¡erent
headlines and their impact on gettingaccepted or not.

" Measure the resultsyou get; noticewhat is getting inwhere.

How to write a press release

& Your press release can be sent by letter, email or fax. Make sure that your name,

full address and company details including full contact details are clear and

obvious either up front or at the end.

& You also need to make sure that the editor is in no doubt what the communication

is all about. So the words Press Release need to be in bold at the top of the page.

& If the release is for immediate release it needs to indicate that.

& Next will be the subject. You will need an attention-grabbing one-line headline.

& The summary should be one or two sentences that explain what the release is all

about. Build your release with the most important information at the top. The

release should not be the complete story, it is just the story idea that the journalist

will develop.

& Keep the entire press release to one page only.

& End your press release with the basic information you want known about your

company. This information can be used again in future releases.

& Mention any relevant pictures in the attachments section and then provide full

contact details at the end.

Here is a sample structure for a press release:
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PRESS RELEASE

To: Editor’s name, title of publication

From: Your name, position and company

For immediate release

Subject:

Summary:

Attachments:

Organisation:

Contact:

How to use this information

Try it out. Create your first press release and send it out to your local newspaper

and see how you get on. Taking action immediately is the only way you are going to

find out if press releases are going to work for you.

Think press release and get the media attention you deserve
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59 Using banners, posters and signs

Your marketing messages can be promoted in many different situations by using a

variety of banners, posters and signs.

Depending on whether you want to enhance your window display, make the most

of your vehicles on the road, create a new look shopfront, provide direction inside

and outside of your business, promote special offers or simply catch people’s

attention and communicate, good signage can help you do that. There are so many

different types of promotional signage available to you on the market today. These

are just some of the products available: vinyl banners, vinyl lettering, rotating

banners, vehicle graphics, poster displays, builders’ boards, rigid boards, swinging

signs and more.

What value do they offer?

Good business signage is important wherever you are located. Signs make it easy

for people to see clearly where you are, what you do and what you are selling. A

sign can be your business advertisement in the street. Signs, posters and banners

can help you to increase your profile in your local area of business operation.

Vinyl banners can be used to communicate with visitors at both indoor and

outdoor events, conferences, exhibitions or trade fairs. If you operate a service or

trade business and are working on site, you can let people know who you are by

putting up a banner or board. Passers-by could be looking for the service you are

working on.

There are many relatively inexpensive places to put your banners and posters. Bus

stops, roundabouts, billboards, notice boards and mobile advertising are just some

of the many opportunities you can explore. You can rent field space from farmers

with land near busy roads. Banner and poster advertising when positioned with

care can capture the attention of passers-by.

Billboard, poster or mobile advertising in the same place for a defined period of

time will capture the attention of regular passers-by or commuters. The more

people see your message bold and bright in the same place, the more likely they

will be to recall your name when they or someone they know needs your service.
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Your challenge

There are so many opportunities to use signs, posters and banners that you will

need to make sure you choose what is right for your business. Too many can be as

bad as too few. Everything you use to communicate your marketing message to

your audience will influence their perception of you. If you use banners, posters

and signs they will need to represent your brand and be designed to co-ordinate

with your corporate theme. You will also need to be careful where you put them,

being mindful of the image you wish to maintain. When it comes to signs with

impact it is all about location.

What makes a good one?

& Clear and easy to read.
& Well designed.
& Clean and colourful.
& Representative of your brand.
& Reflective of your corporate image.
& Strong visual impact.
& Attention grabbing headline.
& Strategically positioned to maximise impact on passers-by.

YOURUSEOFBANNERS, POSTERSAND SIGNS ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Howeasy is it for yourcustomers to ¢nd their way to andaround your business?
" Could better signage improve this?
" What about thevehiclesyouhave on the road ^ areyoumaximisingyour

advertising opportunity?
" Are there any roundabouts close to your premises that havea high throughput of

tra⁄c? Could you sponsor them?
" Whichbusy bus stopshave poster slots available?
" Consider localmobile advertising.What is available andwhere?
" Are there anygood billboard or posteropportunities locally?
" Lookat yourexhibition signage from the customers’point of view ^ does it really

sell your business?
" Walkoutsideyour premises andask yourself if anyspace could beused to host

banners or signage promoting your business.
" Think about your special o¡ers or promotions andwhether a swing sign, posteror

banners could help youattract more attention.
" How could youmakemore use of banners, posters and signs?
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How to use this information

Banners, posters and signs could be a very useful way for you to build your profile,

communicate with your customers and attract more attention to promotions.

Consider the ideas presented and opportunities that exist for you to repeat your

marketing messages until people really do remember you.

Think banners, posters and signs and make an IMPACT
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60 Exhibiting at conferences

What are the potential benefits?

Exhibiting at conferences, business to business shows and exhibitions can be a

great way to make direct contact with the key decision makers, buyers, owners,

managers and directors of the organisations you want to influence. The people that

are attracted to these events are information-hungry and time-poor and can often

be difficult to reach via normal marketing channels. You will need to choose events

that attract your target customer.

If you can speak and have a stand at a conference it will double your exposure and

give you the best chance of generating leads, meeting customers face to face and

ultimately developing new business.

Having a stand at an exhibition that targets the right market for you can be a great

way for you to both launch and demonstrate new products and services. You will

be able to show off your products and attract interest with live demonstrations and

interactive presentations.

You will be able to network with both visitors and other exhibitors. You get the

opportunity to talk to people, find out about their needs and interests. You can

qualify your leads.

Many conferences and exhibitions offer a significant amount of market and media

exposure prior to the event. They work hard to generate the audience for you.

There will be opportunities for you to promote your business in advance of the

event. There will be a dedicated conference or exhibition magazine, email updates

and a special website.

Many exhibitions and conferences offer exhibitors and speakers the chance to

publish their special conference offers and promotions in a voucher booklet

designed to encourage visitors to seek them out at the event.

Your challenge

Your first challenge will be to find an opportunity to exhibit at a conference that is

most likely to target the audience you want to reach. Having found that

opportunity and made the decision to have a stand, you will need to plan to make

the most of it. It can be expensive if you do not take the necessary action to ensure
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you get a good return on your investment. You will need to be proactive in both your

pre-conference activity, at the event itself and with your follow-up activities. Just

being there will not be enough to get you the results you will need to make this a

worthwhile marketing activity. There is a lot to think about to make a success of it.

How to make a success of it

& Have a before, during and after plan.

& Organise a pre-conference promotion of your own to attract some of the key

decision makers you have on your hot prospect list.

& If you are speaking at the conference use the opportunity to drive people to your

stand with a promise of receiving something of value.

& Consider how you can ensure your stand makes an impact.

& Make sure that you have a good set of exhibition signs, display banners and

posters that communicate clearly what you have to offer your visitors.

& Make sure that you are communicating your brand and that everything co-

ordinates and reflects your image positively.

& Use pictures of people using and enjoying your products or service.

& Consider ways in which you can attract potential customers’ contact details – you

may run a competition, business card draw for an attractive prize, offer a free

consultation or demonstration that requires entry via the person’s contact details.

& Offer some attractive refreshments at your stand – everyone offers sweets, could

you offer something different?

& If your business lends itself well to a short talk, presentation or demonstration run

this at set times of the day and use it to attract a crowd.

& Engage your audiences’ senses – sight, sound and touch – consider how you could

give them an experience of your product or service.

& Make sure that you have a number of good giveaways that promote your service

well.

& When information-gathering visitors ask for brochures, make sure that you

identify their interest by asking some questions and get their contact details.

& Make sure you have a good brochure and enough business cards to give away on

demand.
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& Give your visitors a chance to browse and make your contact with them natural.

The people who visit your stand often don’t want to be pounced on the minute

they arrive.

& Make sure whoever is working your stand enjoys communicating with people.

& Dress smartly.

& Have fun.

& Follow up your leads within a week of the conference.

THINKINGABOUT EXHIBITING ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What areyouhoping to achieve byattending this conference?
" Why is the conferenceyouhave chosen likely to be good for your business?
" What kind of return onyour investment will you need for this to have beena

success?
" How canyou attract some of yourown key customers to your stand?
" Step into a typicalvisitor’s shoes ^ what might their interestsbe in your product or

service? What could beattractive to them?
" Who isgoing tomanage the standandwhat isyour strategy?
" Howareyougoing to generate leads?
" Howareyougoing to followup?

How to use this information

If you are new to exhibiting and, having read this section, are considering doing

so, you will need to do your research. Find out about some conferences and

exhibitions that target the kind of people you want to reach. Attend yourself as a

visitor and check it out. Find out if any similar businesses to yours are going to be

there. Have a chat with them about their experiences and find out how productive

they have found the event.

If you are already a seasoned exhibitor there may be some ways that you could

improve your approach in order to maximise the return you get from it.

Think exhibit and make a stand for yourself
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61 Becoming a well known expert in
your field

What is an expert?

An expert is a person who has a high level of skill and knowledge in a particular

niche area. An expert is someone who is seen to have a specific talent and extensive

experience in one particular field. Experts are often thought of as the best problem

solvers and solution providers in their field. They are the leading authorities whose

knowledge people trust.

Why is becoming one important?

Becoming an expert and promoting yourself as one is a very good way to ensure

that you gain the maximum trust and recognition in your industry. People love

experts and would much rather pay more for someone who is known as the best in

the business. Imagine if you wanted to explore the possibility of franchising your

business, who would you rather take on as a consultant to advise you on the best

way forward, a franchising expert or a generalist? Who would you be prepared to

pay more for? Who would you be most likely to recommend to others who wanted

a similar solution? The expert wins every time.

When you focus in on a specific niche area and become the resident expert you will

find yourself seeing the same problems over and over again. Eventually you will

create a set of solutions that can be applied to 90% of the problems your clients

face. You will build up more and more success references. Over time this will give

you more and more authority. Once people see you as someone who really does

understand their needs and problems and has proven methods and ideas to help

them, they will buy your services confidently. Developing an intimate knowledge of

specific problems and having solutions that work is very powerful indeed.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be in deciding to be the expert and focusing on a specific area

of business. Many people are afraid to specialise and pride themselves of being

able to provide their clients with anything and everything. Deciding what you are

going to be the expert in will take research and forethought. You will need to find

the problems first and design your expertise to provide the solutions. Specialising

takes concentration and commitment. Creating an expert status in the marketplace

needs a strategy all of its own.
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How to be seen as an expert

& Describe your expertise in a way that shows people how you can solve their

problems.
& Build a portfolio of testimonials and references for your work.
& Work in a targeted, narrow field solving specific problems for specific people.
& Target the promotion of your expertise to the people who need you most.
& Get a book published and share your expertise.
& Write articles for business publications and websites.
& Get on TV or radio shows as the resident expert.
& Run open events and seminars connected with your area of expertise.
& Join associations and professional institutes that verify your expert status.
& Speak at conferences connected with your area of expertise.
& Complete continued professional development and build your expertise through

experiences.
& Build your word of mouth and referral marketing.
& Give ideas away – create a free newsletter or information sheet.

ARE YOUAN EXPERT? ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

Youmayalready be an expert. Find out byanswering the following questions.

" What areyourgreatest talents and skills?
" What are themost important problemsyou solve for peoplewith these talent and

skills?
" What advice dopeople come toyou formost often?
" What haveyou beenasked to speakabout at conferences?
" What kind of expertise doyourclientsvalue?
" What level of expertise is expected in your business?
" How canyou proveyourexpertise?

How to use this information

You can create and promote expertise in any business. If you can see, having

uncovered your own expertise, that you have something that your customers would

value, you owe it to the world to let people know about it. Get out there and shout

about it.

Think expert and attract people to you
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62 Sponsoring for maximum return

What is sponsorship?

Sponsorship is when your business enters into a mutually beneficial relationship

with a person, event or activity that enables you to connect your brand with the

audience it attracts. You as a sponsor will provide an agreed sum of money that

will allow you an agreed set of promotional opportunities.

Each sponsorship deal will be different depending on what it is and what it

involves. Sponsorship opportunities exist in the arts and media, sport, business

and in the community. They exist at all levels from local to global. The investment

required can also range from a few hundred to thousands of pounds depending on

the perceived value of the marketing opportunity.

For the small business there are many local opportunities to connect your business

with worthwhile events, competitions and people that attract attention. Some

examples might be business awards, school and community projects, football

matches, conferences, business shows, social events, festivals, charity auctions,

horse shows, polo matches, cycling competitions, boat races and many more.

Why is it of value?

The potential value of sponsorship is in its potential for connecting your brand

with the values and interests of the audience that the sponsorship targets.

Sponsoring an event can help your potential customers to make an emotional

connection with your business as a direct result of your involvement in an event or

sport that matters to them. Sponsorship can enhance the relevance of your product

or service to your audience if the opportunity is used to provide some customer

education. The attributes of your brand can be connected with the attributes of

the event.

Sponsorships can create an opportunity for you to make more impact with your

existing marketing activities. You can promote your connection with the event and

the event will promote its connection with you.

Sponsorship is about building a better and more loyal relationship with your

existing and potential customers.
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Your challenge

Choosing the right event or person to sponsor will be your challenge. Sponsorship

can be no different to giving someone a cash handout if you do not plan to achieve

something from it. Spur of the moment decisions based on gut instinct with no

particular objective are most likely to result in nothing more than a warm feeling.

If you want to maximise the return you get, you will need to have a plan and a

strategy for doing so in the same way as you would have for any other marketing

activity you engage in.

How to sponsor for maximum return

& Make sure that you know what you want to achieve with your sponsorship. Is it

about raising your profile, educating customers, generating leads, building

customer loyalty or making a connection and association with something your

target audience cares about?

& Make sure that you are very clear about who your target audience is and what

their interests are. If you want to target young people who enjoy socialising, then

you might consider sponsoring a local beers and blues festival. If you want to

target successful small business owners, then you might consider sponsoring the

local business awards competition. If you want to target horse owners, you might

consider sponsoring a show jumping competition at a county show.

& Know your own brand values and what kind of event would enhance those values.

If your brand is about prestige or fun and creativity then the event you choose

must reflect those values. Sponsoring the wrong event can be damaging to your

brand.

& Do your research. Find out about the sponsorship opportunities available to you.

Discuss the audience profile, numbers and values. Make a match with a

sponsorship opportunity that best fits with the people and values you wish to

connect with.

& Make sure that you get your team’s buy-in to the sponsorship. Getting their

support and involvement will be the key to making the complete relationship

work.

& Plan how you can integrate the sponsorship you have committed to into your

current marketing and promotional activities.

& Decide on a sponsorship budget and stick to it.
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& Decide how you will know if your sponsorship has been successful. Consider what

measures you can put in place.

CONSIDERINGSPONSORSHIP? ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What doyouwant to achieve?
" What type of eventswould help youbuild a strongerconnectionwith your target

audience?
" Where doyour target audience go ^ what do theysupport?
" What doesyour brandneed to beassociatedwith?
" Having short-listed some events ^ what are the potential bene¢ts of each?
" Consider how you could useyour sponsorship opportunity to o¡ercustomer

education.
" Howwould you likeyour business represented at the event?
" What promotionalmessageswould beappropriate to accompany the sponsorship

activity?
" How could you addvalue at the event andmakeyourselfmemorable?
" What creative ideas doyouhave for using the sponsorship opportunity to generate

some leads? Is there somethingyou could o¡er that would get people to contact
you?

" What involvement doyouwant your team to have?
" What isyour plan tomaximiseyour return onyour investment?

How to use this information

Maybe you have sponsored before but not really considered how you could

maximise the return you get from it, or maybe you are considering it for the first

time. Either way, sponsorship can be one of the best ways of building a strong and

loyal connection with your target audience. Use this information to help you plan

your approach. Get it right for your business brand and the customers you want to

influence.

Think sponsorship and make a connection
with your target audience
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63 Giving something back to society

What is giving back?

Giving back is when you do something for the society that you live in and do

business genuinely to help people. This activity should not be profit related. Giving

back is about sharing your success with others less advantaged than you. Examples

of how you might do this could be donating a percentage of your monthly profits to

a special charity, offering your skills or service to educate or inform under-

privileged groups of people, offering an educational opportunity to state-funded

schools or donating products to people who you know would benefit from them but

are unable to afford them.

Why is it important to do this?

The activity of giving back is important to the soul of your business. Those

important values of care, consideration and awareness of those less fortunate are

fundamental to the spiritual growth of your business. If you give a little you will

receive a lot. People also like to associate themselves with businesses that support

causes and disadvantaged people in a meaningful way. If you do this it can bring

you closer to your customers.

Your challenge

Running a small business and striving to make it a success can take all your energy

and focus. It can be easy to get lost in the drive for results and forget the

importance of giving back. Your challenge is to remember and, if you believe it is

important, find something you and your business can do that would benefit others

that has nothing to do with promoting yourself or making money. It can be

refreshing to think like this sometimes.

How to give back

Find something that you can do that means something to you and your

organisation. Look for a charity that you can support with which you have

some affinity. Look for a business enterprise or state-funded organisation that

needs the services that your business offers. Marketingco has worked with a local

enterprise council that runs business enterprise days in local schools. I have run

educational introduction-to-marketing sessions for school-children. This was fun
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for us to do as well as being of great interest to the pupils. Breast cancer charities

and the protection league for horses are charities that we support because of the

special affinity we have with them. Find a worthy cause that resonates with you

and your team. Find a situation where your skills could be of great value.

You don’t have to give much to give back. The act of giving is enough. In many

situations only £5 a month will feed or clothe a whole family in a third world

country or save an animal. You also don’t have to wait until you are successful to

give back. Give as you are growing as a business as a way of showing how you mean

to go on. Give in accordance with the rate of your success.

WHAT ISRIGHT FORYOUANDYOURORGANISATION ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Brainstorm ideaswithyour team.
" What charities dopeoplehave aconnectionwith?
" What kind of charitieswould resonatewithyour type of business?
" What is going on at themoment in theworld that you could support?
" Wherewould a donation of your productsmakea BIG di¡erence?
" What kind of local, national orglobal organisationsneed your support now?
" How could you involveyourcustomers in helping you ¢ndnewwaysto give back?
" How could youuseyourownmarketingactivities to gathermore support?

How to use this information

There are potentially hundreds of opportunities to help others. Organisations are

always looking for special businesses to help them in their cause. Search them out

and offer your helping hand.

Think give back and show your values in action
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64 Opening a cold call

Making direct contact with your prospects by telephone can be a good way to

research sales opportunities and set up sales appointments.

Many people have a fear of cold calling and this can get in the way of using this

potentially powerful way of generating good sales leads.

Make a cold call warmer

It can make it a lot easier to open a new telephone call when you are following up a

letter or email of introduction.

What do you want to achieve?

To start with it is much more useful to think about these calls as research as

opposed to cold calls. The word ‘cold’ infers that the person you are calling is

likely to be cold with you. Not a pleasant thought! What you are doing is using the

telephone contact as a way of finding out if there is someone who has a problem or

requirement that potentially could be solved by your service. You will not be using

the telephone for any more than setting up a face-to-face or telephone

appointment with a decision maker. Not thinking that you have to sell

something can take the pressure off and make opening a call much easier.

Get the name of the decision maker

It is important to find out in advance who the right person to speak to is. You can

do that very easily by making a separate call to the organisation and asking very

politely if the reception team or department member can help you. Be very clear

what the responsibilities are of the person’s name you want. Give a good reason

for asking for the person’s name. Once you have the correct name and title of the

person you can make your call on a separate occasion.

Opening the call from your prospect’s point of view

Imagine that you are standing in your target prospect ’s shoes for a moment and

living a typical day in their busy business life. Most people are distracted when

their phone rings, their mind is on other things. You will need to show that you

understand their position and can provide a good reason for them to listen.
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So how do you do that?

Good morning/afternoon [name of person you have been put through

to as the decision maker] my name is [your name] from [our company

name]. I understand that you are the person who manages/deals with

[add the area that is important to your call]. Have I called at a

convenient time? (If not, arrange to call back.)

At this stage the person you have called does not know why you have called so

asking if you have called at a convenient time is common courtesy and will show

them that you have some empathy with the pressures of their work load.

Once you have their ear you will have an opportunity to explain again who you are

and what the purpose of your call is. Be straightforward, up front and honest.

My name is Jackie Jarvis from Marketingco; I am calling to follow up

a letter I sent you last week. We work with small to medium sized

businesses helping them to make their marketing work. I don’t know at

this stage if you are currently looking for help in this area, but I

wanted to follow up and find out if you might be interested in our free

one hour consultation.

The following approach may work if you have not sent a letter in advance.

We are looking for organisations which are interested in [mention a

generic need or experience you can fulfil or solve] that we may be able

to provide/solve. I have no idea if this is something that you are

exploring at the moment, but I though I would call to find out. Is this

something you have on your agenda right now or are likely to have in

the future?

Find out if you have a business prospect

Create the opportunity to ask a couple of quick questions to establish if the person

you have called is, in fact, a prospect.

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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What you ask will depend on the business you are in and what you need to know

about the person on the end of the phone to establish whether or not they are a

prospect. Choose your questions wisely and find out as quickly as you can if they

have potential.

You may need to ask the person if they currently use x product or service. If so, do

they have anything that they need at the moment? Are they looking for any of the

solutions you have or are they experiencing any of the challenges you describe?

You may need to find out the process they go through to choose suppliers and

whether they are open to meeting with you at some stage. You will need to close

the call by arranging the appropriate follow up activity.

The result of the call may be

& an appointment
& another opportunity for a longer telephone consultation
& a note on your CRM system to call back at some stage in the future when a

demand is more likely to exist
& no we are not prospects.

Then thank the person for their time and their information and confirm any follow

up you have arranged by email.

How to use this information

Use the basic structure of the call as outlined in this section and consider how you

could adapt it to suit your products and services. Try it and monitor what works

and what doesn’t.

Think research and make your cold calls warm
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65 Making appointments

Why are appointments important?

Sales appointments are your opportunity to get in front of your potential

customers face to face and explore how you may be able to help them. Having

agreed to an appointment with you, your prospect has taken the first step forward,

a move that says ‘yes, I want to know if you have a solution for me’. Getting to that

stage in the sales process gives you that important opportunity to find out first

hand what their needs are. It is much easier to do that face to face than it is over

the telephone or by email.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to make sure that the sales appointments you set up are with

properly qualified decision makers. You can waste a lot of time, money and effort

making appointments with poorly qualified people who cannot make a decision to

go ahead.

Ways to make appointments

Using the telephone

You can make appointments as explained in the previous section by telephone

prospecting. You may need to go through a number of stages before an

appointment becomes appropriate. This may require a number of telephone

follow ups, and the provision of information about your product or service.

Networking

Appointments can also be made when you meet a potential prospect at a

networking event, business conference or exhibition. A brief exchange with

someone may create an opportunity to suggest a further more private conversation

to discuss their needs in more depth. This can be kept casual and informal initially.

Entice with the offer of a free consultation

The offer of a free consultation, product demonstration or business health check

can be a way of giving your prospect something of value with no pressure to buy.
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This can motivate them to see you face to face. Having created this opportunity

you can start to build a relationship with them. I offer a free marketing

consultation as the first step in my appointment-making process. The consultations

last for one hour and are held at our private meeting room. I offer the free

consultations whenever I speak at networking events, run seminars or write

articles. I also promote the consultations on our website. Not all the people who

take up the free consultation become clients immediately. It does, however, start a

relationship with a potential client which could lead to further business in the

future.

There are many examples of small businesses that use this kind of approach to

generate appointments. A financial consultant offers a free personal finance

assessment and reports back, a health and safety consultant offers a free health and

safety check with a report highlighting must do’s, should do’s and could do’s, a

website marketing company offers a free ‘how well marketed is your site’ report

that highlights all the areas for improvement. These are all the kind of reports that

potential customers find valuable. They can learn something about themselves and

their business.

Make your recommendation for an appointment sound like an opportunity for

your prospect.

HOWPRODUCTIVE ISYOUR APPOINTMENT MAKING? ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Howdoyoumake appointments?
" Howsuccessful areyouat pre-qualifyingyour prospects?
" Howsuccessful areyouat gettingappointmentswith keydecisionmakers?
" Howcould you attract more people to request an appointment fromyou?
" Howcould youmakeyour appointment recommendations seemlike an opportunity

for your prospect?
" How could you improveyour appointment-making process?

How to use this information

Consider what you can do to utilise these ideas to help you and your team get more

appointments.

Think appointment and convert more prospects to customers
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66 Building instant rapport

What is rapport?

Rapport exists when two or more people find that they have a mutual

understanding, share some values, ideals or experiences and as a result can

communicate easily. When you have rapport it usually means that there is a

connection between you and another person. This connection can happen at

different levels over different time periods. From a sales point of view, the more

instant the rapport the better. Having a rapport usually means that both parties

like each other. You don’t have to like someone to be able to do business with

them, but it helps if you do. Different levels of rapport will exist with different

people. You wouldn’t expect each and every customer you meet to share the same

level of rapport you have with your best friend. You would expect to create an

appropriate level of rapport with the people you do business with.

Why is it important?

Your ability to work successfully with people or sell your services to them will be

influenced greatly by the level of rapport you are able to build. The more rapport

you have, the easier it will be to build good business relationships. When you think

back to your own experiences of doing business, have you ever chosen to do

business with someone that you didn’t have any rapport with? Have you ever

chosen to work with someone because you felt they liked and understood you?

Rapport is the oil that lubricates all good human relationships. Without its

presence it can be hard work – with it, everything can be so much easier.

Your challenge

You may meet a lot of people in a typical month in your business. You won’t be

able to create the same level of rapport with all of them. There will be people you

come across who are so different from you that you may struggle to build a

connection. Your challenge will be to become interested in those people who are

different to you and find some common ground. This common ground is the

bedrock that supports rapport.
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How to build instant rapport with the people you want to sell
your services to

& Start conversations by finding some common ground.
& Share something appropriate about yourself as a person.
& Put yourself in their shoes. Consider what their outcomes are.
& Really get to know them as a person, get interested in their life, challenges and

goals.
& Be open-minded and decide to find something to like about each person you meet.
& Really, genuinely care about helping them to succeed.
& Be aware of how they are responding to you.
& Find out exactly how they need you to help them. Find out what they want.
& Make the person feel important and show that you care.
& Pace and match body language and voice tone.
& Laugh together and create a positive state.

HOWGOODARE YOURRAPPORTBUILDING SKILLS? ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What doeshavingagood rapport mean to you?
" Howdoyou knowwhenyouhave rapport with someone?
" Howdoyou knowwhenyou don’t have rapport?
" Which of yourclients doyouhave the best rapport with?
" What kind of people doyou ¢nd it harder to build rapport with?
" What doyou do to ensureyou build rapport with newprospects?
" Would a better rapport help you to domore business?
" What could you do to improveyour rapport-building skills?

How to use this information

People who are good rapport builders usually attract new business much more

quickly and easily than people who aren’t. It is worth considering your own

rapport-building skills and what you can do to fine tune them.

Think rapport and build stronger business relationships
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67 The art and power of listening

What is listening?

Being listened to is very important to most people. It is a sign of respect and

genuine interest. True listening happens when a total focus on the speaker exists.

What they are saying and feeling is heard and understood. There are no

distractions nor any misunderstandings based on the listener’s own interpretation

or perception. Those who are skilled listeners will hear more than just the words.

They will hear the speaker’s

& reality
& concerns
& opinions and perceptions
& beliefs
& feelings and emotions
& desires
& needs.

They will also be aware of the non-verbal communication of body language and

voice tone and pace. Good listeners are able to get to the core of what matters

most to the person they are in contact with.

Why is it important?

Really listening to your clients will enable you to find out not just what they might

need, but what they really value and who they are as people. Everyone likes to be

recognised for who they are, as well as being paid individual attention. This is

what the best relationships are made of. Being an excellent listener is a rare skill

and, of course, is one of the greatest rapport moves.

Can you remember the last time you were really listened to? As you remember that

time, can you recall how it felt to have someone’s total focus and attention and

know that listening to you was really important to them?

Your challenge

Your own perceptions, judgments and the conversations you have inside your own

head can act as a block to what is being said by the person who is speaking to you.
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You may miss what matters most to them. Allowing yourself to become distracted

or being too keen to move the conversation on to where you want it to be will get in

the way.

Listening can be a selfless activity. You will need to relax and be in the right mental

and emotional state yourself to be able to give your full attention.

How to listen

Good listening starts with making a decision to give the person speaking your full

and undivided attention. Get yourself into a listening state by preparing yourself

beforehand. If you have been busy and have a lot on your mind, give yourself ten

minutes to clear your head and relax.

& Arrange a place to meet that is free from distractions and is quiet and calm.

Arrange seating at a round table or around the corner of a desk or table. Turn

chairs towards each other with enough personal space between you to enable you

to hear, but not crowd, each other.

& Make sure that you look at your speaker, ask relevant questions and summarise

from time to time to check your understanding of what they are saying to you.

& Notice your speaker’s responses, pick up on their language and where appropriate

feed it back to them. This will make the person feel heard.

& Notice the energy, tone and pace of the speaker’s voice. Match that energy and

pace when you ask questions and summarise. This will help you to maintain

rapport and again make your speaker feel heard.

& Check your understanding and interpretation of their issues from time to time

during the conversation and if you need clarification, ask for it.

& Make sure that you are able to communicate exactly what their priorities are and

what matters to them in any follow-up proposal.

HOWGOODARE YOURLISTENINGSKILLS ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Thinkof a timewhenyouwere reallyable to listen to someone ^ what did you do?
" Thinkof a timewhenyouwere not able to listen to someonewell ^ what wasthe

di¡erence?
" Whowould say that you are agood listener?
" Whowould say that youweren’t?
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" Inwhat situations doyou listen?
" Inwhat situations doyou ¢nd it di⁄cult?

Do you ever
" Get distractedwhen someone is talking?
" Interrupt the conversationwith one of yourownopinions, ideas or stories?
" Let yourmind drift whilst the person is talking?
" Lookat your watchwhilst a person is talking?
" Misinterpret ormisunderstandwhat someonehas said?
" Switch o¡?
" Ask irrelevant questions?

What do you think that you need to do to improveyour ability to listen?

What impact do you think better listeningwould have on your sales appointments?

How to use this information

If, having read this section, you recognise that your own listening skills could

improve, the first stage would be to start to become aware of what happens to you

when you are listening to people. Notice what goes on in your head, your physical

and emotional state and your own listening or non-listening behaviours. Make a

conscious decision to listen more and notice what impact that has on your

relationships with clients and colleagues.

Think listen and really hear what is being said
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68 Getting to your prospect’s pain – the
questions to ask

What is your prospect’s pain?

People buy to fulfil outcomes and to solve problems with solutions. People who are

in the market for certain products and services often have a problem that they need

an answer to. Your prospect ’s ‘pain’ will be the real reason they are in the market-

place looking for a solution. The pain a prospect has will not usually be the first

thing that they tell you when they meet. You will need to uncover it with questions

and then show them how you are able to make the pain go away with your product

or service.

Why is it important to find it?

The real painful issue behind your prospect’s desire to find a solution will be the

fire that ignites their desire to buy. If you can find it you will be in a stronger

position when describing your solution. You are more likely to motivate a person

to buy from you when they see that you understand what they really want and why

they want it.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to ask the right questions and build enough trust and

rapport between you and your potential customer so that they feel comfortable

enough to tell you what you need to know. You will need to get their permission to

probe. You will also need to listen, summarising for clarification at key intervals.

Questions to ask which find the pain

& What do you need to find out about x or y?
& What is most important that you find out about this x?
& Why is that most important to you?
& When choosing x or y what matters most?
& What are your priorities?
& What problems have you been experiencing that has led to a desire to explore x?
& What led you to decide to look for an x solution?
& What has motivated your need to find a solution for x?
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& What has been most challenging for you?
& How do you hope we can help you?
& What do you feel that you really need to achieve x?
& What are your timescales?

FINDTHE PAIN ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What are some of the problemspeople have that motivate a desire to buy your
product or service?

" What kind of pain drives theirdecisions?
" What kind of questionswould uncover thispain?

How to use this information

The first part of any sales appointment should be all about the prospect. You will

need to have a good set of questions that enables you to both uncover their pain,

find out what they need, what their priorities and timescales are.

Once you have summarised your complete and full understanding of their position

you will be in the best place to position your solution. Use this section to help you

to create a targeted set of consultation questions.

Think prospect’s pain and sell more gain
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69 Tailoring your sales proposition and
positioning the benefits

What is a sales proposition?

A sales proposition is your presentation of a solution. A solution that potentially

solves the problems and needs you have established during the exploratory part of

your sales conversation. Your sales proposition may take the form of a

presentation, proposal, dialogue or all three. The method you choose to use to

communicate your sales proposition will depend on what is most appropriate.

What is meant by positioning the benefits?

Positioning the benefits is all about making a connection or link between what is

important to your prospect and what you are able to fulfil. Positioning the benefits

is about telling or showing exactly what your solution will do for your prospect.

Benefits bring the solution alive and sell the value.

Why is it important?

Tailoring your sales proposition and positioning the benefits is how you ensure

that your prospect lives the full potential value of your solution. It is so much

better than just running through the generic facts. Your prospect will be interested

in their needs, their problems and their solution. They will want to feel special.

Tailoring your proposition and using their language to do that is a very powerful

way of ensuring that you hit all the right buttons. The greater the fit, the greater

the chance you will have of getting a positive reaction.

Your challenge

To tailor your sales proposition and position the benefits effectively you will need

to be very clear about what the benefits of your solution are in the first place.

Listening and asking the right questions will have been a vital part of the process.

Without having the correct information about your prospect’s needs, problems

and values it will be impossible to tailor your proposition. You will also need to be

flexible and able to communicate what you do for people in different ways. You will

not be able to rely on a standard sales pitch. Each presentation you make might be

slightly different from the one before.
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How to tailor your sales proposition for each individual client

& Summarise your prospect’s present problems and desired outcomes.

& Use their language.

& Make sure that you have their full agreement on their issues.

& Take each separate need or group of needs and connect with a description of a

solution for them. Tell them exactly what you can do to help them to achieve what

matters most.

& Project into the future by relating the solution you are suggesting to the bigger

picture.

& Share relevant examples of how you have helped organisations to solve similar

problems and achieve a good result. Make sure that you choose examples that the

prospect will relate to.

& Make your recommendations confidently.

CANYOU IMPROVE YOUR SALES PROPOSITIONS? ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Howdoyou tend tomakeyour salespropositions?
" Howwell do they work?
" Doyou tailor your salespropositions?
" Areyou communicatingmore about what your prospect will get thanwhat you do?
" What canyou do to improveyour salespropositions?

How to use this information

After you have communicated your sales proposition you will want to get to a

point when your prospect says ‘Yes I want to do business with you’. If you can

reach this point conceptually after a verbal presentation, your final stage will be a

proposal and the price. If you have been able to gauge budgets and price

expectations during your initial conversations it will make it a lot easier to

position the price in your ultimate proposal.

Think benefit and get the business
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70 Designing a winning proposal

What is a proposal?

A proposal is your summation of exactly what your client will get for their money.

You will usually only prepare a proposal after you have gained conceptual

agreement to work with the client. This may follow an initial appointment during

which you will have explored what the client’s problems, needs and priorities are.

You may also have explored the budgets they would be comfortable working

within. Your proposal can be delivered in either electronic, hard copy presentation

or both. Even better, you can deliver in person giving you another chance to get in

front of them. Your style of delivery will very much depend on the individual

client’s expectations and the nature and value of the work you are proposing.

Why is it important?

It is important to make a good job of your proposal as even though your potential

client has agreed conceptually, the deal will have not been finalised. Your

prospective client may use the proposal to make their final decision. They may

want to compare your proposal with others. Your proposal will show them how

well you have listened and understood their position and requirements. It

represents you, your organisation and resells the potential value of the solution

before the final commitment is made to your proposal.

Your challenge

Your challenge may be that you have a lot of very time-consuming proposals to

prepare. If, as a result, your proposal is late and lacking in any way, you risk giving

your prospect a negative message about your reliability or ability to meet the

required standards the job requires. Your proposal and everything that goes with it

is a reflection of you and what your business promises. It can make or break the

final outcome.

Never do a proposal on speculation. It will waste your time and you won’t have

enough information to make a good job of it.

The structure of a winning proposal

It is a good idea to create a basic proposal template that covers the key sections
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important to your proposal. You can add in the individual customer’s detail as

required. This will make it a lot easier and quicker to do. There may be elements

of your proposal that end up as standard. Your proposal will need to provide

enough detail for your client to make their decision. It will also need to look

attractive and be easy to read and interpret. Section headings that include the

word ‘Your’ will make it appear very personal.

The key elements of a winning proposal will include

& Introduction – Refer to your last meeting along with an overview of what to expect

in this proposal.

& Your situation – This is your situation summary of what you established was

important at your recent meeting. Use their language, priorities and timescales.

& Your objectives – Bullet point exactly what they have told you.

& Your solution – The solution you suggest broken down so that the client can see all

the key elements clearly. You may include in this section some standard

descriptions of elements of your service, product and methodology you propose.

& Value – Make sure that the ultimate value of each element of the solution is

communicated. What is in it for them is most important. They are buying results,

not processes. It may be appropriate to refer to financial savings or other tangible

results they will benefit.

& Your price – An outline of your charges and any price assumptions. If you have

price guarantee this is the time to include it.

& Your plan – This could include suggested targets and timescales. A calendar of

actions is a useful way of projecting forward, assuming the project will go ahead.

& Your next step – This is where you suggest the follow up you have agreed.

& Sign off – a positive statement about working together in the future.

Success tips

& Make sure that you fully understand your client’s situation before you do your

proposal.
& Don’t make it too long: two or three pages is enough.
& Keep the language you use straightforward and clear.
& If you can, provide your client with a choice of options.
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& If you outline your methodology keep this broad; too much detail and you give all

your secrets away.
& Always follow up yourself – don’t leave it longer than a week.

HOWGOODARE YOURPROPOSALS ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Take time out to haveagood look at the standard of yourownproposals.
" How long, onaverage, do they takeyou to complete?
" Doyouget themout on time?
" Howmanyof them turn into newbusiness? Howmanydon’t?
" Howwell do they re£ect the imageyouwant to portray to yourcustomers?
" How could youuse the structure provided?
" Doyoumake sure that your proposals appear tailormadeandpersonal?
" Howcould you improveyour proposal design?

How to use this information

Create a simple system for creating winning proposals and getting them done on

time.

Think winning proposal and increase your
likelihood of getting the business
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71 Following up and following through

What is follow up?

Follow up is carried out by telephone or email after an initial contact has been

made with a prospective customer. You may need to follow up the following.

& Leads generated at networking events or conferences.
& Leads or contacts made at talks.
& Sales letters or direct mail.
& Sales proposals.
& Offers on your products and services made to your best customers.
& Research or testing of new ideas.

Why is follow up important?

Following up sales letters or direct mail can increase the response you get between

20% and 50%. Follow up in general is vital.

Follow up both acts as a reminder and shows that you are interested. Most people

will thank you for following up. Another term for follow up is nurturing. By

following up you are nurturing your prospective customers.

Your challenge

Think about how long it typically takes to finally get a piece of business in your

industry. Consider whether or not you would have got it if you hadn’t been

disciplined with your nurturing. Your challenge will be to get into the routine of

doing your follow up. This will involve setting up a system and keeping the focus.

How to follow up successfully

& If your follow up is by telephone always ask if it is convenient to talk.
& Remind of the last contact.
& Explain the purpose of your call.
& Always have full details of your last contact in front of you.
& Get the details right.
& Use their name.
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& Connect with the rapport you had the last time you met or spoke. Find some

common ground from the start.
& Be disciplined and carry on until you have a conclusion.
& Don’t pester – calling and leaving messages every day is not good practice.
& It is better not to ask for the person to call you back. That way you are in control

of when you try again. You may leave a message that you called and find out the

best time to call back to catch the person in.
& Keep an up-to-date customer management system.

HOWGOOD ISYOUR FOLLOWUP? ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Howdoyouhandle the followup of your salesproposals?
" Howdoyouhandle the followup of the contactsyoumake?
" And sales leads ^ howmany ‘No’s’doyou get beforeyougive up?
" Howmuchbusiness could you bemissing out on by not followingup?
" What about followingup sales letters ordirect mail, haveyouever tried it?
" How could you improveyour followup and follow through?
" What impact could thispotentially have onyour business?

How to use this information

If you can see the value of follow up and want to test out the impact it could have

on your business, set yourself some goals and targets.

Think follow up and get the business that others miss out on
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72 Setting your sales and marketing goals

What is a goal?

A goal is a written statement of intent. It represents an important target that you

are aiming for. Your sales and marketing goals will include financial goals such as

revenue, profit and income and non-financial goals such as products sold, new

customers acquired, contracts signed, articles published, talks delivered, leads

generated.

There is more commitment behind a written goal than there is with one which

remains as a thought in your head. The level of commitment you make to each goal

influences the energy needed to make it happen.

Why are goals important?

Knowing the mountain you are climbing, and what you want the view to be like

when you get to the top, is important to think about before you start to prepare for

the trip. Having a destination to go for creates direction and focus.

Clear sales and marketing goals that both you and your team create and commit to

are a vital step to a successful marketing plan.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to make sure that the goals which you create are SMART.

SMART is a simple way of creating goals that are meaningful to you. Your goals

must be specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time bound. If they are

woolly, unachievable and completely irrelevant to your vision for the future then it

is pointless creating them in the first place. So your first challenge will be to make

sure that your goals pass the SMART test.

How to make your goals SMART

Specific

& What is the goal/target specifically?
& Write it as if you have already achieved it.
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Measurable

& How will you know you have achieved your goal?
& What will have happened or be happening?
& How will you measure the results?

You will need to have something tangible that proves your results.

Achievable

& Is this goal something that is within your own or your team’s capability?
& What resources do you have/need to make it happen?
& Do you believe that is it possible?

Relevant

& How is this goal relevant to your vision for your business?

Time bound

& When do you want to achieve it by?
& When can it be achieved?

SETTINGYOUROWNSALESANDMARKETINGGOALS ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Look backover your businessvision.
" Remindyourself of some of the thingsyouwant to achievewithyourmarketing.
" Create somebroad sales andmarketinggoals to giveyou some direction and

focus to start with.
" Nowbreak these broad areas down into some keyareas ^ sales revenue,

generating new customers, buildingbusinesswith existing customers, pro¢le
building, websitemarketing.

" Consider the sales andmarketinggoalsyouhave foreach section.
" Write themdown ^ are they SMART?
" Canyou breakanyof themdown into speci¢c targets?

Put these goals to the SMART test

Sales goals

& To reach a total revenue of £250,000 by the end of the next financial year.

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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COMPLETINGYOURMARKETINGPLAN

& To achieve a profit level of 70%.

New customers

& Ten new customers spending £3,000 per annum by December 2007.
& Five new customers spending £300 per month.

Existing customer

& To retain 75% of our existing customer base.
& To increase the spend of 50% of our existing customer base by 10%.

Profile building

& To build our profile within x area by achieving five publications regularly

publishing our articles.
& To achieve three new poster and billboard sites.
& To create an opportunity to appear on local TV or radio during x year.

Website marketing

& To complete our new site by x date.
& To set up a Google advert campaign by x date.
& To complete our search engine submission package by x date.
& To research quality links for our site by x date.
& To achieve ten quality website links.

How to use this information

Once you have set your goals you will need to create a process for ensuring that

they stay at the forefront of both your own and your team’s mind. You may have

them displayed in your office and talked about and reviewed at meetings. You will

need to do whatever it takes to keep the focus. A goal will not miraculously

happen as a result of creating it in the first place. It is like a seed – to grow it needs

to be fed and watered. You will need to take appropriate action to make it happen.

Think goals and be smart
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73 Developing a budget

What is a budget?

A budget is the amount you estimate spending on your business marketing over a

defined period of time. A budget is the amount required to support the resources

you will need to achieve the goals you have set. Your budget must balance with

your estimated sales revenue figures. It must be an amount that assists in moving

your business forward but doesn’t bankrupt you in the process. Your marketing

budget may be one of many budgets that you set for your business.

Why is it important?

Having a budget will ensure that you keep on track with the marketing activities

that you have planned. Having carefully analysed what the best methods to market

your business are, and set some clearly defined goals, you will have created the

basis from which you can create your budget. Having a budget will make you stop

and think when you get offered new marketing opportunities during the course of

the year. You may find yourself having to decline to some late-space advertising

because it does not fit into your budget. It will make you more careful and

discerning when it comes to making decisions about how you spend your money.

This is a good thing, as a lot of money can be wasted with ill-planned, haphazard

marketing activities.

Your challenge

Your biggest challenge will be in accurately setting your budget and then sticking

to it. You will need to spend some time working out what resources you will need

to make your goals happen. Creating a budget is not about picking a random

figure and sticking with it, nor is it as simple as working out what you spent last

year and adding 10% for good measure.

How to create a marketing budget

Your budget can be created in several ways depending on how exact you want to

be. You can estimate, or work out an exact figure.
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How to estimate

If you have been in business for over a year and have been tracking your

marketing-related expenditure then you will be able to calculate how much it costs

you to acquire one new customer, or costs to sell one product. All you need to do is

total up how much you have spent and how many new customers you have

acquired or how many units of your product you have sold. Once you have these

two figures, simply divide expenditure by either new customers or units sold. This

will give you the cost to acquire one customer or sell one unit.

Now take the goals you have set for customer acquisition or unit sales target and

multiply them by the unit cost of acquisition. This will give you a rough estimate of

what you may need to invest to achieve your goals for next year.

How to work out an exact figure

This will involve some research on your part. You will have to work out exactly

what resources you will need to achieve your sales and marketing goals and what

these resources are likely to cost you.

Your list may include all the marketing methods you have decided have the best

chance of giving you the greatest return.

Once you have an exact figure you will need to compare it with the revenue that you

are planning to achieve over the next 12 months. Your marketing budget should

end up as a realistic percentage of the amount you hope to bring into the business.

Marketing is a business expense that whilst being tax deductible still must be set

up to bring in a measurable return.

DEVELOPINGYOURBUDGET ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Whichmarketingmethodshaveyou chosen to implement?
" What is it going to cost toutiliseyourchosenmarketingmethods?
" What resources are going to be required to implement thesemethods?
" What will you need to invest in each segment to achieveyourgoals?
" What returnwould youexpect?
" Howwill youmeasure the return onyour investment?
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How to use this information

If you haven’t set a budget before, then this may be this the time to start. If you

have, then perhaps there are ways in which you could improve the process you use.

What should you be spending? This is a question that many people ask when they

are new to marketing their business. The answer depends very much on what you

are planning to achieve and the best route to that. If your marketing spend brings

you a good return, then it is an investment not simply expenditure. The more you

gain, the more you will be comfortable spending.

Think budget and spend wisely

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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74 Planning your strategy

What is a strategy?

Your strategy is a description of exactly how you plan to achieve each goal you

have set. It is your route map to the end result you have committed to. Your

strategy is how you are going to make it happen.

Why is having one important?

Setting time aside to create a strategy will ensure that you think about and plan

your way forward. If you do not do this all you will have is a set of goals and no

methodology.

Your challenge

Allowing yourself time to work on your business as opposed to in it is your

challenge. There will always be something urgent and important to do. Strategy

planning is a non-urgent but vitally important task that you must allocate the time

to do. You will need to stop doing, start thinking and planning.

How to create a strategy

You will need a strategy for each of your marketing goals.

Example 1 – Build a strong pro¢le in theThamesValley Region

Each mini goal will need a strategy of its own and will need to be

broken down into a critical path plan.

3 6 9 12

NOW ? months ? months ? months ? months

...... ..... ..... ..... .....

Draw a line which represents the length of time it will take to reach the

goal.
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Break that time period down into suitable sections. Create a specific

goal for each section of time (these are stepping stones to the final

destination).

For each goal in each section you will need to check out the following:

What needs to happen to achieve this goal?

What is vital to achieve before you will be able to move on?

What needs to happen by when?

How long will things take?

What resources do you need?

What resources have you got?

Now plan your steps in their critical order.

Example 2 ^ To create the opportunity to speak at one networking event
per month

Research the different networking events in the Thames Valley.

Check the fit with ideal target customers.

Find out about speaking opportunities, requirements and available

slots.

Visit events as a guest.

Short-list the best.

Create a brief for a set of hot topics with audience appeal.

Contact organisers with your offer.

Plan calendar.

Create a talk and any supporting promotional material.

This will need to be done for every one of your sales and marketing

goals. When you have finished you will have your complete success

strategy. It will be a lot easier to plan the days and months ahead once

you know exactly what you need to do to make it happen.

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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COMPLETINGYOURMARKETINGPLAN

YOURSTRATEGY ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

The following questionswill help you to plan yourown strategy.

" Howareyougoing to progresseachelement of your plan?
" What is the critical path foreach of the goalsyouhave set?
" What are themilestones and deadlines?
" What are the steps?
" What needs settingup?
" What are the priorities?
" What speci¢c practical actionsneed to be taken tomake it happen?
" Bywhomandby when?
" Howwill youmonitor, evaluate and review your strategy?

How to use this information

Take time out to plan your marketing strategy. Involve your team in its creation.

Remember, people support that which they help to create.

Think strategy and work on your business not just in it
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75 Writing the marketing plan

To complete your marketing plan you will need to refer to any notes you may have

made as you worked through the individual sections of this book.*

Why is it important to have a written plan?

This is your opportunity to bring together all the thoughts and ideas you have had

about your business marketing. Writing this plan will force you to clarify and

articulate these thoughts. Your plan will tell a story about your business and be

evidence of all the careful thought you have put into it. You will be able to use this

plan to stay focused and on track. Writing a plan creates something tangible that

you have committed to. It will be your success blueprint.

Your plan template

The important headings for your marketing plan can be found on page 8 of this

book.

How to use this information

Take this template and write each section for your business. The relevant chapters

in this book will explain exactly what you need to consider. When it is completed it

will need to be reviewed and fine tuned. This is not a plan that is cast in stone, it

will need to be fluid – moving and adapting to the way your business and your

market grows and develops. Your marketing plan gives you the structure, and your

strategy, once implemented, gives you the feedback.

Think marketing plan and get results

*If you would like an electronic editable copy of this template to use to write your plan please go to
www.marketingco.biz or www.salesfasttrack.co.uk
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76 Making it easy for people to buy
from you

Ideally you want everyone in your business, everything your business does,

everything you stand for, to provide an enjoyable, pleasant and easy experience for

your customer.

Why is this important?

Everybody is busy, and the increased pressure that new technology brings means

everything is expected more quickly and instantly. If something doesn’t hit

between the eyes within the first few seconds of coming into contact, many just do

not want to make the effort to try harder to understand, appreciate and use.

Instant, positive communication is vital in any industry.

The easier it is to do business with you, the more business you are likely to do. The

more difficult, the more business you risk losing. So, how easy and how much fun is

it to do business with you?

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to keep a perspective on your business which enables you to

keep seeing it through your customers’ eyes. It is easy to get so wrapped up in the

detail of the day-to-day running of your business that taking a step back becomes

difficult. You need to keep on asking the question ‘How can we make it even easier

for people to buy from us?’

How to make it easy to buy

& Make sure that it is obvious what you are selling – you know, but do your

customers?

& Ensure that those selling your products or services know and can communicate

the value of your products and services.

& Use customer-friendly language – watch jargon and too much detail.

& Avoid giving your customers too much choice, it can be overwhelming.

& Have clear signage inside and outside of your business.
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THESIMPLE THINGSTHAT MAKE A BIGDIFFERENCE

& Keep paperwork to the minimum.

& Shorten the steps in your sales process.

& Design a website that is easy to navigate.

& Make sure there is always easy access to all the information needed to make

purchasing decisions.

& Ensure that all your promotional materials have full and obvious contact details.

& If you send prospective customers location maps make sure that they are easy to

read and follow.

& Keep your customers informed simply and clearly.

IS IT EASY TOBUY FROMYOU? ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Howeasy is it for your target market to ¢nd out about what you do?
" Your businessname ^ is it memorable; is it easy for potential customers tomake a

clear associationwith the servicesyou o¡er?
" Howeasy is it for people to ¢nd out whereyou are?
" If youhave awebsite, howappealing is it?
" Howeasy is it for people to get the information they needandmake contact with

you?
" Is there any customereducationnecessary withbuyingandusingyour products? If

so howeasy is it tounderstand?
" What about the structure of yourclient meetings andappointments ^ is it easy for

people to see clearly how they could bene¢t froma relationshipwithyou?
" What about your businessproposals? What do they look like ^ are theyappealing?

Is it easy for acustomer to assimilate the information?
" What about youremail or website address. Is it easilymemorable?

How to use this information

Go through every single business communication and buying process that you have

set up for your customers. Check them out from the position of actually being a

customer. Note your complete experience from start to finish. Learn from it and

make any changes you need to make their buying experience easier.

Think make it easy to buy and increase sales
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77 Keeping customers happy

Why is this important?

If your customers are happy with you and the services that you provide they will

remain loyal and keep buying from you. You will be first on their supplier list.

They will also happily recommend or refer your services to others. The happier

you can keep your customers, the more likely it is that they will buy more from

you. They are also less likely to stop buying from you for no very good reason.

Price rises will affect a happy customer less because they appreciate the value they

receive from you.

Your challenge

When you make your first sale you may make an extra special effort to

communicate to your customer the value they are receiving. This extra special

effort may stop once that person becomes a longer-term customer, with you

assuming that they know about the value they receive and could receive from you.

This may not be the case. People’s needs and desires change, they forget, they get

offered other options by competitors, they change their mind and they can get

buyer’s remorse. Your challenge will be to make sure that your customers remain

in a happy state of mind about your business whether they are buying or not.

How to keep customers happy

Keeping customers happy requires a long term communication strategy that

includes some of the actions described in previous chapters. Here are some

additional quick and easy success tips.

& Always thank them for their business.

& Remember something personal about them.

& Make an effort to remember their name.

& Give away ideas and help.

& Do something extra special for them from time to time – send them a relevant

article that relates to their business, a book that you think will help them with

something they are struggling with, information about some equipment or

facilities that they are looking for.
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THESIMPLE THINGSTHAT MAKE A BIGDIFFERENCE

& Remember your top customers’ birthdays – set your calendar up to remind you

and give them a call on their birthday.

& Send Christmas and other special day cards.

& Remind your customers about the wise decision they made buying from you by

reinforcing the value they get post-sale.

& Make sure that you keep the channels of communication open between you and

your customer base and regularly ask for their feedback.

& Keep them informed about new products and services and any changes to your

operation which may affect them.

ARE YOURCUSTOMERSHAPPY? ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Howdoyoumeasure the level of happinessyourcustomershave?
" Howmany inactive customers doyouhave?
" Howmany customershave stopped buying fromyou?
" Howdoyouget customer feedback yearonyear?
" Howdoyouensure that yourcustomers remember the value they receive fromyou

after theyhavemade their ¢rst purchase?
" Howmanyof yourcustomers’namesdoyou remember?
" What could you send your special customers in the post to surprise and delight

them?

How to use this information

When I work with a client I find I start noticing articles in newspapers or

magazines that are relevant to them. All I do is photocopy it and put it in the post

with a short note. I am sure it makes them smile.

One of the reasons for writing this book was to have something of value to give my

customers that would keep them happily thinking of me at the same time as getting

some good ideas.

There are lots of ways you can use this information. Start thinking about how you

can increase the level of happiness your customers have and watch your business

grow in direct proportion.

Think customer happiness and grow
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78 Dealing positively with complaints

What is a complaint?

A complaint is an expression of customer dissatisfaction. It can be easy to drive

customers away if their complaints are ignored or handled badly. A complaint is a

statement about expectations that have not been met. A complaint can be a gift if

you choose to see it that way.

Why is getting complaints important?

Your clients and customers have two options when they feel dissatisfied. They can

talk or they can just walk away. If they just walk away you have no opportunity to

solve the problem, you don’t even know what it is. Many people don’t complain

even though they are unhappy with something. Their reasons can include not

wanting to bother anyone or cause a fuss, risking confrontation, or they simply

don’t know how to. They will probably only express their complaint to other

people, one in five people tell up to 20 others. One complaint can turn into

negative marketing very quickly.

If you get told about a complaint, it gives you the opportunity to learn about your

business, to keep the customer who has complained and ensure that the feedback

they give others afterwards about you is positive. If your customers have the

courage to complain, it gives you the chance to apologise and put it right. Some

customer relationships can be stronger as a result of a complaint being handled

well. You can show your customers how much you care about giving them the

service they deserve.

Complaints can be one of the best forms of feedback. They can tell you how to

improve your product and service. This constant improvement is vital to any

business that wants to maintain and grow its market share.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to create an atmosphere within your business that

encourages customers to complain if they feel that their expectations have not been

met. You will need a system for handling them that can immediately deliver the

feel-good factor. You and your team will need to listen and put your values into

practice – delivering exactly what you promise. In the face of a complaint you and
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your team will need to remind yourselves of the life-time value of a good customer.

Your team will need to be coached in complaint handling and given the authority

to provide answers and solutions as quickly as possible. Complaints must be learnt

from and the appropriate changes made which prevent them from recurring. Your

aim needs be ultimately to reduce the number of complaints that you get.

How to deal positively with complaints

& Listen, understand exactly what the customer is dissatisfied with and apologise.
& Offer a solution that gives the customer more than they expect and put a smile on

their face.

Examples

If a customer enjoying a meal in a restaurant complains about the main course,

offer them a replacement and a free bottle of wine to compensate for their

disappointment. If a customer complains about the late delivery of a package they

have ordered, thank them for their feedback, do not charge for the delivery and

offer free delivery on their next order with you. These are the little extras that make

people smile with surprise and are the things that they are more likely to share with

others, forgetting the complaint ever happened in the first place.

Write the customer a letter of apology or, better still, as director of the company

give them a personal call. There was a story recently about a customer who

complained about a problem with a flight he booked through Virgin Atlantic. He

got a shock when Richard Branson himself called apologising for the problems

and asked the question ‘What could we do for you that would ensure you continue

to feel good about us?’ The result was a first class up grade with a free place for a

guest. The customer’s day had suddenly improved dramatically.

Let the customer express any negative emotions they might have connected with

the complaint without taking it personally. Remember they are complaining about

the service not about you. Ask questions to clarify your understanding of the

problem and take notes. When the customer feels heard, you will be able to express

your appreciation of their feelings and apologise.

Here are some words that will help ensure that the customer feels that his or her

frustrations are understood.
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‘I appreciate that this must have been very frustrating for you. We apologise

for the inconvenience that it has caused you. We would like the opportunity to

put this right for you immediately.’

Give your customer a choice of solutions. This will give the customer a feeling of

being back in control, which is often what they feel has been lost when something

goes wrong with their order.

Make sure you and your team keep a complaints log. This complaints log should

include: date, customer details, complaint details, cause, solution provided, and –

most importantly – system changes to ensure the complaint does not recur.

YOURCOMPLAINT HANDLING ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Howdoesyour businesshandle complaints?
" What kind of complaints doyou tend to get?
" Are there any themesor patterns?
" What haveyou learnt about how to improveyour product or service from the

complaintsyouhavehad?
" How could youmake it easier forcustomersto express theirdissatisfaction if they

feel it?
" Howdoyou record customercomplaint information?

How to use this information

Every business from time to time will experience customer dissatisfaction. Nobody

is perfect. Mistakes happen. If you and your team see the complaints you get as

gifts, do everything possible to learn from them, maintain a positive relationship

with the customers who talk, you can only go forward.

Think about a complaint as a gift of learning

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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79 Motivating your team

What is a motivated team?

This is a team that has the consistent energy, enthusiasm and focus to make things

happen. They share a vision for the future which inspires them. They are

committed to the achievement of team goals. They feel important and valued

members of the team. They pull together and feel good about what they are doing

each and every day. They feel excited to be part of something that is growing and

moving forward.

Why is it important?

The energy and enthusiasm of your team is vital to your productivity and great

customer service. A team which feels motivated will give more and achieve more.

Their energy is the fuel that is needed to move forward. Your business is only as

good as the people who operate within it. In many cases your people are your

business. The better they feel, the more likely they are to be efficient, effective and

creative. It is in your interest to ensure that you do everything you can to sustain

their motivation and commitment. People will work harder and show more loyalty

when they feel appreciated and valued for their contribution.

Your challenge

It can be easy to take your team for granted and to expect them to just do their job

because you pay them to do it. Every team will need to be inspired by their leader.

Handing out a Christmas bonus is a nice gesture but it is not enough to sustain

long-term motivation. Your team will be affected by the way you communicate

your expectations to them. Your challenge will be to consider what you can do to

ensure that you create a team atmosphere that is a pleasure to be part of.

How to motivate your team

& Take time to communicate your vision for the business to them.
& Emphasise the importance of their role.
& Involve the team in your planning process – remember people support that which

they help to create.
& Help them to set meaningful goals and objectives.
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& Praise their hard work and achievement.
& Hold regular short meetings which keep the focus and recognise success.
& Recognise and reward results.
& Provide an opportunity for some healthy competition.
& Thank individuals for their contribution regularly.
& Smile.
& Organise the occasional team social and have fun.
& Provide learning opportunities.
& Care.

HOWMOTIVATED ISYOURTEAM? ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Howwould you rate the level ofmotivation your teamhas?
" Howdoyou knowwhen theyaremotivated? What doyou notice?
" Howdoyou knowwhen theyare demotivated?
" What impact does themotivation of your teamhave onyourmonthly results?
" What could you do di¡erently to add spark to your team’senergyand enthusiasm?
" What about arranginga teamdayorevening out? What could you do?

How to use this information

As the business owner you may be the natural team leader. Be aware of the impact

of your leadership style on the team. Is your behaviour inspiring or not? You do

have an influence over your team’s different levels of motivation and there is a lot

you can do to make a difference.

Think team and harness its power and energy
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80 Keeping customer records

What is a customer record?

Customer records contain important information vital to maintaining an ongoing

relationship with your customers. These records will contain customers’ full name,

company name, address, telephone, mobile, fax, email, website, birthday, business

information, work/client history, samples of work, personal information (as

appropriate) and spending patterns.

Customer records can be stored on a database or customer relationship

management (CRM) system. There are many good* CRM systems on the

market today which will enable you to store, access and manage your contacts and

communicate with these customers.

Why is this important?

Your customers are your business. Your existing customers form the bedrock

providing the foundation from which to grow. Your prospects are your future. The

only way you are going to be able to build your relationship with these people is to

communicate with them. If you are to do that effectively then you will need a

system. Any system starts with customer records. Names written on scraps of

paper, held in your head or contained in your inbox is not an effective way to

manage your database. It can be extremely time-consuming to operate in this way

and you will end up continually chasing your tail. If you have full and detailed

customer records you will be able to understand your business better. You will be

able to analyse spending patterns and see trends. This information can help you

with your future business decisions and marketing activities.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be firstly in choosing and setting up a customer database or

CRM system that suits your needs, and secondly in maintaining the discipline

required to capture, store and update your customers’ details.

How to get your customer details

Depending on how you normally take customer orders you will need to make sure

that you and your team develop an easy way of getting all the information you need
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at the same time. When a person becomes a new customer they expect to be asked

for their details. They have made a decision to buy and at that moment are likely

to feel the greatest connection. They could be interested in the potential value of

being kept informed, supported and in touch by the company that they have just

done business with.

& Ask for full customer details at the point of sale.

& Get into the habit of doing this and create a system that works and doesn’t take

the customer too much time.

& Take electronic details if you can – if not write in capitals.

& Make sure you give them a good reason for taking their details.

& Make sure everything is spelt correctly.

& Make sure your customers are called at least once a year and their details updated.

This provides another valuable communication opportunity.

& Make sure whoever is responsible for keeping the customer records up to date

does it religiously. It is much easier to do it day by day than it is to leave it, let it

build up and risk losing information.

HOWGOODARE YOURCUSTOMERRECORDS? ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Howdoyou keep customer records?
" Is the systemyouuse user-friendly?
" Howup to date areyourcurrent records?
" Doyour records contain all the information youneed?
" What additional information doyouneed?
" Howoften doyour recordsget updated?
" What could you do to improveyourcustomer record keeping?

How to use this information

Every customer you get has a life-time value. That life-time value will only be

fulfilled if they are kept happy, contented and communicated with. Use this

information to prompt an honest appraisal of your current customer record

system. Do what it takes to make your system work in the best way possible.

Think customer records and make constant contact easier

*If you would like information about the Fast Track marketing system we use, email us at admin@marketingco.biz
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81 Building an opt-in mailing list

What is an opt-in mailing list?

An opt-in list is a list of contacts that you have built yourself. It will contain the

names, addresses and contact details of people that have agreed or asked to be

contacted by you. They will be the people who have ticked a box on one of your

website forms saying that they would like to receive a free monthly newsletter, a

free report, regular product update or special promotion. They may have handed

you a business card at a networking event and asked to receive your information.

Why is this important?

Building your own list has several advantages. You will know that every name you

have on that list is someone who has demonstrated that they have an interest in

what you do. When you communicate with them they are more likely to pay

attention to what you send them because they asked for it. You can also be

confident that the names, addresses and telephone numbers are up to date.

If a person has put their hand up and said ‘Yes I want to be contacted by you,’ they

are one step closer to becoming a customer of yours. It is much more cost effective

to communicate with a list of people who are potentially hungry for what you are

offering than it is to do the same with those you only suspect might be interested.

Buying or renting direct mailing or email mailing lists can mean that a lot of your

mail goes in the bin and your emails become irritating spam. This is a terrible

waste of your time, money and effort. Creating your own opt-in list will enable

your marketing to be much more targeted.

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to put the right bait in front of the right people to attract

them to opt-in to your list. People will only say yes if they think that they are going

to get something of value as a result. Firstly you will have to find out where the

people are that are likely to be interested in your product or service. Secondly

work out what it is that would draw them to you. Thirdly go fishing with your tasty

bait. Creating an opt-in list that is full of the right people will require a well

thought-out and carefully planned strategy.
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CREATING AMARKETING SYSTEM

How to create your list

& Give people a compelling reason to say ‘I want more’.

& Create a free report, offer a free sample, a free newsletter, a free heath check, a

free consultation connected with your service that is exactly what people need.

Here are some examples
A nutritionist offers a free report called ‘How to feel super charged’

along with a free health report.

A financial consultant offers a free report called ‘How to raise finance

for your business venture’ and a free financial assessment.

A property company offers free monthly property industry update with

buying and selling tips and advice.

A professional association offers a free newsletter that contains

valuable up-to-date market and business research data.

& Develop a title for your newsletter or free report that promises a benefit and

suggests important learning. You can then use this along with your message

asking interested people to respond. The title should sell the value and motivate

action. Here are two examples of the lead generation messages I use for

Marketingco.

Do you need amore consistent £ow of new customers?
Get your free report now.

Nine steps to create a successful sales and marketing system for your

business. Download your copy from our website www.marketingco.biz

Or

Do youwant a constant £ow of marketing ideas?
Get our free monthly newsletter ‘Marketing Success’.

Register on our website www.marketingco.biz
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& You will need to put these lead generation messages in places where your ‘hungry

crowd’ are most likely to be. Find out all the places your target customer goes,

takes part in and reads.

& Make a list of the best places to post your message. This could be professional

association newsletters and magazines, networking groups’ websites, business

club forums, chat rooms, online discussion groups, newspapers and specialist

magazines, Google adverts, classified advertising in targeted complimentary

business e-zines.

& Some business clubs or groups will allow members to make special member offers.

This is a good opportunity to promote your free offer.

& You can offer a free tip to an e-zine that targets your market in return for

promoting your free newsletter or report.

& You can offer free ideas and advice to anyone asking questions about your area of

expertise on online discussion forums.

& You can promote your free newsletter and your free reports on your website.

CREATINGYOUROWN LIST ^ SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What could you o¡er asbait to attract yourownhungry crowd to becomepart of
your list?

" What doyou know that your hungry crowdare interested in?
" How could you get some feedback and ¢nd out?
" What could you call your free newsletter, report oro¡er that would sell it to your

target customer?
" Where could you promote it?
" Howmanypeoplewould you like to get onto your list?

How to use this information

Building a list is the best way to ensure a solid foundation from which to grow your

business. Once you have a list you will have created a very warm market for what

you do. So it is worth studying this information and considering exactly how you

can implement these strategies to build your biggest and best list.

Think list . . . and build your business

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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82 Creating a communication calendar

What is a communication calendar?

A communication calendar is your plan for all the individual marketing touches

you intend to make over the course of any 12-month period. It is a complete

schedule of events and activities. A communication calendar is your record of all

the different ways which you are going to stay in touch with your customers. It

could be through email marketing, e-zine, newsletter, information updates,

telecommunication, website promotions, Christmas or other special day cards,

invitations to social events, free talks, direct mail promotions and more.

Why is this important?

Keeping in touch with your customers is about keeping your customers in the loop.

It is about reminding them that you care about their interests and needs. Having a

calendar that plots each keep-in-touch activity will make planning easier. You can

analyse the flow of touches from the customers’ point of view and ask yourself

important questions like

& Is it enough?
& Is it too much?
& Are the activities the right ones, in the right order?

Your challenge

Your challenge will be to create a calendar that offers exactly the right amount of

touches. The right amount of communication is subtle, as it must neither be too

much nor too little. Your customers will not want to be bombarded with

information from you. In previous chapters each communication method will have

been covered in more depth. Know what you want to achieve and then design your

calendar of activities to suit.

How to create a communication calendar

Each part of your plan should ultimately fit together like the pieces of a jigsaw

puzzle. Each element can support and link to each other.

Your electronic newsletter can be used to deliver useful information as well as to
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promote an aspect of your business that your customer will find of value. The

promotion that you choose can then be linked to your website and links provided

in the newsletter to encourage traffic. Telephone calls to update customer records

can be linked to invitations to events or customer needs reviews. Direct mail and

email updates can be run concurrently, enabling one to support the other.

You may choose to have different communication calendars for your existing

customers and for those prospects who have opted in to receive communication

from you, but have not yet become customers. You may also have special

communication calendars for individual clients that you are nurturing.

Sample calendar

This is a sample calendar that could be used for existing customers and elements of

it for new prospects.

January Happy New Year Newsletter – sale – website promotion

February Newsletter – new products update

March Newsletter – special Easter promotion – website promotion

April Newsletter – telecommunication customer record update

May Newsletter – annual customer review – website promotion

June Newsletter – conference email/direct mail

July Newsletter – special hospitality event – website promotion

August Newsletter – conference email/direct mail

September Newsletter – telecommunication – website promotion

October Newsletter – conference – customer satisfaction survey

November Newsletter – Christmas gift ideas email – website

promotion

December Newsletter – Christmas card – Christmas party

YOUROWNCALENDAR ^ YOURSPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What doyouwant yourcommunication calendar to achieve?
" What methods areyougoing touse to touchyourcustomers over a12-month

period?
" Howareyougoing to ensure each touch supports and linkswith the other?
" What areyougoing touse each touch for?
" Makea plan and checkout what it looks like.
" Consider what you are planning from the customers’point of view.

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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CREATING AMARKETING SYSTEM

" Get some feedback fromyour team.
" Howareyougoing to implement thisplan?

How to use this information

A communication calendar is an excellent way to ensure you plan and deliver your

keep-in-touch marketing on time and on schedule. Study this information and use

it to motivate yourself to create your own. Measure the results it brings you over

the 12-month period.

Think communication calendar and get constant attention
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83 Fine tuning your plan

What does this mean?

Fine tuning your plan means evaluating its success year on year and making the

changes required to continue to succeed with it. Your marketing plan will be

tailor-made by you to achieve your goals and objectives. Ideally you will create a

new updated marketing plan each year.

Why is it important?

Twelve months is a long time and you may find that things change. Your original

plans will need fine tuning to work alongside any new or additional priorities. The

plan you have created will provide you with a solid and well-considered structure.

This may need some flexibility, a contingency fund, or the benefit of trial and error

to get it absolutely right.

As you start to implement your plan it will become live and active in the real world.

That is where the real learning will begin.

Your challenge

This may be the first time that you have ever given so much thought to a marketing

plan for your business. It may be the one and only time you have articulated and

written down all the ideas that you have had in your head for many years. It may

have required an effort to do this. Once something of this nature is complete it can

be easy to think ‘that’s it now I’m done’. If only it were that simple. Just as the

seasons change the needs and desires of your marketplace will too. You will also

change how you think and the ideas you have today will have developed further in

the months and years ahead. Nothing stands still, and especially not your

marketing plan.

How to fine tune your plan

As you will be actioning your plan week by week and month by month you will get

the opportunity to test out some of your strategies. As you see how well they work

you may fine tune as you go. Your marketing plan is your working structure that

needs to be referred to from time to time. It should not be kept in a drawer out of

sight otherwise it will be forgotten. Holding a regular, monthly marketing meeting
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is a useful way of creating an opportunity to review what is being implemented on

a regular basis. Give the meeting a structure that keeps you focused on the key

elements of your plan. This meeting can be with everybody who is involved with

the marketing of your business.

Sample marketing meeting structure

& Highlights of the month.
& What marketing activities have we implemented this month?
& How well have they worked – what is our evidence?
& What could we fine tune or improve?
& What have we got planned for next month?
& Allocation of tasks and responsibilities.
& Marketing goals.
& Action plan for the month.

YOURSPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Howwell is the planworking?
" Areweusing our resourceswisely?
" What if anything is likely to a¡ect thisplan over the next12 months?
" What else doweneed to consideror add to the plan?

How to use this information

See your plan as a live working document and keep it close to you. Creating a

marketing plan should become an annual discipline. It will ensure that you keep

committed to the important thought process that is vital to enabling the creation

of a profit-making, not a loss-making, marketing plan. Get your free marketing

plan template from www.marketingco.biz or www.salesfasttrack.co.uk.

Think fine tune and stay ahead

85 INSPIRINGWAYS TO MARKET YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
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84 Maintaining awareness and learning
from experience

What does this mean?

Maintaining awareness is about keeping your eyes and ears open and knowing

what is going on in your business. It is about being open to feedback, being able to

take a step back from time to time and see what is happening. It is about

recognising what is needed to move forward. Learning from experience will allow

you to stop doing things that are obviously not working quickly and easily.

Why is it important?

Maintaining awareness is vital to the ongoing success of your business marketing.

Continuous learning allows you and your business to grow. In a world that is

continually changing and with greater and greater pressure to be better, faster

and slicker, if you are not learning and moving with the times, you will soon get

left behind. Your eyes and ears must be open and alert; you cannot afford to

assume anything will continue in the same way indefinitely.

Your challenge

From experience I know that it can be easy to get so close to your business and so

involved in the day-to-day pressures that it can be hard to take that important step

back and evaluate what is going on. Time seems to fly by and before you know it

another year has passed by. If you don’t stop and give yourself time to think, you

run the danger of your business running you. Great marketing takes great

thinking, and you can’t do that on the run from one thing to another and back

again. Don’t get stuck in the loop of repeatedly talking about what you don’t want

to happen whilst continuing in the same old ways.

Remember the definition of madness: ‘Doing the same thing whilst wanting a

different result ’.

Change happens when you take action to get what you want. This may mean that

you have to shake off the old habits and create some new ones. You will need

habits that can support you in getting the fulfilling business life and results you

deserve.
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How to maintain awareness

Everything you do you can learn from. What works and what doesn’t are the two

questions that you need to keep asking yourself and your team. Keep your senses

alive and see your marketing activities through your customers’ eyes as well as your

own. Listen to the feedback you are getting. Notice the way the people who matter

to you and your business are responding to everything that you do. Stay sharp and

alert. Do not allow yourself to return to old habits and comfortable familiar

routines.

YOURSPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" What can I learn frommyexperiences today?
" What am Imoreaware of now that Iwasn’t before?
" What do I really want to change?
" What am Idoingabout it?
" What ismyevidence that things are changing?
" What is good about what is happening?

How to use this information

Keep questioning yourself. The right questions will stimulate your mind and

ensure that you train your brain to look for the answers you need to move forward.

Stay alert and feed your mind with what it needs to succeed.

Think be aware and keep your senses alive
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85 Staying on track

What does this mean?

Staying on track means paying attention to your goals and your plans and making

sure that you and your team are taking those important daily steps forward. Don’t

give up when it is tough or something doesn’t work first time round.

Why is it important?

Marketing works if you work at it . . . and that is what it takes. There may not be

one single miracle that will turn everything around, however there will be a series

of simple, practical ideas that, once implemented, will ensure you get those

important results.

The magic starts to happen when you stay on track and do what it takes to make it

happen. You need to get really good at marketing your business. It is well worth

making the effort. The better you are at marketing the quicker you will grow your

business.

Your challenge

It can be easy to feel motivated and inspired after reading a book like this,

attending a seminar or after seeing some good initial results from your marketing

efforts. The hard work will be in staying on top and feeling the energy each day

from now on.

How to stay on track

Question yourself and then try another way. Very few of us get it completely right

first time round. Hold regular review meetings and talk about your successes as

well as what else you could improve. Read and re-read this book. It will always

stimulate a new way of looking at something, prompt action and inspire you all

over again.
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STAYINGON TRACK ^ YOUR SPECIALRESPONSECHECKLIST

" Ask yourself and your team from time to time ^ howarewe doing?
" What isworkingwell andwhat isn’t?
" How couldwe improve?
" What couldwe domore of tomake a di¡erence?
" What havewe done really well?
" What arewemost proud o¡?
" Do Ineed to read thisbookagain?

How to use this information

Your attitude to making it happen will be the key to your success. Be determined

to make it work for you. Stop haphazard marketing activities and the time, effort

and money that you waste when it doesn’t work as well as it could. Start thinking

about what you are doing and planning your approach. It really will be worth it in

the long term when you finally reap the rewards that you deserve.

Think – Am I on track right now?

Good luck and I wish you all success and happiness that using these ideas brings

you.

If you want to stay on track why not join our Sales and Marketing Fast Track

group programme or get a copy of our audio version. www.salesfasttrack.co.uk
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